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ABSTRACÎ

Price StabÍlity and Marketing Alternatives for Grain

Corn in Manitoba

By: Marcia Elaine Glenn

Major Advisor: Dr. E.I,I. Tyrchniewicz

l,Ihile there have been large increases in grain corn production in

Ifanitoba, there has been little or no investigation as to how a market-

íng systero should develop to meet the needs of this expanding industry.

It was the purpose of this sÈudy Ëo first examine the characteristics of

the ManiËoba grain corn industry and second to use one of these charac-

teristics, price stability, as a criterion for evaluating possible mar-

keting mechanisns. Irrhile the first goal was dealt with quantitatÍvely,

the second stage was undertaken through the use of an analytical techni-

que proposed by SchmÍtz et al. This tool determined the gains or loss-

es accruing to producers under conditions of either príce stability or

instabilíty. Upon determination of the type of pricing condition that

would provide the greatest gains to producers, marketing alternatives

were outlined that rnight achieve these various price conditions.

ExaminatÍon of some of the characteristies of the Manitoba graÍn corn

industry, revealed several pertinent point.s. FirsÈ, from a production

standpoÍnt there is room for considerable expansion in corn acreage and

therefore supply. More fnportantly perhaps, is the analysis that indi-

cated that there is equally as great a demand for the conrnodity. Con-
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sideration of the Manitoba narket provided evidence that producers con-

sider corn a cash crop and therefore it displays uuch the same annual

production patterns as rapeseed, flaxseed and the other speciality

croPS.

As later enpirical analysis examined the effect of price stability on

producer gains, it was important to consider past prÍce trends. Average

annual Manitoba corn príces follow very closely those quoÈed on the Chi-

cago Board of Trade(CBT) and ín doing sor rùere found to display the

fairly variable price characteristics of such a pricing mechanism.

This price recieved by Manitoba producers is presently achíeved in

one of the four lrays. The first is a sinple producer to producer trans-

action with negoËiated price. The second enables the producer to delív-

er to his prinary elevator, for a daily price also detennined fron the

CBT. Producers can also, eíther índividually or as a part of the lulani-

toba Corn Growers Marketing Associatíon, sell their crop to various feed

nills in Manitoba, AlberÈa or B.C. These nills also quote prices based

on Chicago prices, but these will vary between companies depending on

the exchange differential and/or tariff benefit that is passed on Èo

producers. The fourth outlet for corn is the distillery at Gixnli, l"fani-

toba. CalverÈ of Canada requires 501800 tonnes of high quality corn an-

nually, and if Manitoba producers are able to saÈisfy Ëhe specifica-

tions, they receive a price determined by Calvert, monthly.

Possible narket.ing mechanisms !¡ere to be discussed after examiníng

charact,eristics of an optixûal pricing strategy. Through a method pro-

posed by Schmitz et aL., the gains resulting from price stabilization

can be estinaÈed. hlheÈher a firn or producer will gain from price sta-
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bilization was shown by Schnitz et aL., to depend on four paralreters:

price elasticity of supply, profit tnargin, contribution to total revenue

and relative aversion to risk.

Their testing criterion was estimaËed using various combinations of

these four parameters for grain corn. The values hrere chosen after exan-

ination of producer records, supply esËimations and production budget

esÈimates. Sensitivity analysis using varÍous ranges revealed that the

gaíns from price instability (as determined by the magnitude of the pro-

ducer surplus) increased r.rith increases ín (a) the profit uargín, and

(b) the price elasticity of supply and decreased wiÈh increases in (c)

contributÍon to Èotal revenue and (d) the relative aversion t.o risk.

One of the combinations was considered for the illustration of a

pricing strategy. The values of the parameters for this evaluation were

chosen to represent an ttaveragett Manitoba corn producer, and resulted in

a negative one indicating thaÈ producers would be better off wiÈh price

stability.

the rernaíning point which qras considered was the type of marketing

mechanisms that exist and the corresponding price conditions that they

would provÍde. There arose five alternatives: the Canadian llheat Board

with a pooled price, the l{innipeg Cornnodity Exchange with a variable

price, together as a part of Ëhe Domestic Feed Graíns Policy where a

producer has Èhe choice of pooled or open market price, the ManÍtoba

Corn Growers MarkeÈing Association with a transaction or pooled price

and sales to the elevator companies for either a daÍly price or a pric-

ing pool such as are presently operaËed for crops such as lentils.

-lv-
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

I.I PROBLEM STATEIÍENT

Corn, has been grown 1n North and South America as far back as histo-

ry describes. I{hile many of the present day cereal grains have devel-

oped fron wild grasses from central Asia, Asia Minor and Africa, it is

believed that corn had its origins in the wesÈern hemísphere, more par-

ticularly Ín the Anericas. Corn is classified Ínto a single botanical

species Zea mays and the earlier cultivars grown by the American Indians

were of a form quite sinilar to our modern day varieties.

Corn was introduced to the Canadian prairies, and more specifically

Manitoba, over 100 years ago. It has since undergone a somewhat pecul-

iar developnent. I{hile it has, since that daÈe, always been found ín

some minor proporEion, the production levels have been quite variable.

The first period when corn was of particular interest was in the thir-

Ëies. During this time there nere severe drought, conditions. Stem rust

!Ías proving to be devasÈating to the wheat crops and the grasshopper

problem had reached an all tine high. For these reasons producers and

researchers turned to other crops in hopes of finding hardier, more re-

sistant cropping alternatives. These old varieties of corn, such as

Gehu, Falconer and North l.lest Dent, obÈained yields of 11890-21268 kg/ha

which, to present day producers, would be considered crop failures.

Acreage of these varieties, however, increased throughout the t,hirties

-1-



2

until a high of 40r47O hectares was seeded ín 1942. After this the in-

terest in corn production declined. There are several reasons cited for

this decline: there had been the discovery of ne!¡ rust resistant varie-

ties of wheaÈ, the climaÈic conditions had returned to normal vrith cool-

er seasons and more moisture, the grasshopper population had dininished

and there was no market development to keep pace with the increases in

corn production. thus corn acreage and research were sÈyrnied for a

period until the L960' s when again, there rüas renelred interest in the

developnent, of corn.

This rejuvination of the corn industry can be largely attributed to

three factors. the first is the development of Èhe hybrids. iühíle

these lrere int.roduced to Canada in 1937, it took nany years to improve

on their characterÍstÍcs and rnake Èhem feasÍble for large scale acreages

on the prairies. The second reason is the markets that had developed

for the increased corn production. Both the western Canadian feed nills

and CalverÈ Distillery of Canada in Gi¡nli, Manitoba showed serious in-

t.erest in Manitoba graÍn corn production and indicated that markeÈs

rsould be available should the quality of corn meet the necessary stan-

dards. The third factor causing increased interest Ín grain corn pro-

duction is the Canadian graln narketing system Ítself. In recent years

producers have desired alternaÈives to the traditional Canadian lÍheat

Board crops. These options have come in the form of specialty or cash

crops which have been sought Ëo ease the cash flow problens existing on

the prairies. I{Íthout expanding on the details of the Canadian grain

marketing and transportation problensrt ,a r¡ill suffice here to say that

I' BoozerAllen and
Í'lestern Canada,

Hamflton Inc., Grain
Grains Group, Ottawa,

Transportation
July 1979.

and Handling in



3

the presence of such difficultles has only hastened the development and

advance¡nent in acreages of crops such as corn.

The real expansion in the corn i.ndustry has occurred over the lasÈ 8

years. Between 19722 and 1980, seeded acreage increased froro 51261 to

62rL29 hectares and it has been estimated that had weather conditions

been more favorable, the acreage would have exceeded 701000 hectares in

1980.3 Productlon figures reveal a corresponding increase. More specif-

ically, total production has Íncreased by a factor of 12 since L972,

with 1980 production levels exceeding 2I01000 tonnes.4 Despite the fact

that these figures inply that there has been no corresponding increse in

yield over this same time period, this is not the case. Yields have

also improved, but the unfavorable ryeather condiËions for corn produc-

tion in L979 and 1980 Ínhibited the realization of these potential

yields.

Regardless of these unfortunate weather conditions these producÈíon

increases are substantial. The potentÍal inpact of grain corn in west-

ern Canada is, however, far greater than even these figures suggest.

Glven present varietÍes requiring 2,300 corn heat uníts5 for ful1 devel-

opment, over 2001000 hectares could be utilized for grain corn produc-

L970 and L97L displayed unusual production characteristics
therefore oniÈted here.

Manitoba Department of Agriculture, Manitoba Agriculture
L979, Queen's Printer, Winnipeg, Manitoba, L979. pp. 62-63.
sions with Metro Daciw of Economics Division, M.D.A. for

and hrere

Yearbook
Discus-

predÍcted
acreages.

See Table I.

As indicated in the leaflet rrCorn l{eat Units in the Pralriesrr distrib-
uted by Manitoba Department of AgriculÈure, corn heat units measure
heat available and provide a systen which rates corn hybrids and geo-
graphic regions in the same terms.

4

5



4

tion.6 At today's yields (4,OOO kg/tra) and prices (approxinaÈely

$140.oO/tonne), this t,ranslates to a gross reÈurn of more than $1I0 nil-
'l

lion.' This represents an increase of 45 percent over the revenue that

would be received if the sane land had been sown to wheat.S Furthennore

this may be only the lower linít, as research and development of hardier

and higher yielding varieties conÈinues.

hlhile the Èechnical aspect is vital to estirnating production poten-

tial, producer lncentive ís at least as important. Despite adverse

weather conditions in 1979 and 1980, present reports indicate that pro-

ducers are encouraged about the prospects for graÍn corn and again con-

sÍdered it in their 1981 nanagement strategies. Indicative of this are

the acreage predictions for 1981, which are 1101000 hectares, from lat-

est estimates.9 ar.r.r, the presenÈ producer interest and actual technical

ability there have been esÈimates that wesÈern Canada will be self-suf-

ficient in graÍn corn by 1985.10 trti" means that the 25,000 to 1271000

tonnes that have 1n the past been inporÈed into western Canada frorn the

6 C.F. Framinghan, et al., The Potential Impact of Corn and Potato Pro-
duction and Processlg in Manítoba, Volume 1.1, Research Bulletin No.
73-.1 , lepartnent of egric,ilturãl ncononics, University of Manitoba,
Nov. 1979, p. 36.

1
' lÍanitoba DeparÈment of Agriculture, Ibid., 2021350 hectares x 4'000

kg/ha x $f40.00/tonne = $113 rnillion.

Ibid., p. 50, and based on l98I ManiÈoba Department of AgriculÈure
Cost of Production Figures, I,Iheatz 2021350 hectares x Ir728 kg/ha x
$220.50/tonne = $77.1 nÍllion - $71478,856 (total costs) = $69.6 rnil-
lion. Corn: 202,350 hectares x 41000 ke/ha x $140.00/tonne = $113.3
million - $111612,867 (total cosÈs) = $102.7 nillion. See Table Al
for a more deÈailed description of the calculations.

Statistlcs Canada 22-002, prelÍminary estimate of grain corn acreage
in Manitoba, June 26, 198I.

10 Rog"l"ky, op. cit., 230r000 acres to achieve self-sufficiency.



United States will be replaced by western Canadian grain corn. This

a significant amounÈ when one considers this a¡nounted to $21 mÍllíon

1974 when imports exceeded l47r00O torrrr"".11

DespiÈe these acËua1 and estimated increases, Èhere has been little

study on the nature and characteristics of t.he Manitoba grain corn in-

dusÈry. In order to understand and aid in the development of a market-

ing system Èo meet the needs of this growing industry, several factors

must be examined. These include the polieies and regulations governing

grain corn, in addition to the production and price patterns and rela-

tionships that exist. Such a discussion will hopefully provide the

background informaÈion through which a specific evaluation tool can be

used in the consíderation of a marketing mechanism. The technique that

rdas chosen for this analysis was price stabilty and its effect on pro-

ducer welfare.

L.2 SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES

In light of the existing technical potential for corn, and the seem-

ing willingness of producers to grow the crop, the objecÈives of this

study can be outlined more specifically by the following four goals:

1. To provide a descriptÍve analysis of the Manitoba grain corn in-

dustry Íncludíng: demand and supply potentÍal, price and produc-

tion trends, imports of American corn, the Domestic Feed Grains

Policy, the feed market in British Columbia, and the Ontario

grain corn market.

ll S"" Table 7, p. 44.

5
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6

2. To apply the theorem proposed by Schnitz eË a1., that a produc-

er's desire for price stability depends on four parameters: príce

elasticity of supply, profiÈ margin, contribution to Èotal rev-

enue and aversion to riskr12

3. To use the results obtained frou objective thTo to draw conclu-

sions about the type of pricing policy that would be best suited

to grain corn producers,

4. To suggest alternat.ive marketing mechanisms that could provide

the type of price, stable or unstable, that results in the great-

est welfare gains for producers.

As outlined by objective one, it was the attempt of this Èhesis in

part, to assimilate some of the facts and figures surrounding the Mani-

toba grain corn indusÈry. Chapter two undertakes to do so in substan-

tial detail. The remainder of the thesis, however, devotes attention to

only one aspect of the characteristics outlíned in Chapter tv/o. After

consj.deration of some of Èhe general features of the corn industry price

stability was chosen for further analysís. I^Ihile the remaining three

objectives deal specifically with Èhis aspect of the market, it is not

because the other factors are not viÈal to the study of the industry,

rather, it was necessary to reduce the problem to a rnanagable size and

in doing so attempt to reveal some useful conclusions regarding the mar-

keting of grain corno Price stability and its affect on producer wel-

fare is therefore the only crÍterion used in this evaluation.

Shalit and S.J. Turnovsky, ttProducer

Price Instability," A.J.A.E., Vol.63,
A. Schmitz, H.
Preference for
pp. I57-160.

hlelfare and the
No. l, Feb. 1981 ,

T2



I.3 OUTLINE OF THE SI'TIDY

Development of these four objectives will proceed in the following

order. ObjecÈive one will be dealt with ín Chapter 2 arrd will attempt

to provide a qualitative framework for a more specific examínation of

Èhe problen. Chapter 3 will present a detailed examínaÈion of the

Sehnitz et al., proposiÈion on producer welfare and price stabí1ity.

The fourËh chapter will descrÍbe the specífic model used in this analy-

sis, and the techniques used in arriving at the relevant values for the

four parameters. Chapter 5 provides the discussion of results and the

last ehapter provides a sutnrtrary of the first two objectives and then

elaborates in some deÈaiI on the lat.ter two. Chapter 5 also presents

the linitations involved in this study and suggests some possibilities

for furt,her research.



Chapter II

BACKGROUND TO THE PROBLEI'Í

Chapter I provided a brief look at Èhe nature and potential of the

Manitoba grain corn indusËry, in addition to alluding to the conplexity

of the grain markeÈing system in which Ít resides. Several of these

features, however, seem to warrant much closer examination. It will be

the intention of Chapter 2 to provide more infonaation on these matters.

ThÍs discussion will include an examination of potential supply and de-

mand, past and present production trendsr mânâgêmêDt practices, price

relationships, Domestic Feed Grains Policy, the Britísh Columbia feed

grains market and a brief look at Ontario's corn markets. After this

discussion one particular characteristic, price stability, will be used

ín Èhe remainder of the thesis, in an evaluation of its effeet on corn

producers welfare gains. Then, using the results obtaíned from this

analysís, alternative marketing mechanisms will be considered which

could provide various price condiËions.

2.L POTENTIAL SUPPLY

Grain corn production in Manitoba is presenÈly in the midst of a Ère-

mendous expansionary phase. As is evident in Table I acreage has in-

creased from approxinately 1r500 hectares in the early seventies, to

501000 hectares in the late seventies. In 1980, hectares planted ex-

ceeded 621000. In production figures this area provided over 217 1000



Table I

Corn Statistics

Acreage
in Manitoba

Year (hectares )

YieId
in t¿Ianitoba

(xg.zha.)

Production
in Manitoba Price

(tonnes I G/tonne )

I97 0
197 T

L972
L973
L97 4
1975
L976
L977
1978
L979
1980

L ,4L6
3, 683
5,26L
6,475
2,O24
4,856
6, 900
9,7OO

35, 600
52 ,600
62,729

3, 13g
3,035
3,380
3,452
2,394
3 ,923
4,232
4,062
4,L40
3,769
3,470

4,445 62.99
LL, L77 49 .2L
L7 ,78L 6L.O2
22,354 120.07
4,826 L44.42

19,050 12O.IO
29,2OO 118.94
39,400 98.35

147,300 110.25
I98,550 Ir8.00
2L7,670 r53.56

Source: Manitoba Department of Agriculture, @!þþ
Aqriculturg, 1979 Yearbook, Queen's Printer'
FlnnÏpeglivlãnÍtoba, 1979, P. 63.
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tonnes in 1980, which represents a tenfold increase from the total pro-

duction esÈimates for 1975. I{hile it is not entirely clear fron Table

l, yÍeld too, has Ímproved subsÈanËially over the years. Hamilton, a

researcher aÈ the Brandon Research Station, states that:

Corn is a crop built for continual improvemenÈs--genetically
there has been an increase of about one bushel per acre Per
yearrgince the introductÍon of hybrid corn more Èhan 40 years
ago.

IIe goes further to poÍnt out that another bushel per acre per year has

been attained through better management. practices in the way of optinal

planting times, fertilizer and weed control systems. The linitations

on supply include those physical in nature, such as heat and moisture

availability, and soil type as well as uanagerial practices Èhat are

corn specific.

The present hybrid varieties recommended for Manitoba require at.

least 2r100 corn heat uni.ts and the better yielding varieties need 21300

o. 
"borr..14 

More specifically, the corn heat unit (cHU) ratíng system

calculates Èhe heat available for plant development during the day and

night, averages these values for each day and then sr¡ms them to deter-

mine the toÈal corn heat units avaílable during the season. These val-

ues are calculated for nany points wiÈhin a geographic area and Èhen a

CHU nap can be drawn connecting the points of equal CHU's. Figure I de-

pÍcts such a map for Manitoba. A more useful map is Èhe one in which

the probabilities are calculaÈed which correspond Èo the respective CIIU

contours. PresentJ-y, 21300 CHU's are required for grain corn production

13 n.r. Hamilton, ttCorn--New Gold on the Prairies,
ator, March 6, 1980, p. 26.

The Manitoba Co-oper-

14 S"" the Corn Recomnendati.ons fron Manitoba Department of Agriculture
in Table 42.
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and 21100 for corn destined for silage. Figure 2 shows the areas in

Manitoba that rrill obtaín, in 9 years out of I0, at least 21300 CHU's.

There are tv¡o additional features that must be considered in regards

to the physical conditions necessary for production of grain corn. The

first is the moisture level. Manitoba ís typically a moisture deficít

region. That is, the amount of moisture that evaporates and t.ranspires

from Èhe soil is less than that remaining in the soil in the spring plus

that received during the growing season. This deficiency usually

amounts t.o about eíght inches by the end of August, but it can range

fron 2 to 12 Ínches. These low noisture levels lead to the second fac-

tor that need be considered, the soil type. Grain corn is besÈ suiËed

to well-drained sandy loam to clay loam soils. These loams provide the

good moíst.ure retention capacítites required for gro!¡th. Figure 3 indi-

cates those areas that have suitable soil types for grain corn produc-

tion, conbined with 21300 corn heat unit contours having a probability

of .9. Cornbining these two limitíng factors results in a poËential

acreage of 2L6r50O hecÈares for grain corn production in Manitobr.l5 IÈ

is evident from this that there exists plenty of room for furÈher growth

in acreage, even with the present lirnitations of 21300 corn heaË units.

Should this linit be decreased through further improvements in plant

groütth and development to 21100 CHU for Ínstance, this potential would

aluost double to include an additional 170r000 h""t"r"",16

C. Franinghan et al., The Potential ftnpact of Corn and PotaÈo Produc-
tion and Processing in Manitoba, Volume 1.1, Research Bulletin No.
794, Oepartrent of egricuft"raf Economics, University of Manitoba,
I{innipeg, Manitoba, Nov. 1979, p. 41.

rbÍd.
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There are several factors worth ment.ioning in regards to special

management practices for grain corn. Proceeding chronologically from

seeding to harvest time, the following points are of particular inter-

esL. The date of planting is very important in corn productíon and the

oPtinal period is fron May I to May 15. TesËs have shown thaÈ there is

a loss of about one bushel per acre per day in yield when corn is plant-

ed after the fírst nreek in May.17 ltÍ" ís a significant amount consider-

ing that there is no additional cosÈ incurred for early planting. At

1980 priees a delay of seven days could result in a decrease in toÈal

revenue of $27.3O/ acre (g60.06/hectare).18 thi" illustrates the impor-

tance of early seeding for grain corn.

A very import.ant consideration when examÍning corn production is the

particularly high level of weed and pest nanagement required. Corn is

unusually susceptible to weed populations which tend to reduce yields

substantially. One of the most common soluÈions to this problem is the

application of the herbicide atrazine. Atrazine is very effective for

weed conËrol, but it also has lasting residual qualities. This creates

difficulties when it comes to usÍng corn in a rotation scheme. I,Ihile

many areas in the corn-belt of the United States practice continuous

cropping, Ëhe buíld-up of diseases and insects under such a program

tends to make nonoculture cropping somewhat less than satisfacÈory.

There are some alternative crops that have been developed which are re-

sistant to atrazine but these are not of the high yielding varieËies

typical of the more tradítional prairie crops.

Ha:nilton, op. cit.,

Manitoba Department
($60.06/hectare).

26.

Agriculture: $3.90/bu, x 7 days = $27.3O/acre

L7

18

P.

of
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In addition to the special management required for grain eorn produc-

tion, there are two additional pieces of machinery required. To ensure

proper seeding and therefore growth, a eorn planter is essential. This

will cost fron $131000 to over $201000 depending on the size required.

The second piece of machinery required is a corn header which is aË-

t.ached to the combine. Such an attachment minimizes losses at harvest

by a series of snapping rolls and a stripper plate whieh shells the corn

instead of the typical style of thrashing. A corn header usually costs

approxinately $9r000 which combined wíth the corn planËer requires an

additional investment of up to $301000. There is one further implement

thaÈ is often used in grain corn production. The row erop cultivator

can be very useful for mechanÍcal weed management when ít is not desira-

ble to use the herbicides which leave r."id,r"".19

The two remaíning fact.ors Èo consider in regards to grain corn pro-

duction are drying and írrigation. As recommended by the Manitoba Corn

Committee:

drying of the corn is essential when harvested above 18 per-
cent moisture content unless it it placed in airtighÈ storage,
preserved in acid, or is frozen.--

They also recommend ËhaÈ corn be harvested at 27 percent moísture to

minimize field losses, cracking and splitting. The result is that nost

farmers must dry their crop before storage. This presents another cost

for grain corn producers. They can eíther have their corn custorn dried

whích amounts Èo abouË $19.69/tonne ($.5O/bushel) or they can purchase

19 Pri."" detennined by consultation wíth Sylvio Sabourin, Research As-
sociate, DeparÈment of Agricultural Eeonomics, University of Manito-
ba.

2o l"Ianitoba corn commitËee,
lll, 1979, p. 32.

Field Corn in Manitoba Agdex publication No.



their own drier and perform the task themselves.2l

their ovm driers often engage in custom drying which

iniÈia1 investment.

t7

Producers having

helps pay for the

Grain corn is particularly conducive Èo irrigatíon because of its

fairly high noisture requirement,s. The increase in yield is substantial

as índicated by Mr. R. Mitchell's crop at Ross Farms in Shilo where

yields of 7,245 kg/ha were obtained in 1980 as compared wíth the provin-

cial average of about 3 1528 irg/na.z2 In addítion to this improvemenÈ in

yíeld, irrígatíon will also increase the potential area for grain corn

production subst,antially. It will allow land that i.s presenÈly unsuita-

ble for corn production, because of moisture deficiËs or soil type, to

be utilized. Thus, while potatoes, vegetables and silage corn have to

date been the most profitable crops for irrigation, it appears that

grain corn Loo, is shov¡ing increasing feasibility.

2.2 POTENTIAI DEMAND

As mentioned prevÍously there exist two traditíonal uarkeÈs for grain

corn groürn Ín l4anitoba. The first ís the disÈilling industry which has

a plant located aÈ Ginli, Manitoba. Calvert of Canada requires 501800

tonnes of corn annually to meet its distÍlling requirenents.23 hlhile

Manitoba production levels are high enough to easily satisfy these de-

mands, the quality factor has someÈimes been liniting. The year 1979

Determined by consultation rùith Sylvio Sabourín, Research Associate,
Department of Agricultural Economics, Uníversity of Manitoba.

Determíned by consultation with Dr. D.F. Kraft, Associate Professor,
University of Manitoba.

Determined by consultation wiÈh Ed tlard of Calvert of Canada, Gimli,
Manitoba.

2T

22

23
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exanplified this situation. Due to the very weÈ spring experienced in

that year, t.he quality of Manitoba corn vras not up to standards and con-

sequently Anerican corn lras brought in for the purpose. These quality

specifícations are as follor¿s:

1. MÍnimum bulk density--70O kg/n . Corn not meeting this require-
ment is sometines purchased at. discount priees, providÍng all the
other quality factors for a Canada No. I grade are met.

2. ì,laximum moisture content--I4 percent.

3. l"laximum liniÈs of danaged corn--

a) Heat danage--0.1 percent

b) Total darnage--3.0 percent

Maximum cracked corn and f'oreign material--2 percent

Odor:

a) Corn must be free of burnÈ and noxious odors

b) Oil dried corn will not be accepÈed

c) Propane or natural gas fired dryers are recommended r¡ith in-
take qir temperature not exceeding
60 c.-'

Thus as long as Manitoba corn is able to meet these requirements, the

distilling indusËry provides an outlet for aÈ least 50r800 tonnes.

The renaining corn produced in Manitoba is used in the r.restern Cana-

dian livestock industry as an ingredíent in feed. It is parÈicularly

attractive for poultry producers as it contains the very high energy

levels necessary to meeÈ Èhe physiological requirements of poultry.

I{hile this would provide Èhe mosÈ important outlet, corn can and would

also be used in the swine, dairy and beef industries as long as the

price proved economical.

4.

5.

24 M"rritoba Corn Committee, op. cit., p. 34.
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Before exauining the potential denand for grain corn by the western

Canadian livestock industry it is import,ant to at least mention the pa-

latibility concerns that are often raised regarding the feeding of corn.

The Canadian consumer has traditionally becone accustoned to white meat

in poultry and white fat in pork and beef. As far as digestibility and

patability for the animal are concerned, corn could be utílized almost

100 percent in most rations as is the case in the American livestock in-

dustry. Consumers in Canada, however, have shown a distinct preference

for the white meaÈ and fat provided by grain fed animals over the

slightly yellowish tinge, characteristics of meat from corn fattened an-

imals. This point is not of major concern, because Canadian corn is in

relatively short supply and American corn does not usually prove to be

as feasible as CanadÍan feed grains, but it is worth noting as these

types of concerns are a part of a livestock producer's decision on what

exaetly his feed ration will be composed of.

Given that the Canadian consumer is likely to adjust to the slÍghtly

different coloured meat, what ís the potential for grain corn by the

prairie livestock índustry? To derive some sort of estimate as to the

magnitude of this market, a linear program was used. As feed mills use

sinilar nethods Èo determine their least cost raÈions, such a tool can

be easíly adapted Èo show utilÍzation of any particular ingredient.

Least cost raÈions for various price leve1s of corn Iùere calculaÈed.25

The raÈions for 15 lÍvestock groups were used along wítt:, 27 feed ingre-

dients. Upon determination of the aroount of corn used Ín the ration for

25 Fot a more detailed discussion on the parameÈric program used see M.

Glenn "Demand Analysis for Grain Corn in lJestern Canadart'üJorking Pa-
pê8, Department of Agricultural Economics, Universíty of Manitoba,
July 1980.
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one animal, this value was nultiplied by the total number of that type

of animal raised in Manitoba, Alberta, Saskatchewan and British Columbia

for one year. The aggregate demand of the 15 groups provided the total

denand for grain corn at one specific price. Parametrically varying the

price of corn, the price of all other feedstuffs remaíning constant, re-

sults in a demand schedule. By plotting these points, the typical down-

ward sloping demand curve results, (Figure 4). Such a calculation nas

carried out three tiues, wiÈh the prices for each of the other feeds-

tuffs changed to those existíng Ín the years 1973, L976 and L978. This

provided three scenarÍos through which Èo evaluate demand. The years

L973, L976 and L978 represented conditions of high, low and moderate

protein/energy price ratios respectively.

The prices of corn actually received by Manitoba corn growers ín I976

and Ig78 were IL.89Ø/ke and 11.025 Øh<g, respeetiv.ly.26 a" is evident

froro Figure 4 these prices correspond to potential dernands of approxi-

nately 851000 tonnes for L976 and 4251000 tonnes for the 1978 crop year.

If one compares Ëhis Èo the actual production figures for Èhose years

(table l), 29,200 tonnes in 1976 and I471300 tonnes Ín 1978, it becomes

clear that poÈential demand exceeded actual production substantially.

Thís gives sone idea of the sÍze of the feed market that ís open Ëo

corn. There is one further consideration in regards Ëo the demand for

corn Èhat should be mentioned before concludíng Èhe renarks on poten-

tial denand. Gasohol plants utilize cereal grains and graÍn corn in a

process to produce grain alcohol, which when combined with gasoline will

reduce consumption of the exhaustable resource. Corn is particularly

26 lt" year 1973 r¡ill not be
conditions existing in the

consídered further because of the unusual
protein meal market at that time.
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suiÈed to gasohol production because of its high carbohydrate and low

protein content.2T Whil. gasohol production does not prove to be feasi-

ble untíl oil prices reach $50 per barrel, if they do so, this will pro-

vide yet another market outlet for graín corn.

2.3 PRODUCTION TRENDS AND RELATIONSHIPS

llheat and barley are the rnajor crops grown on the Canadian prairies

and more specifically in Manitoba. Upon close examínation, however, it

becomes evident that barley and wheat production trends display very

different characteristics. Figure 5, shows acreage fígures for wheat,

barley and grain corn in Manitoba, (Tables A3 and A4 in Appendix A).

l,lhen v¡heat acreage is on the rise, barley acreage tends to decrease.

The identical trend is also found Èo be evident in Figure 6, for Èhe

corobinations of wheat-rapeseed and wheat-flaxseed, (Table A5 in Appendix

A). As producers move out of wheat producËion, there tends to be an

overall increase in acreage of all other crops. !ühen the price of wheat

is strong, producÈion of that crop is increased, and when the price of

wheat begins to decline, producers Èend to move out of wheat product.ion

into one of the other crops.

If Figures 5 and 6 are examined closely it becomes clear that while

barley, flaxseed and rapeseed tend to display Ëhe same turning points,

the rnagnítude of these changes vary greatly. Barley acreage flucÈuates

¡sithin a 2501000 hectare range, while both flaxseed and rapeseed have

varied from a low of I00r000 hectares to a high in 1979 of 550,000 hee-

tares. Even accounting for Ëhe fact that rapeseed was a fairly recent

27 l. Hunter, rrrrrigation
operator September, ll,

Pays Off With Bunper Cropsrrl
1980.

The Manitoba Co-
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innovation on the prairies this 450r000 hectares indicates a much great-

er degree of sensitivÍty Èo price changes. This novement into and out

28of cash crops-" is a result of the low or high price of wheaÈ, in addi-

tion to other factors such as quota levels and delivery opporÈunities on

the Board crops. I,lhen the price of wheat is low, however, most produc-

ers do appear to move to sone degree into barley production in order to

reÈain at least some level of sÈability or security in revenue. This is

ensured by Èhe Board's pooling mechanism which operates only for wheat,

barley and oats. Producers will also increase their acreages of the

higher priced and often higher risk crops as well.

I,rrhere then does corn fit into these pat.terns of production? Corn, in

iËs presenÈ sÈatus can be considered as a cash crop. It ís displaying

Èhe same type of groi.rth and development that rapeseed did in the six-

ties, but as ís evídent fron both Figures 5 and 6, corn has noÈ yeÈ be-

cone as sensitive to the price and production fluctuations that are ap-

parenË in the other crops. Corn acreage followed a very consistent

level for the sixties and early seventies averaging about 31000 hectares

per year. Thís production was likely from producers in those regions

which obtained quite high levels of CIIU's and adequate moisture levels

to produce srnall quantities of corn to supplement their feed require-

ments or perhaps supply Calvert distillery in Ginli. It was not unÈil

the mid-seventíes that grain corn production actually began a steady

rise. Increases in acreage levels from about 51000 hectares Ín 1975, to

over 621000 hectares in 1980, is indicative of the importance corn has

achieved in such a short period of time. More importantly perhaps, is

28 C""h crops refer to flaxseed, rapeseed, sunflowers and other special-
ity crops.
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the fact that the levels for 1979 and 1980 are considered much lower

than were anticípated because of the particularly bad weaËher conditíons

in those two years. These increases are steady, however, and there is

1Íttle flucÈuation that night be aÈtributed to response to prÍce chang-

êS.

The actual production figures, shown in Figure 7, display the same

type of behavi-or, (Table A5 in Appendix A). rn facr they reinforce rhe

trend because of the íncreases in yield matching the increases in acre-

age. There Ís, however, an exaggeraÈion in Figure 7. It appears from

this that corn production surpassed both flaxseed and sunflowers in

1980. while this is true, it is accounted for by the facË that corn

has a hÍgher bushel weight than either flaxseed or sunflower and thus

Ëhe tonnage per hectare is quiÈe a bit higher.

2.4 PRICE RELATIONSHIPS AND STABILITY

This section on price relationships and stability provides the back-

ground information specific to Èhe later ernpirical analysís. hlhen the

possible rnarketing alternatives are examined usíng the concept of pro-

ducer welfare, they must be done so with regards to these existing price

trends that will now be discussed. the price of grain corn is basically

derived from the Chicago price of corn. For a producer rvith corn to

sell, there are actually four selling options each with a slight varia-

tion in price determinaÈion. The first involves selling to a local

feedlot operator. The price at uihich this ÈransacÈion is nade will ei-

ther be that negot.iated between buyer and seller or perhaps the daíly

street price quoted by one of the grain companies. A producer can also
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sell Èhis corn to a local elevator for the daily streeË pti...29 Thi"

price is actually calculated twice a day, once in the morning and once

at the close of the ChÍeago Exchange. The price quoted ís the price of

Chicago corn of the nearest futures uonth convert.ed Èo the metric equiv-

alent.30 Th"r" is no tariff of g1.97/tonne (g.05/bushel) added, nor is

there a conversíon to Canadian dollars. This calculation of price im-

plies that corn grorrers are receiving excessively low price for }fanitoba

corn relative to that receíved in the U.S. This price, however, is only

a quoted daily price and Èhere are few sales transacÈed at Èhis level.

Manitoba PooI quoËes these sinple prÍces to províde a starting point

from which more detaíled negotiations can take place, (Table 2).

The thírd option is avaÍlable only to those ManÍtoba producers having

the high quality corn suitable for distilling. Calvert disÈillery in

Ginli, Manitoba quotes, on the fifteenth of every monÈh, the príces Ít

is r¡illing Lo pay producers. This priee calculation is somewhat rnore

detailed. The base príce is the closing Chicago price on the fourteenth

of the month for Èhe nearesÈ futures nonth converted to Canadian dol-

lars. To this is added a freight differential, duty and product pay

back, and two addítional paynents for Seagram quality and pt"ri,n.31

These deliveries are, however, subject to the restrictÍons placed on
the elevat.or companies in regards to holdings of non-quota grain.

Determined by consultaÈion r¡ith Art llarden of Manitoba PooI Eleva-
tors, I,Iinnipeg, Manitoba.

More specifically the freight differential refers to an additional
payment equivalent to the transport cost.s of moving sinílar corn from
American sources; the duty is a part of the $1.97/tonne ($.05/bu) irn-
port tariff; the product pay back is a governmerit subsidy given to
Calvert to encourage the use of Canadian corn and which is added di-
rectly to the price recieved by producers; and the additional pay-
ments for Seagraro quality and premium result fron the specific quali-
ty requireuents necessary for distillÍng purposes.

29

30

31



Manitoba
l4onthly Average

Table ?

PooI Elevators,
Prices for Grain Corn
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L977 1978 L979 1980 198I

January
February
March
April
liay
lfune
JuIy
August
September
October
November
December

84.20
83.70
a9.24
94. t3
99.25

102 .91
94.00
88.29
86.35
92.77
92 .5L
91.8I

93.47
96.97
98.24

r05.05
r08 .33
115.8r
I19.48
1r0.93
I09.23
LLz.25
r09.71
rr2 .30

LO7 .97
LO6.74
r05 .26
105 .34
110.03
I12 .59
L24.45
r34.90
138.25
143.08
150.83
14s. 13

L42.L4

77 .72
77 .3L
74.22
77 .85
79.72

Source: Manitoba PooI Elevators daily price quotations
L977-198I. See Table A6 in Appendix A for daily
price quotations.



This calculatÍon can perhaps best be illustrated

following are the figures used for determination of

price quoted by Calvert distillery:

30

by an example. The

the January 15, 1981

Chícago Closing Price on January 14, 1980

in Canadian dollars,

+ .55 L/4 freight differential

+ .02 I/2 duxy and producÈ payback

+ .08 Seagram's quality

+ .L2 premiun

$4.54/bushel = $178.7 6/ tonne

Table 3 records all of the available prices from Calvert dístilleries

for the years L976 to 1981.

The fourth and final option available to Manitoba corn producers ís

to se11 their crop, either índividually or through the Manitoba Corn

Growers Marketing Association, on a conÈractual arrangement Ëo the feed

nills. Such feed nil1s raight be located in either Manitoba or Alberta

or B.C.

The conditions of these sales are of two varieties. They can either

be forward sold or unrestricted (i.e., sale made after production ís

conpleted). Itíth forward sellíng there are tr{o further categories under

which sales can be made. The first are production contracts. t'A pro-

duction contract usually refers to an agreement in which buyer and sell-

er agree to transact the product.íon from a gíven piece of land, or a

specifÍed quantity of product to be produced, wÍth the price either open

(to be determined at some later date) or fixed for a proportion (but not
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Table J

Calvert of Canada, Monthty prices For Grain Corn

L97 6 L977 1978 L979
($ /tonne )

1980 198I

January
February
March
ApriI
May
ilune
July
August
September
October
November
December

r19.40

Lze.76
120.09
107 .20

LLg.7
116.94
LLA .7 2
117 .93
LLz.O2

95.78
97 .85

LOA.74

IO4 .84
106. 12
110.64

roã. ¡a
IO8.08
ro8 .87

r09.36
111.43
115. 17
119.60
L24.33
13r .32
L42.83
r30.53
128 .85
136.34
135.55
L40.47

L34.O7 L78.76
L3s.25
135. rs
r33 .38
138.70
r38. 30
155.53

L67.93
I80. 73
L7s.32
L75.32

indicates not available.

Source : Ed trlard , of Calvert of Canada Limited, in a
personal interview \Tanuary, 1981.
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all) of the antícipated production."32 The other type of forward selling

is a deferred delivery contract in ¡vhich the buyer and seller agree to

take delÍvery or deliver a specified volume of grain, again price either

specified or pricing arrangemeriÈs agreed upon. The first of these meth-

ods is rarely applicable for use by the association and Ís uuch more

predoninant for individual producer sales. Both the unrestricted, in

which the selling contract is made aft.er completion of harvest, or Èhe

deferred delivery contract are much tnore common for use by the associa-

tion.

The pricing arrangements for each of these trùo meÈhods has to date

involved direct transfer from user to producer for each indivídual sale

made. Regardless of their location, the daily quotations are also based

on Chicago fuÈures prices. Feed mi1ls will also often pay the producer

part of that premiurn resulting from the Èariff and exchange differen-

tial. The degree to which that is paíd, however, depends largely on Èhe

company itself and the supply and demand situation that ís being experi-

enced at the tíme.

llhile corn is presently priced as described above, ín 1974 there was

a trial period in which grain corn rras traded on the l{innipeg Conrnodity

Exchange (I^ICE). The markeÈ proved to have insufficient volume, and corn

was removed from the tradíng floor. I^Iith the recent increases in corn

production, the question has again arisen over the possibility of having

grain corn traded on the [Jinnipeg Coumodity Exchange. There has been no

official nove in that. direction, and therefore Manitoba produeers must

32 n.U.e. Loyns, I'Marketing and Marketing Strategies for Manitoba Prod-
uctsr" Extension Bulletin No.8l-I, Department of Agricultural Econom-
ics, University of l"fanitoba, I.IÍnnÍpeg Manitoba, Feb. 1981.
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rely on the Chicago Exchange for their price determination.

To examine this relationship between the Chicago and Manitoba price,

consider Figure 8 and Table 4. The prices plotted in Canadian dollars,

depict the priee of American corn and Ëhe price received by Manitoba

producers as esËimated by the Manitoba Department of Agriculture. The

important concept to obtain frorn Figure 8 is the correspondenee of turn-

ing points that is evident. Average annual corn prices received by Man-

itoba producers follow closely to those received by their A¡nerican

counterparts. U.S. corn has, however, ÈradÍtionally been higher priced

than Manitoba corn, (Figure 8). This can be attributed to two factors.

The most important is that American corn Ís usually higher qualíty than

ManÍtoba corn and the príce reflects thís premium. Also when Manitoba

corn grorrers rdere expanding into the B.C. markeËs in the mid seventies,

they found it necessary Ëo offer their corn aÈ discount prices relative

to U.S. supplies. This differential decreased to Ëhe present situation

where Manit.oba corn is priced on par with American corn of equal quali-

ty.

Figure 8 indÍcates that in 1975 the lvlanitoba eorn price exceeded the

American price. This rnay be due to the difference in harvest times and

the manner in which the two counÈries record their prices. American

príces are det,ermined on a calender year basis while the Canadian prices

are quoÈed for the crop year, Aug.-July. This would place the price

peak experienced ín L974 in the U.S. in the following year in Canadian

price quotations.

As far as stabilíty of ManiÈoba corn prices is concerned, there seem

to be fairly wide fluctuations in price on an annual basis. Such price
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Average Arurual
SoYbeans

Table 4

Prices for American Corn and

(44% Protein) , L970-I980

Year
(JanuarY to

December)

a
Corn

Price ín
u.s -

(Can.$/tonne)

b
S,oY 44% ProteLn

Price in
U. S.

(Can.$/tonne )

r970
197 I
L972
L973
L974
L975
L976
r977
I978
1979D
r980'

56.25
47 .73
50 .68
a6.7L

L28.17
138. L9
1r3.39
I23.40
146.08
165.98^
22L.46lr

9r.04
87 .20

r14.50
263.O2
280.2L
r39 .07
L76.77
22s .L5
2L5 .63
246.48r.
2L8.52-

Ppt"IiminarY

" r97 o- 19?4
and 1975-1980 are

Corn Prices
those quoted

are quoted from Chicago
at Kansas CitY'

o"r., eoy meal prices are for Decatur'

Source¡ U.S.D-4., Feed Situation from Feeg'SerhgÈ-News'

A.l{.S., U'S'D'A'' various issuee 19?O-I980'
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variability results in fncoue varÍability which is typical of the agri-

cultural industry. l"fore importantly to producers perhaps, 1s the month-

ly, weekly or even daily fluctuations in price that occur. As it will

become more evident laÈer in this work, there Ís much debate over the

gains from price stability. ['Ihile a procedure to test the gains or

losses resulting from price stabilization will be developed in much

greaËer detail later, it is importanË here to examine the past and pres-

ent variability that has existed for these prices.

In this regard consi.der Figure 9. These average monthly corn prices

are calculated as simple averages of Manitoba Pool's daily quotations.

It is clear that Èhere exisÈs an increasing trend in príces over the

period for whÍch prices are available.33 fa also appears that there ís

some sorÈ of seasonal variability existing in this price series. To

isolaÈe this seasonality effect, a seasonal index was calculated from

the time period January L977 to December 1980.34 ,rru." 10 shows the re-

sults of these calculations, verifying the hypothesis that a seasonal

variability does exÍst. The prÍce of Manitoba corn tends Èo peak in

late spring and early sumner , and then fall as crop expectations becoue

known in late sruItmer. It then maintains a souewhat lor¡er Èhan average

príce throughouÈ the remaining months. This is somewhaÈ varíant from

the normal seasonal price adjustments expected where price rises from

t,he tirne of harvest, equal to the costs of storage. Regardless of this

there is definitely monthly insËability in corn prices quoted to lufaníto-

ba producers.

33 Manitoba Pool began quoËing daily prices for

34 I.I. Purcell, Agricultural Marketing, Reston
sËon, VirgÍna, I979.

corn in August L977.

Publishing Co. Ltd., Re-
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There are two further methods thaÈ will be considered here to test

for i.nstability in corn prices. The first is the calculaÈion of vari-

ances and standard deviations for the individual months based on daily

price quotaÈions. Table 5 and Figure l1 display the results. Conparing

these standard deviations to a constant price, where the variability is

zero there seems to be a significant divergence. Monthly standard devi-

ations reaching highs of $5.60 (in May of f978) Eeant that there Iilas a

67 percent chance of the price ranging from $93.69/tonne to

$104.85/tonne in that 30 day perÍod. This seems to indicate further

that rhere is in fact a great deal of instability in the daily prices

quoted t.o producers. These very large fluctuations do not occur every

month, but as seen in Figure 11 they are quíte frequent.

There does appear to be some sort of pattern arisÍng in the first two

years of deviations. The sprÍng-surmer months seem to have the higher

standard deviations, while the fall-winter months tend to be smaller.

Such a paÈtern is, however, non-existent in 1980 where the aPparent in-

stability seems to begÍn in the sunmer and continue on unÈil the end of

the year. Therefore, as the deviaÈions from the mean are greater than

zeto this suggesÈs that there is in fact a daily instability in grain

corn prices.

An extension of the previous discussion involves the examinaÈion of

the annual standard deviations, (table 6). These r¡ere calculated in the

sane manner as those above, except that they used the rnonÈhly averages.

There are two series used for this analysis. One provided by Calvert

distillery which are those prices quoted on the fifteenth of every month

and Èhe oËher are the monthly averages calculated from Manitoba Pool's
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Table 5

I'lonthly Standard Deviations for Corn Prices,
August L977 to January 1981

L977 1978 L979 1980 198r

January
February
IYlarch
April
l'lay
lfune
iluly
August
September
October
November
December

L.O2L2
2.8020
1.1604

.9166
2.3053

1.463r
.L947

3.5886
2.2894
5.6018
L.9464
3.2244
1.3436

.9224
r.5915
L.1.269

.94L2

2.2479
.8633
.a494

3.3176
L.5367
5.4045
4.894r
1.453s
L.377L
3 .07 rt
2.34LO
2.6L67

2.2969
1.8440
I .9038
t. 1250
2.6294

.9722
4.s385
2 . L844
2.4526
5.1456
2.2308
4.9736

2.0429

Source r Calculated from
PooI Elevators.

daily prices quoted by Manitoba
(Tab1e A6 in AppendÍx A)
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Table 6

Yearly Averages, Standard Deviations and
for Corn Prices Quoted by: A) Calvert of Canada

A. Distillery Pricesa

Nr
var.
SD

B. llanitoba Poolb

N
x
var.
SD

L976

4
1r8.86
58.9425
8.8651

L977

tÎ.bl" z

b*"b'" 
3

I
110.46

82 .6329
9.7L79

1978

Varianc€
and B) Ivlanitoba Pool

6
LO7.82

3.5344
2.0594

5
77.36
3.1603
r.9875

L979

L2
l27.Ls
1r5.1733
11.2091

L2
91.60
30. L748
5.7374

r980

11
151 .79
343.2768

L9 .4320

L2
107 .65
56.4765

7 .A493

t98I

I
L78.76

L2
L23.7I
285.92

L7.66

r
N)
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daily quotations. Both of these annual series display standard devia-

tÍons that are often far greaËer than those determined for daily prices.

This 1s Ëo be expected considering the daily lÍnits placed on the open

market pricing mechanism from which the daily prices are derived. Also

indicated are the ranges in prices that exist throughout the selling

year, r¡hich is a very important consideration for producers trying to

decide when to sell his crop. There is another point of interest that

arises upon closer examínation of Table 6. lJhile it was not clear frou

the nonthly standard deviatÍons, the rnagnitude of Èhe devÍation appears

to have increased over Èhe last four years. Again Èhe importance of

such a prospect will becone clearer later in the discussion of price

stabílity. It will suffíce Èo conclude here thaË there is instability

in pri.ces, both on a daily and rnonthly basis.

2.5 AlfERICAl.l IMPORTS

Table 7 reports the tonnage of corn that. has moved over the

U.S.-Canadian border in the last 10 years. The early sevenÈÍes experi-

enced fairly low levels of imports, averaging about 35r000 tonnes ln the

first three years of the seventies. The year 1973 rnarked the first in-

crease in movement to approxÍmately 791000 tonnes and then during the

next three years over double that quantiÈy moved into Canada. This can

be explained by thTo factors. The first becomes evident when the price

trends are examined for Ëhose years (Figure l2). l{heat prices reached

an all tine high during 1973 and remalned relatively high for the next

ttro years. Such prices would induce producers to increase their wheaÈ

acreage, likely at expense of the feed grains and cash crops. Both



Table 7 44

Imports of U.S. Corn and Livestock on Farms, 1970-1980

a
Imports of

U.S. Corn Into
lrlestern Canada

(tonnes)Year

Cattle orrb
Farms July I

(000 head )

b
Hogs on

Farms ilu1y I
(000 head)

L97 0
I97 I
L972
1973
L974
1975
L976
L977
1978
L979
r980

40,49L
35,598
45, r8o
78,874

I58,944
r31,135
L67,345

97 ,330
6L,429
77 ,857

7 ,536.O
8, O57 .o
8, 539 .0
8,998.o
g,845.o

LO , L77 .O
9,934.o
9,492 .O
8, 809.0
8, 736.5
8,775.5

3, 5r2 .0
3,845.6
3,367 .6
3,426.2
2,gg7 .7
2 ,00r.3
2 ,066.3
2 , r55.0
2,249.O
2,7OL.5
2,953 .O

Sources: "Fig.rr"s obtained from confidential Statistics
Canada file.
bcanada Grains Council, Canadian Grains Industrv,
Statistical Handbook '80, Canada Grains CounciI,
Winnipeg, Manitoba, 1980, p. 2O7 and 208-
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Source: See Table 5.
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Figures 5 and 6 indicate Ëhat this was in facË the case. I,Iith the acre-

age of barley at such a low level it was necessary to inport larger

quanties of graÍn corn from the U.S. to fulfill the feed requirements.

The second explanation for the large level of imPorts during the

L973-L975 period, Ís Èhe expansion of the livestock industry at that

time. Table 7 also shows how the number of cattle in wesÈern Canada in-

creased by over 210001000 nillion head fron 1971 to 1975. This increase

in livestock numbers, in addition to low feed grain production accounts

for the high levels of corn inports from the United SÈates in those

yeârs. This area of imports warrants more serious invesËigation, but

t.here are problems encountered when attempts are made to breakdown these

values much further.

2.6 DOMESTIC FEED GRAINS POLICY

The donestic feed graÍns industry represents the largest single cus-

üomer for the cereal graÍns produced in Canada as is exernplified in Fig-

ure 13. It has accounted for 12r 56 and 92 percent respectively of Ëhe

total wheat, barley and oat disposition. Earlier days in the develop-

ment of the livestock industry across Canada, feed grain was obtained

largely from on-farn supplies, supplemented perhaps by nearby producer's

surpluses. The surplus production levels experienced by prairie produc-

ers in the sixt.ies, however, led Èo depressed feed grain prices in the

I'lest and wit.h then, reduced feed costs. Consequently, lower prices for

meat were avaílable in and from western C"rrtd..35 Conversely, in the

35 s"" A.G.I,lilsonr"An AssessmenÈ of
Policy in Canadartt Paper prePared
Canada Grains Council, Oct. 1975.

the Present Feed Grain Marketing
for the 6th Annual Meeting of the
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East prices remained high, and eastern livestock producers were unable

to obtain the low cost feed supplies ËhaË were available to their rùest-

ern counterparts. This disparity led to demands by eastern feeders to

rectÍfy this situat,ion and establish a more ttequitable" arrangement

across the country. IÈ ís the attempt t.o achleve such a goal that has

been subject of much debate in the past decade and has led to the formu-

laÈion of the Domestic Feed Grain PolÍcy that exists today. Thís sec-

tion will briefly descrÍbe the policies that have been implemented since

1970 and discuss the present status of the Domestic Feed Grains Policy.

The two major coarse grains, barley and oats, came under the juris-

dietÍon of the Canadian llheat Board in 1948. From that date until 1973,

the l^Iheat Board r¿as the sole outlet for feed grain gro!ün in Èhe desig-

nated "r"..36 Sinilarly, the Board became the exclusive supplier of

prairie feed grains to eastern livestock operators.

The price quoÈed by the Canadian l{heat Board to easÈern feeders was

that set according to the international market, which was influenced to

a large extent by American corn and soymeal supplies. The deliveries to

this narket were closely regulated by Èhe Board's quota system and often

presented difficulties Èo \desÈern grain producers. Rather than rilaiting

for quotas to increase, prairie grain farmers would often have to sell

their coarse grains to the local uarket at depressed prÍces.37 Th" dif-

ferential existing between local praÍrie feed grain prices and those

36 D""igr,"t.d area refers to the area in western Canada in which the
Canadian I{heat Board is the sole purchaser of wheat, oats and barley
for export purposes. The area is conprised of all of Manitoba, Sas-
katchewan, Alberta and a snall area in the Peace River district of
Britlsh Coh¡mbia.

37 Inil"orr, "An Assessment of the PresenL Feed Grain MarkeLing Policy in
Canadartt op. cit.
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quoted to eastern feeders by the Canadian llheat Board widened to such an

extent in the late sixties and early seventies, that eastern pressures

began Ëo mount to rectify these dÍsparities.

l,Iestern producers also had conplaints regarding Ëhe exisÈing policy.

addition to the depressed prices r¿hich rsere received for grain sold

local markets:

... Èhe present system insulaÈed Èhe prairie feed grain pro-
ducer from his market place and rendered t.he individual grower
incapable of naking correcteproducÈion plans to satisfy market
requirements in the future.""

The inability of this program to satisfy Ëhe needs of livestock feed-

ers and grain producers led to the developnent of a feed grains policy

knor¿n as the InËerím Policy. This policy, which was initiated in August

L973, was a transitional policy which would aid the introduction of a

more comprehensive naËional feed grains policy that was to be introduced

ín L974. There were tvro nehr features of the new policy. The first al-

lowed free interprovincial movement of coarse graíns wÍthin the desig-

nated area representing a neÌ{ ouÈlet for western grain producers. The

second ínnovation provided for the developlnent of a purchase and storage

prograu underwhich:

...the Ag¡:icultural ProducÈs Board was Èo offer to purchase
off-Board"' feed graÍns fron producers at a prÍce initíally
nid-way between the i6itial price for Board grains and Èhe ex-
pected final return.'-

38 E.r. Marritt, An Assessment
da Grains Council, 1970, p.

of the Canadian Feedn.- GraÍns Market, Cana-

39 Off-Board refers to wheat, oats and barley sold dÍrectly to feed
rnills or feed lot operators in the prairie region by grain producers.

Government of Canada, DomesÈic Feed Grains Plan and ProPosals, in
Canada Grain Council's, Domestic Feed Grain Policy Study, October
L979, p. 16.

40
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This plan was to alleviate the need of prairÍe grain producers, because

of cash flow problems, to sell to local markets at depressed prices.

This monitored price, which was determíned every Èwo weeks, set a floor

price on praírie coarse grains in accordance wiÈh the Canadian l{heat.

Board's initial price and, hopefully, stabílízed, to some degree, these

non-Board prices.

The inability of the formula price to maintain a competitive posi-

tion in regards Èo the American price rendered the Interin Policy a dis-

appointment. In addítÍon Ëo the particularly unstable world conditions

present during this period, the policy did not insure that, the esËab-

lished price was less Èhan the United States price of corn. While

the formula itself provided for an 'equiÈable' basis for pric-
êsoo.in thaÈ Èransportation, handling and marketing costs were
negotiaÈed and written ínto the formula prícing policy...the
basic price on which the formula !üas applied to obtain the
C.I,{.8. selling pf,ice was noË directly relaËed to the competi-
tive fair price.'*

Furthennore, there was a

lack of such an adjustment process to ensure that prices on
the prairies would reflect corn competitive prÍces at MonËreal
in a period of rising WÈçe expectation and relatively unim-
peded movement to market.'-

As a result, grain backed up on the prairies and grain producers had to

again resort to unloading their feed grain through local markets at de-

pressed prices. In the EasÈ, the rnargins existing between American corn

prices and those quoted by the Canadian Wheat Board Èo eastern livesÈock

feeders for prairie grains caused a large inflow of American corn during

4l Food Prices Review Board, Feed Grains Policy in Canada, December
1975, pp. 9-10.

42 c^n d^ Grains Councir,
L979, p. 20.

Domestic Feed Grain Po1ícy Study, October
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. -43En]-S perlod.

The rnterirn Policy rdas in effect until August of L974, when a more

permanent feed grain policy was defined. The objectives of the new pol-

icy were outlined by the Government of Canada as follows:

l. To provide a fair and equitable base price for feed grains across
Canada. It was recognized that the costs of handling transporta-
Ti,óã-and storage r¡hen added to the base price, wír1 ã"rr". the fi-
nal or end price to vary depending upon disËance Èransported,
length of storage time, handling and Èhe like but the base price
itself should be equitable across the country.

2. To provide relief for the producer against depressed feed grain
prices such as occurred on the prairies in 1967 and 1969 when
producers were forced by cÍrcumstance to sell feed grains at
prÍces often below cost of production.

3. To encourage the growth of livestock
da according to naÈural fEÍ:otors and
various regions of Canada.''

and
Ehe

feed grains across Cana-
natural potential of the

Achievement of these goals was formalized by the following program

revisions. The najor one rdas the Ëransfer of responsibÍlity of the han-

dling and pricing of domestic feed grain from the Canadian Wheat Board

to the hands of the private trade. Under this open market system the

users of feed grain ín eastern Canada will have access to west.ern grain

in the sâme nanner as has feeders in the prairies and at prices deter-

mined by the Winnipeg Conmodity Exchange.

There was concern, however thaÈ this policy night lead to congesÈion

aÈ certain times of Èhe year. rf such a case presented itself, the In-

terím Policy enabled the CI.IB and private trade to engage in grain

43 c"r,.d. Grains Council, Canadian
'79, po 1Il.

AL" GovernmenÈ of Canada, New
Grain Council's DomestÍc
22.

Grains Industry SÈatistical Handbook

Feed Grains
Feed Grains

Policy, l{ay 22, L974 in Canada
Policy Study, October L979, p.
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ttswitchingtt4s to ensure supplies at a given time. In addition Èo Èhis

switching mechanism, the Canadian Government funded a storage progran

for up to 4 uillion tonnes at an annual cost of $40 ni11iorr46 ,o further

ensure adequate supplies of feed grains for livestock producers in feed

deficit areas.

There are three additional points arising in regards to this policy.

The first was the agreement that some modification of the Feed Freight

Assistance folicy47 *." required to ensure thaÈ the third objective,

rrgrowth according to natural factorsrrr would be upheld. No changes,

however, were made in 1974. The second point was Ëhe establishrnent of a

grain sÈabílizaËÍon fund for feed grai-ns. This provision Ìras a parÈ of a

larger CI^IB policy seË up to provide relief for producers of all Board

grains, in the way of a $151000 cash advance if the need rro"..48 Thi"

would hopefully remove t.he necessity to sell grain at depressed price,

should cash flow problens persist. The third point reinstated the op-

Ëion avaiable if a farmer chose not to sell to the open uarkeÈ, nor to a

local rarket.49 The Canadian l,Iheat Board still controlled export and

non-feed markets of coarse grains and could also sell to the donestic

45 Srra.hrrrg involves the paper exchange of non-Board graÍn in country
elevators for Canadian l,Iheat Board graín of like kind and grade al-
ready in terminal position.

46

47

48

49

Canada Grains Council, October 1979, p. 25.

The Feed Freight AssisÈance program was initiated in 1942 and subsi-
dizes feed grain movement from the surplus area 1n the prairie to the
deficit areas in eastern Canada and British Colunbia.

Canada Grains Council, October 1979, p.29.

The 1974 policy also removed the restrictions on Èhe inter-provincial
movement of feed grain in the designated area. Thus the local market
nor¿ referred to the ent.Íre prairie provinces and Ëhe Peace River Dis-
trict of British Columbia.
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market should the demand arise, t.herefore grain produeers could deliver

to the CI.IB if desired. The price offered by the Canadian Wheat Board ín

domestic markets !Ías to be that determined rrhaving regard to competiËive

price levels in the domesÈic export markets and in consultation with the

Canadian Livestock Feed Board."50 The intent from this, is t,o elininate

the problerns that had arisen in earlier years when Canadian príces were

hígher Ëhan American prices and subsequently, irnport.s increased.

Although Ëhe policy instituted in 1974 rernedied rnany of the difficul-

ties facing the donestÍc feed grain market, by August 1976, it was evi-

dent, that further improvemenÈs were required. The first was the changes

that would be made in the Feed Freight Assistance progran. The subsid-

ies were completely removed from grain moving from the prairies to

points west of Montreal and in British Columbia, the raÈes were reduced

by $4.40 per torrr,".S1

The second rnodification was the transfer of Èhe reserve stocks Èo 1o-

cat,ions closer to the deficit areas. This made supplies available in

selected cities wÍth nuch the sane release crÍteria as outlined previ-

ously by the policy. There were also provisions outlined for furt,her

expansions of the storage program at later daÈes. The federal govern-

Eent was to absorb the carrying charges on all reserve grain and they

also made additional monies available for construction of new inland el-

evators.

Canada Gralns Council,

They were restored to

October 1979 p. 24.

their former levels in 1977. Ibid., p.25.

50

5l
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The third, and perhaps nost controversial issue to discuss in regard

to the rnodifications of the Domestic Feed Grains Policy in 1976, was the

introduction of the ttcorn competitive pricíng mechanism. tt l,lhile the

L974 poLicy merely stated that the Canadian l{heat Board would offer do-

mestic feed grain at prices competitive with those for American corn,

the 1976 specified the manner in whích such coul-d be accomplished.

The purpose of the new pricing structure was to ensure that
feed grains would always be available in Canada aË priqçs tied
to the cost of U.S. corn irnport,ed into eastern Canada.--

Briefly, the corn competitive price now set.s the prÍce of feed wheat,

oats and barley according to their relative cornpositíon of energy and

protein as compared to Èhat of /13 United States corn and 49 percent soy-

bean meal landed in Montre.l.53 Thi" flexible pricing mechanism deter-

mines Èhe price quoted by the Canadian Wheat Board to eastern feeders

and feed nills.

The open uarket still exists as a market outlet and much of the do-

mestic supplies move through this rneans. In fact, the corn competitive

price operates largely as a ceiling prÍce for t,he domestíc market, \^r'it.h

Ëhe rnajority of sales being carried out Èhrough the open markeÈ. !4uch

of the time, Èhe prices on the Conmodity Exchange are below that set by

Ëhe corn competitive pricíng mechanism, indicating that Canadian feed

grains have generally been underpriced compared with Ameri".r, 
"otrr.54

52 ruia., p. 40.

53 Mot" deËailed descriptions can be found in Canada Grains
mestic Feed Grain Policy Study, October L979, P. 40;
Eãe¿ crain uTitization an¿ pricing Forrnulas in Canadar"
Vol. 8, No. L2, L977, p. 4; P. Perkins, ttNew Feed Grain
anismr" Grain Facts, Vol. 8, No. 2, L976, p. 9.

54 C"o"d. Grains CouncÍ.l, October 1979 pp. 258-260.

Council, Do-
H.G. Coffin,
Grain FacÈs,

Pricing Mech-
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While Ëhe tariff for American corn is not specÍfied in the Feed

Policy ltself, it is an importanÈ factor in boÈh the prÍcing of Canadian

feed generally and the movement. of Manitoba corn west more specifically.

The tariff level lras reduced from 93.15/tonne ro g1.97/tonne in the

sunmer of 1979 as a result of the GATT negotiations. It is added on dí-

rectly t.o t.he price of United SÈates corn landed in MonÈreal when calcu-

lating the corn competitive prices. It is also included in the price

determined by Èhe Manitoba Corn Growers Association for Manitoba corn.

The inclusion of the $1.97/tonne ($.O5/bushel) inport tariff allows pro-

ducers additional income over that which would be obtained under no

trade restrictions. The concern is thaË if this taríff was reduced fur-
ther or even removed enÈirely, would it still be economically feasible

t.o produce corn on Èhe prairies cornpetÍ.tive with American corn.

lhe Domestic Feed Grain Policy does not aÈ present have any jurisdic-

tion over corn grol,tn in Manitoba other t,han its qualification for Feed

Freight Assistance. hlhere iÈ is of concern for corn producers, is its
possible ínterference in the establishment of a price that is competi-

Èive with American corn. I{hile the corn competitive price was ín fact

designed to ensure eonpetitive pricing, little of the domesÈic feed sup-

plies are priced or delivered to this nark.t.55 The price detenoining

mechanism oPerating in the open market, however, may est.ablish somewhat

distorted prices because of instituÈÍonal factors interfering with iÈs

operatÍon. rn a study done by the canada Grains council in 1979, it is

shown that the corn conpetitive price is usually above Èhat deternined

55 c"rrrdi"r, llheat Board, The
L979 /80, f{innipeg, ManiÈoba,
tistical Tables.

Canadian Ilheat Board Annual Report,
1981, pp.54 and Table VI in Addenda Sta-
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on the l.IinnÍpeg Connodity Exchange. This indicates that these grains

are generally underpriced if compared to their nutriÈional value rela-

Ëive to corn. This results in a greater demand for feed wheat, oats

and barley because of the lower price. As Manitoba corn prices are

based on the price of United States corn it will theoretically be over-

prieed when compared to Canadian feed grains. The logical conclusion

from this is that, corn is losing markets because of the comparaLively

low príces exÍstfng for the other feed grains. It is ímporÈant to point

out, however, that all graín corn produced in Manitoba in the past few

years has been marketed in the current year, with no surplus carrying

over to the following seasorr.56

The fact thaÈ price differentials have existed between the Canadian

hlheat Board price and exchange price, has led to crítlcisns of the pres-

ent Domesti.c Feed Grain Policy. Other dÍfficulties have also arisen.

Misuse of grain switching led to íts suspension in 1978. IÈ was later

reinstated, buÈ only at reduced levels. Congestion of handling facili-

ties has led to the initiation of conbined quotas on the deliveries of

wheat, oats and barley to the Canadian ltheat Board and to open market.

In one recent study, it was stated that the present policy has cost

prairie grain producers $142r000,000, (beÈween Augusr I976 and July

L979), because of the differentials existing between open market and

corn competitive prices.57 tt," result is the continuing discussions on

56 ,n" year L979 lras ân exception to this trend. The weÈ spring in that
year caused a lower quality crop than had been the case in most other
years. there rùas consequently sone dÍfficulty in marketing the lower
quality corn.

57 Sr"krtchewan Natural Products Marketing Council, The
Grain Market Performance: 1976 to L979, 1979, p. 2.

Domestic Feed
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the future of the Domestic Feed Grain Policy.

2.7 BRITISH COLI]MBIAN FEED INDUSTRY

The above discussion on the policies governing the feed grains indus-

try, enables a better understanding of the British Colurnbian markeË spe-

cifically. This market is of major concern because a large quantity of

graín corn grown in Manitoba moves to this area.

The consuming areas of feed graÍn ln BriÈish Colunbia are concentrat-

ed in the southern nainland. Particularly, the Fraser Valley and Van-

couver Island. Supplies move Èo thÍs market fron the Peace Ríver Dis-

trict, of British ColumbÍa, A1berta, the UniÈed States and from l"lanitoba.

These shipments from ouÈ-of-province have played an ímportant role ín

the expansion of the British Columbian livesÈock industry. British Co-

lu¡ubia ís a feed grain deficit area and without supplies from Alberta,

United States, and Manitoba, their meat production would decrease sub-

stantially. ThÍs would mean iuporting meat from either the UniÈed

States or other parts of Canada. All of the feed grain moving to the

southern maínland from Canadian points, however, qualify for Feed

Freight Assistanc"r53 "o British Colunbia livestock operators can readi-

ly obtain lower cost feeds. This means lower meat price for British Co-

lurnbia consumers than would otherwise be the case íf Eeat !Ías Ímported

to the ârêâo

The data available for the quantities of grain moved to B.C. under

Feed Freíght Assistance is lírnited and Table I provides the values

available. I.Ihile these figures inply that there have been sígnificanÈ

58 F".d Freight Assistance from Car^man, Manitoba to Chilliwack, British
Colunbia anounts to $1L.42 per tonne.
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increases in graín moved to B.C. under Èhe AssisLance Program, one rnust

be careful about drawing any definite conclusions. It was not, possible

to obtain a breakdown of Èhis graín quantity noved and one can only as-

sume thaÈ a large proport.ion of this figure was in fact corn.

Table I

Freight Assisted Shipments of Feed to B.C. rl970-L979

Years
Freíght Assisted
Shípnents of Feed

ínto B.C.
( tonnes )

1970
L97 I
1972
1973
r97 4
197 5
797 6
1977
r97 8
1979

2 1200
2,300

800

i::
6 ,300

20 ,300
29,500

... noÈ significant
Source: Canada Grains Council, Canadian Grains Industry

HandbooE 80', Canada Grains Council, !ùinnÍ.peg,
198õ, p.200-'.

Statistical
Manitoba,

The fact that feed grains do move aË a lower cost than finished live-

stock, has been cause for much concern for prairie livestock producers.

This seems to conflict with one of Ëhe objecti-ves of the Domestic Feed

Grains Policy, ttto encourage the growËh of livestock and feed
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graÍns...according to natural factors.rr As the prairies are a grain

surplus area and BrÍtish Colunbia a deficít region, it would seen to

suggest that there is a comparat,ive advantage for raising livestock in

the prairie provinces. The presence of a transportaËion subsidy on feed

grains and not livestock appears to distorË this natural advanÈage. The

same problem presents ítself in the east and Ís even further intensified

because of the presence of the Crow benefit as well. While Feed Freight

Assistance has been removed for grain moving to points west of Montreal,

all grain traveling to Thunder Bay qualifies for statuËory rail rates.

The fact that the Crow's Rates do not apply in the movement of feed

grain to the BrÍtish Colu¡nbia interior does, however, enable trucking

to be eompetitive with rail as both qual-ify equally for the Feed Freight

Assistance subsidy. Manitoba corn has ín t.he past moved both by rail

and truck. This trucking opÈion is useful for Manitoba corn growers be-

cause it enables conpeÈitive transport. by trucks without the delivery

restrictíons found on rail moved grains. The result is improved delivery

to the B.C. nills nrhích enhances the narketabilíty of Manitoba corn.

As described prevÍously, under the present feed grains policy, coarse

grains are usually priced in one of three rdays: corn competitive, fu-

Èures, and off-Board pricing. As grain corn does not come under the ju-

risdiction of the Canadian Wheat Board nor is it traded on the I.¡CE, it

is priced through a negotÍation process between B.C. buyers and Manitoba

sellers. The format.Íon of the Manitoba Corn Growers Association enabled

Manitoba corn producers to use collective action in this negotiation

Process. In doing so, they could guaranËee supplies and in Èurn demand

equitable prices fron Ehe B.C. nills. Although the Association does not

have a specific price formula they do have the following guidelines:
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The Minneapolis cash price for Number 2 yellow ¿ìgrn plus
exchange, freight, tariff and brokerage to lfÍnnipeg."

llhile such a system appears to be functioning adequately at present,

with the predicted production increases, it nay be necessary to develop

a pricing mechanism more Ín line with t.hat used for the other feed

grains.

2.8 ONTARIO CORN MARKETING

Quebec, and more parËicularly ontario, in the late 60's and early

70's depicted a situation sinilar to thaÈ presently being experienced in

Manitoba today. Corn productíon levels were increasing dramatically, due

to boÈh improvements in yield and increases in acreage, and Èhere was

the desire to improve the rnarketing and pricing systems to handle the

increased volumes. This is Èhe case t.oday Ín Manitoba, and producers in

thÍs area are raising Ëhe same types of concerns that, theÍr easÈern

counËerparts did 10 years ago:

Grain corn producÈion has increased rapidly in ontario but
little developmenÈ has occurred in the marketing system. On-
tarÍo corn prices are closely related Lo united states corn
prices but potent.ial exists for t,he creation by Ontario corn
producers of a narketing system which could stabilize corn
prices and improve the level of income derived from corn^r,ûith-
out resorting to excessive trade restrictive pract,i".".o'

In 1969, when the above st.atemenÈ was mader the corn pricing mechanism

was basÍcally the following:

59

60

D. I,lilkíns, "Tapping
1979, p. 24.

G.C. Pearson, ttGrain

Bics, Vol. 14, No.
Corn and Orderly Marketingrrl
2, June 1969, p. l.

Ehe Western Corn Marketrrr Country Guide, July

Canadian Farm Eco-
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Using Chicago future prÍces and taking into account transpor-
tation charges and exchange rat.es on American currency as well
as local demand-supply conditions, grain brokers, dealers and
processors make daily bids to local elevators for their cash
grain. The local elevator then chooses Èhe best, bid, from
r¡hich it deducts its rnargin. The besË bid minus the nargi4ris
the price the country elevator quotes to grov¡ers thaÈ d"y.'

There has been some nodification of this pricing mechanism since thaÈ

date thaÈ can be largely attribut.ed to the efforts of a corn growers

marketing agency. I,Ihile tÀrestern Canadian feed graÍns come under the ju-

risdiction of the Domestic Feed Grains Policy, those grains grolln in the

EasÈ. are largely free from regulation. The Associatíon of Ont,ario Corn

Growers now quotes a price of Chathan corn, plus the $1.97/tonne tariff
that would be paid on American corn, plus agency marketing costs. rn a

recent study by Martin, Groenewegen and Pidgeon, three factors affect-

ing this price stand out as the most iuportant:

...the land locked locatíon of the chatham market, variations
in tþlocal supply-demand balance, and compeÈiËion with U.S.
corn.

They go further to explaín that these three fact.ors result in three al-
ternative price and basis scenarios. I,IiËhout going into detail on each

of these points the conclusion was that:

...the southwesÈern Ontario price falls relative to the pf,--
of U.S. corn as the point of competition moves eastward..:01""

61 e.C. Sorflaten, The Country Graín Elevator Industry In Ontario, Part
Ir Farm Economics, Co-operatives and Statistics Branch, Ontario De-
partment of Agriculture and Food, Toronto, L969, p. 38, in G.C. pear-

' son, trGrain Corn and Orderly Marketingrtt q.I.g., VoI. 14, No. 2, p.
3.

L. l'lartin, J.L. Groenewegen, and E. Pidgeon, rrFactors Affecting Corn
Basis in South¡vesLern ontariortt A.J.A.E., Vol. 62, No. 1, Feb. 1980,
p. 107.

Ibid., p. L07.
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from Ontario through to Quebec and the Maritines and finally ínto an ex-

port situation. Thfs lndicaËes the irnporËance of local supply and de-

mand of corn fn price determination in Ontario, a factor that does not

prove to be of najor inportance for Manitoba prices.

Ontario corn, like Manitoba corn, qualifies for Feed Freight Assis-

tance, but only available, on tnovements of corn to points east of Mont-

real.

While the eastern markeÈ díffers frorn the British Columbía market in

sone respects, much can be learned froro their experiences, particularly

in regard to the developmenËs in an effective and orderly prieing and

marketíng system.

2.9 SI]MMÄRY

As outlined in objecÈive one, iÈ was the purpose of this chapter to

provide some insight into the naÈure of the ¡{anitoba grain corn Índus-

try. After an examination of some of the characteristics of the Manito-

ba grain corn industry, several pertinent points arose. First, frou a

technical sÈandpoínL there is room for considerable expansion in corn

acreage even wiËh present technology. More importantly perhaps, is the

facË that there is equally as great a demand for the coronodity. In

fact, under certain prÍce condiÈions potential demand greatly exceeds

that of potentíal supply.

Several other points that become evi.dent upon examination of the Man-

itoba market include the evidence that producers consider corn a cash

crop and therefore follow much of the same production patterns as rape-

seed, flaxseed and the other speciality crops. Ilowever, these produc-
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tion trends to date do not display the extreme supply adjustnents char-

acteristic of flaxseed and rapeseed. As far as price was considered, it

was shown that prices follow very closely those quoËed on the Chicago

Board of Trade and in doing so, display the fairly variable prices char-

acterÍstic of such a pricing mechanism.

The Domestic Feed Grains PolÍcy, which presently operates for wheat,

barley and oats, outlines for the marketing and pricíng of these coarse

grains in one of Èhree lrays. the sirnplist, is the producer to feedlot

operator sale for a negotiated price. Feed grains can also be sold on

quota to the Canadian l,Iheat Board for the initial price set by the

Board. The grains marketed in this nanner are either exported or sold

to eastern or B.C. feed nills for a 'corn compeÈitive' price determÍned

daily by the Board. The llinnipeg Conmodity Exchange also prices feed

grains, and producers have Èhe option of marketing their grain in this

manner. This usually involves delivery of the Non-Board feed grain to

primary elevators for Ëhe quoLed street príce, but also allows producers

to sell contract.s on t,heir crop and arrange for delívery independently.

Corn is presently priced and marketed in one of four ways. The first

involves the sinple producer to producer Èransacti.on with negoËiated

price. The second enables the producer to deliver to his prirnary eleva-

tor, for a daily price quoted by the elevaÈor companyo This prÍce is de-

rived fron the Chicago Board of Trade. Option number Èhree is of par-

ticular interesÈ as it Ínvolves Èhe B.C. feed indusÈry as a possible

outlet for corn. Producers can, either individually or as a part of t,he

Manitoba Corn Growers Marketing Association, seIl their crop to various

feed nills usually in Manitoba, Alberta or B.C. These nills also quote
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príces based from chicago. The prices, however, will vary between eom-

panies dependÍng on the exchange differential and/or tariff benefit

passed on to producers. The fourt.h outlet for corn involves the dis-

tÍllery aË Ginli, Manitoba. Calvert of Canada requires 50r800 tonnes of

high quality corn annually. If Manitoba producers are able to satisfy

the specifications, they receive a price quoÈed on the fifteenth of eve-

ry rûonËh which is also derived from the Chicago Board of Trade.

Ilhile the problem arising from the discussions in Chapter t!üo is very

broad and overwhelming, it raises some quesÈions that night be dealt

wÍth uore specifically. For insÈance, whaÈ kind of market structure is

best suited Èo meet the needs of this growing and complex índustry? rn

an attemPt to ans!Íer even this fairly general question, an analyÈícal

tool was chosen to deal with one facet of concern. As descrÍbed previ-

ously, price stability and its effect on producer gains, hras chosen for

ernpirical analysis ín this thesis. This will hopefully provide some aid

in the evaluation of marketing alternatives.



Chapter III

THEORETICAL FORHULATION

The inquíry into the possible narketing mechanisms for grain corn can

be approached in several ways. The possibÍlities range from a purely

descriptive treatment, to that of a highly conplex simulaÈion of compar-

ative grain flows through various narketing channels. l,thile this Èhesis

presented a detailed descriptive analysis as well, the ernpirical techni-

que to be used will be that, developed by Schmitz et ^I.64 It is the

purpose of Èhis chapter to examine the proposÍtion set forth by Schnitz

et al. and to review Èhe theoretical expectatÍons for Èhe paramet,ers re-

quired for the analysis. They maintain that a firm, (or in this case

an agricultural producer), will prefer stable or unstable prices depend-

ing on its aversion to taking riskrthe contribution to total income pro-

vided by good X, the profÍtability of good X, and the production sensí-

tivity displayed by the manager in response Èo changes in price. By

applying the theorem proposed by Schnitz et aL., under a range of simu-

lated conditions for each of the four factors, it will be possible to

draw some conclusions about the desirabilíty of price stability. From

these results it will then be possible to speculate about how grain corn

should be rnarkeÈed in order to achieve the preferred level of price sÈa-

blitiy.

64 s.hrÍaz, shalit, and Turnovsky, op. cit. rpp.157-160.
65
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3.I CONCEPTUAL FRAMEI{ORK

A detailed account of the literature related to the theory of producer

welfare and price stability can be found in AppendÍx B. rt provides

nuch of the ground work for the subsequent discussion of t,he Schrnitz et

al., proposiÈíon. In an aËtempt to exÈend the discussion still further,

Schuitz et al. r put forth several nerü propositions. More particularly

they utílize Tisdell's recenÈ cont,ributions which first examine stabili-

ty in input prices and second consider the questíon of the effect of

price instability on a nulti-producÈ f im.65 The objective of the

Schnitz et al ., paper rras:

...to explore further the welfare inplicaËÍons of price in-
stability for a multi-product firm to determine whether or not
a theoreÈical argument can be made for why a firm engaged in
production of more ühan one Ëype of commodity nay prefer price
stabilÍty for sg6re of the comnodities íÈ produces but not for
the entire set.--

Schnitz et al., develop an algebraic relationship Ëhat shows that the

welfare gains from price stability depends on several factors. Through

isolation of these factors for the case of grain corn, it will be possi-

ble to explore whether prÍce stability or instability would make produc-

ers better off.

65 a. TÍsdell, "Extension of oi's price Instability Theoreu,
Economic Theory, Vol. 17, Feb. 1978, pp.130-133.

66 ,.*raz, Shalit, and Turnovskyr op. cit., p. I57.
67 W.Y. Oi. r"The Desirability of Price Stability Under Perfect compete-

tionr" A.J.A.E. , Vol.50, No.2, May 1968, pp.257-277 .

68 c.Ti"d"11, "Price Instability and Average Profitrrl
Papers, YoL.22, 1970, pp.l-12.

tt Journal of

Oxford Econornic
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wtrile oi67 and Tisde1168 held that price alone could be considered

the relevant measure for determination of producer surplus, others like

Zrrcker69 considered Èhat total revenue would be a better assessment.

SchniËz et a1., argue that because the type of producers considered in

their paper, (agricultural producers), are price takers, oi and Tis-

dell's measurement rÀtill suffice. They also maíntain, that these produc-

ers are generally snall decision naking units l¡hích will likely have

non-neut.ral attitudes towards risk. To incorporate this concepÈ into

the analysis Schnitz et 41., utilize the procedure developed by Sandmo

and Le1and.70 Mot" specifically, a urírity functÍon of profits wilr be

used Ëo assess Ëhe gains and losses accruing fron price stabilizaÈion.

I{hile the hypothesís presented by schnitz et al., is díscussed ín

terns of both the single and rnulti-product firro, for both output and ín-

put prices, this study will only pursue Èhe discussions on output pric-

êSo

Before proeeeding with the discussion on the multi-product firm, con-

sÍder firsÈ the simpler case of the single product firm. As menÈioned

previously the firm chooses to maximize its expecÈed utility frou prof-

its E[U(?t)]. The utility function is assumed to be a von Neumann-]for-

genstern funct,ion that is twice differentiable. The first differenÈial

of the utílity function Ís assumed to be greater than zero reflecting

the positiver mârginal utilíty of profit. The second differential,

A. Zucker, "Or the DesÍrability of Price Instability: An Extension of
the Discussionr" EconomeÈrica, Vol.33, No.2, April 1965, pp.437-441.

A. Sandmo, ttOr the Theory of the Conpetitive Firm Under Price Uncer-
tainÈyr" 1!.E.R. , Vol.6l, No.1, March 197I, pp.54-73; H.E. Leland,
"Theory oF -ttrã Firrn Facing Uncertain Demandr" A.E.R. , YoL.62, No.2,
June 1972r pp.278'29L.
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is derived from the concave production

(f ) y = f(xl, ... *r) fÌ0, fii( 0, i = l, o..1

where x = xir oo xr, Ís a vector of inputs and y is the sole output. The

input and output prices are represented by w = (wl, ... q' ) and p, re-

spectÍvely. Schmitz et ê1. ¡ specífy explieity that these prices are

t'assumed Èo be random variables with known probability distributions

havÍng means r(w, ) = 6rand E(p) = Þ, and a finite variance-covariance

matrix.ttTl Th.y make one further assumption before proceeding hrith their

analysis, to maintaÍn that the firm's decisions are always made ex post

and adjustments are possible when prices change. To facilítate the

practieal application of this theoren it is assumed that these adjust-

ments can include the quantity of a good placed on Èhe market as well as

the actual quantity produced.

Given the assunptÍons stated above, schmitz et al., work through the

following optimization problem in order to obtain the desired relaÈion-

ship.

Utt(n), whÍch represents the rate

be either positive, or negative

the individual fim.

The profit being referred to

functíon.

71 rbid. , p. 4.
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of change of the marginal utility can

depending upon Ëhe risk preference of

(2) Max U( ¡)

n
subject to n= pf(x) - X W.X

Í=I ii
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By setÈing the first differential equal to zero, the first order condi-

tions are obÈained:

(3) U'[pfr(x) - wrl = 0

or sinply

(3') Pf.(x) - wi = 0

The sufficient conditions for a maximr¡m requÍre that the second differ-
ential be negative. These conditions are, however, inplicitly satisfied

through the concavity property of Èhe producËion function. Next by

solving (3') the optimal values of inputs and outputs can be obtained.

*, = þt (p, w1,...*r)

(4)

y = Y (p, wl ,...wrr)

Again from the concavity of the production funcËion the following prop-

erties can be deduced:

öx

t/- o i = I¡...'Òti

(s)

4¿> o
Òp



From here Schnitz et al., substitute (4)

firm's utility based on the optÍnaI input

(6) U[n] = ulpV(p, rlr...rÍrr) -Xwr 0í

70

Ínto 'r and the result is the

and output levels.

(p, wl r...wrr)J

= V(P, *l ,...wrr)

This v(prw) function, which is an expression of the finn's utilíty re-

sulting fron the optinal output level, is Ëhen applied, using Jensen's

inequality rure, Èo study the effecÈs of stabilizatÍon. That is,
EV(pr¡,¡) will be greater than or less than v(þrtr) as v is convex or con-

cave, respectively. consequently, the concavity properties of v(prw)

will determine the producer's welfare resulÈing from stabilization pro-

grams.

Two further stePs are required before attaining the final algebraíc

expression Lhat can be used for the analysis of stabilization. In com-

pliance with Jensen's inequality the firrn wíll lose from having p stabi-

ain ir I Y < o. The sec-ùp'
ond derivative of V with respect to p will result in the relationship

desired. The first derÍvaËfve becomes

ôv_
6p

(7)

ly + x (pf, w.) ô*i
rlf

= Uty
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and the second derivative is

2
(8) '** = u' ô1, + u'' y2v¿.PÒp

schnitz eÈ al., rewrite this expression in the forrowing rrr,n.rr72

where

r = -îUrr (Arrow-praÈt measure of relative risk
U'

aversíon ),

t = Þ . ¿ (price elasticity of supply, which byopy
definition is positive),

n

* = 
PY-i3t"i*i 

(profit rnarginr as measured by the profit
n

.X.ti*., to cost raÈio).
I-I

72 Th. "gn syrnbol indicates that the function is signum where sgn(x)= lxl.
x

(e)senffi)="*" 
l(4. J
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These three factors then, determine wheÈher producers gain fron stabili-
ty or price Ínstability. rf producer are found to be risk neutral, r
reduces Èo 0 and the criterion (9) will depend solely on the slope of

the supply curve. rf r is positive and the supply curve depicÈs its us-

ual upward slope, producers gain from price instabiliÈy. sinilarly, if
r ( 0, indicating that producers are risk takers, they will gain fron

prÍce instabiliÈy. As produeers become more risk averse, however, their
gains from instability dininish. For the remaining parameËers there ís

a direct relationship between the gains from instabílity and the size of

both the elasticÍÈy of supply ( e ) and the profiË margin ( p ). schroítz

eÈ al., use the following example to íllustrate their case: "rf the

firm's uÈility funcÈion is logarithmic so that r = I and the profit nar-

gin isr sâyr 20 percent so Èhat v = .2, the preference for risk wíll ap-

ply if and only if the elasticity of supply ís greater than 6.,,73

Having dealt with the sinple case of the single product firm, SchrnÍÈz

et al., develop the analogous argument for the multi-product firm. The

only additional assumpt.ion required for this extension is t.hat noer, the

firn Ís producing several out.puts m, the prÍces of which are represented

by P = pI , .. p, and are assuned to be random. The production process

of the firm expands to include the addiÈional outputs and becomes

(lo) H(Y 1' ... Yr, X1r ... Xrr) = 0

All the remaining assumptions, are the

of the single product fir¡o.

The optirnization problen proceeds as

same as those staËed for the case

follows:

73 ,.hrrrz, Shalit., and Turnovskyr op. cit., p. 158.
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I"lax u ( ¡)

where

-(11) n= t P.Y. - X- ri*i
j=I J J i=l

The production process H, represents Èhe constraining conditions and is

applied using the Lagrangean multiplier À. The result is the Lagrangean

expression (12).

n [t
eÐ+ = ul r p.y. -ø\ lj=r J J

L

By differentiating with respect to x then y, and setÈing equal to zero,

the first order condÍtions can be obtained:

(13a) U'(?T) P. * ÀH. = 0 j = l¡ .oorrr

î. *r"r-l + H(Yr,. ..y,u, xl,...xn)
1=I 

J

(l3b) -U' (r¡) w_. * NI_,- = 0 i = 1¡ .o.¡
l- IIÉ]-

where

", = t (Yr, ..Yr, xr,...xrr)

H.=Itft-
ôäE, (Yl , .. .Ym, xl ,.. .xn)
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of theTo satísfy the

following bordered

(14) l-u,,,r,
I

ln
L

second order conditions, the

Hessian maÈrix must alternate

principal

in sign.

hl
I
I

0J

r¿here

and is conpletely

sions are made ex

(p,-w)r + À(Hrr)

n = (Hl r. ..Hrr Hr+', ...H*rr)

(pr-r) = (plr...Pr, -wrr...-wrr)

-rs)

and (Hrr) is the Hessian of H. The

À(H. .¡
1J

(14')

matríx (14) reduces to

of the utility funcÈion because all decí-independent

post.
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As in the single producÈ fÍrm, the necessary conditions provide some

useful marginaliÈy relationships :

¡/rq-\*i--H*ri-ôYj 
j=1¡'o'lIl

(r)a'p.=-lí. =ffi- i=I¡..o'JJi

(rsb);i= 
{= ry

i, ê = lr...m

There are Èwo additional relationships that evolve from t.he second order

condi tions .

w. H ,, -ôX(r5c)*=#-f
IIrFe i

ôY.
(l6a) -=f > o

o.H.
J

ôù(.
(r6b) --f < o

c.tr.
1

j, k = lr...Et

j = 1¡oo.tn

i = 1¡...n

The relationshÍp of importance here, is the first one (I6a) which shows

that if the price of the 5th prod,rct rose, there would be a correspond-

ing increase in output j. Schmitz et a1., show how these relatÍonships

inply that all cross-price derivaÈives are synmetric and yield the fol-

7tL' ' Ibid. r p. 159.
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lowing properties for the two matrices B , Cr74

&.
(17a) ¡ = E:

t-

(17b) c =

ôx.
1

õr:
J

Like those obtained

levels of output and inpuÈ

tions:

(I8) xi = ft {n,*)

1

Y, = Yl (prw)
J

(le) ulnl

is positive definite

is negative definite

for the single product

can be derived from the

firm, the optimal

first order condi-

i = 1, o..¡ III

j = l, ..., n

Using these solutions in the profit functíon

function, the firm's uÈility resulting fron its

obtained.

and then in the uÈility

optixoal decisions can be

.f

"PEt

[,=ulx
Lr=t

= v(pl r.

.n
r.vJ (p, w) - r w. 0t (n,¡i=lr

w1 r " 'l'Irr)
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This expression can then be used to provide the basis for analyzing the

effect of price stabilization of eiÈher ouËputs or lnputs. 0n1y price

stability of products will be considered here.

Schnitz et al ., rnaintain that, assuming k comnodity prices, l<k

S n(taken for convenfence Èo be commodities 1, k), are subject to

stabilizatÍon, whether or not producers benefit from such a poliey de-

pends upon the convexity/concavÍÈy properties of V in terms of pr, ... p¡

--the prices being stabilize¿,75 fni" proposition is illust,rated by the

following matrix.

i, j = lr...k
1!kjn

If A(k) is found Èo be positive definite, the producers will gain from

price instability. On the other hand producers will gain fron sÈabili-

zatÍon if A(k) is negative definite. A third option exists for the A(k)

matrix, that being neither positive nor negatíve definite. Under these

circumstances nothÍng ean be concluded about the gains or losses from

stability.

To derive the acÈual elements of the A(k) matrixr it is neces-

sary Ëo take the second part,ial derivatíves of equation (19) with re-

spect to prices and using the first order optinality conditions (15).

The A(k) matrix then becomes:

75 rbid.

f z I
(20) A(k) = tqrd
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U,,Y2 +I u' + UIIY Y. +
It(

Yu'+
k

e(k)

u'YrYk + u'| +
2

uttYn +
Y

u'- j
'k

and when simplified becomes

(2r) t(t) = ur Is(t)-ry(t)y(t)'/r] k=I ,.. .yk

Three symbols which requíre explanation are; B(k) l¡hich is the first

principal k x k minor of B: y(k) which equals (yr, ... Yk); and r which

is again the coefficient of relative risk aversion. The authors con-

clude fron t,his maÈrix that B(k) is positive definite while the matrix

y(k)y(k) is posiÈive semÍ definite.
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yhile the matrix A(k) provides a general criÈerion through rshich

to evaluate the price stabilíty of any subset of output prices from I to

k, in the case of only one Price stabilized, A(k) can be reduced to an

expression very sinilar Eo that described for the single product firm:

(22) sen

where:

j=

with P measuring

as described for

PYii
m

I p. Y.
¡=1 

^J J

&. D.J ^J
6. 'Y:

JJ

d=
j

the profit margin and r

the single product firm.

3.2 APRIORI EXPECÎATIONS

The relaÈionships between profit margin and risk aversion and

the gaÍns from stability are the same as those described for the single

product firn. As the relaÈive risk aversíon coefficienÈ increases, Íl-

lustrated by a larger numerical value, the gains from stability will in-

crease. Conversely as the profit nargÍn increases, the gains from sta-

(Ë)
ssn LHî |

(elastícity of supply of good j' with

respect t.o its own price),

(share of total

good j),

revenue contributed bY

the relative aversíon to risk
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bility will diminish. schnitz et al., state that the gains from

instability will increase as the price elastÍciÈy of supply increases.

trlhy this proves to be Èhe case becomes clear when Figure L4 is exauined.

The supply curves in Figure 14 represent three degrees of elas-

ticity. All have slopes less than I r¡hich Ís typical of agrícultural

commoditi.".76 The deuand curves are horizonÈal- to exernplify the fact

that the producers are price takers and have no effect on the price lev-

els. D^ indicates the first equilibrium level, and D, and D^ illustrateu ---- -a--- , - -r --- -2

a price increase and decrease of equal proportions. Instabílity is de-

fÍned as two prices with an equal probability of occurrence, and stabil-
ity refers to the arithnetic mean of those two prices. As elasticity in-
creases so will the desire for price instability. It is evident from

Figure 14 that the greater the elasticity, the greater is the increase

in quantity supplied for a specific increase in price. sinilarly, the

greater the elasticity, the greater the decrease in quantity supplied

for a specified decrease in price. To a producer this means that the

greater the sensitiviÈy to priee fluctuations (í.e., the greater the

elasticity) the greaÈer is the ability or desire to take advantage of

price fluctuat.Íons. That is, the ability to decrease the amount sup-

plíed to t.he market when prÍces are low and likewise increase the quan-

tity supplÍed to the market when prices are high. Thus as elasticity in-
creases, holding all other parameters constant, there rsi1l be a

corresponding increase in the preference for risk.

76 t" is assumed that although supply ls constant for a given year, pro-
ducers can chose to vary the quantity they supply to the market, at
any point in time and thaË this amount is directly related to Èhe
price.
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In addition to the elasticity, profiË margin and risk

preference, the nulti-product firm uust also consider the contribution

to total revenue provided by the commodity of concern. Schuitz et al.,

conclude that 'rthe [nulti-product] firm is more likely to prefer príce

instability in those produets ¡¿hÍch contribute a relatively snall pro-

porÈion of its total revenue...land therefore]...a risk-averse firm may

prefer instability in some of the markets for its products and not in

others."77 Holding the values of the other parameters constant, there

will come a crit.ical point at, rlThich Ëhe contribution to total fann in-

come is high enough so as to produce gains from stability. This critical
point wíl1 vary dependíng on the values of the other parameters, but as

increases Èhere will always be a poinÈ at Lrhich Èhe transition v¡il1 oc-

cur.

77 taia.



Chapter IV

MODEL SPECIFICATION

As stated previously one of the objectives of this study is Ëo

examíne the possible narketing alternatives for grain corn grown in Man-

itoba. I,Ihile the types of marketing systems can be caÈegorized in sev-

eral ways (controlling party, degree of regulation, etc.) price sËabili-
ty and its effect on producer rvelfare was used in Ëhis analysis as the

evaluation crit.erion. The type of pricing condition (stable or unsta-

ble) which would provide the great.est gains to corn producers can be ar-
rived at through the described technique, regardless of the marketing

sysÈems that could be associated to either condition. Upon determina-

tÍon of the type of price condition best suited to corn growers, (based

on the elasticity of supply, aversion to rísk, profit margin and con-

tribution to t.otal revenue) only then, would it be possible to suggest a

rnarketing system that would províde such a price.

Lrhile the mathematical formulation of the Schnitz eÈ al., theo-

rem qras described in detail in Èhe previous chapter, Ít remains to be

shown precisely how such a proposition will be used ín the case of grain

corn in ManiÈoba. The elaboration of this poÍnt shall proceed in five
stages. The first will restate the criterion that wi1l be used and

show the fonn which the results r¡Í11 assu¡ne. The next four parts will
consist of discussions regardíng each of the four parameters that will
be used in the testing criterion. Each individual component will be de-

83
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fined, calculated and a range of values provided that hrill ultinately be

used in this analysis. Lastly, there is an accompanying appendíx (Ap-

pendix D) to this chapter rvhich provides a discussion of utility theory.

It includes a historícal review, elicitation procedures, forrns and prop-

erties of utiliËy funetions.

4.1 SPECIFICATION OF TIIE TESTING CRITERION

To restate schnitz et a1.'s hypothesis, they propose that the

gains from price stabilization depends on four parameters; the price

elasticity of supply, the profit margin, the conËribution to total rev-

enue and a producer's aversion to risk. These four factors are combined

in the following equation, which is derived fron the second derivative

of the firm's utility function with respect to priee;

(22) ss"g = ssn
Pj

u
1+ t,

aj_-
aj

The synbols d. , E, P , and r are the same as described in the previous

secÈion and by testing these parameÈers for various ranges, it is possi-

ble to determine at which indivídual coubinations of elastieity, profit,
contribution to revenue and aversion to risk, producers will gain or

lose from price stabílization. As described previously, in compliance

with Jensen's ínequality, the firm will lose from having price stabi-

lized at its mean if 
# = O. Sinilarly ir witl gain if #a O. More

specifically if the sgPJ criterion produces a negaÈiv" .rrr,råj price sta-

bility will provide greater gains for producers and conversely if a po-
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siÈive value results, producers will gain from instabiliÈy in price. At

values equal to zeto, there can be no conclusÍons drawn about the gains

from stability.

There is one further point to Dention before preceeding to the

detailed description of the four parameters, Èhat is the notation t'sgnt'

preceding the testing criterion. This refers to a signum function which

forces an equation to oscÍllate in value beÈween negative one and posi-

tive one. It does so by taking the absolute value of the result. and di-
viding it by the value itself. Thís might perhaps be better explained

by the following illusrraÈion:

sgn (x) = lxl
x

It becomes evÍdent that such a notation forces the outcome of the equa-

tion to be -1, 0 or *1. The use of the sígnum function indicates that

it is not Èhe magnitude of the testing criterion that is of inportance,

but rather the sign rvhich it carri.es. Again a negative one denotes

gains from stability and a positive one indicates that instability will
provide greater gains.

4.2 DESCRIPTION OF THE FIRST PARAI"ÍETER.PROFIT MARGIN

Consider first the profit rnargin which is denoted by Èhe symbol

þ. This factor is obtained by subtracting the total costs of productíon

of good x fron the total gross revenue it obtains, all divided by the

toÈal costs. The algebraic expression for the profit nargin is:
n
t(23) p= PY - i{5å

"X hr. X_.
i=l1r
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The profit nargin that will be used in this exerci-se is derived fron the

cost of production budgets conpiled by the Manitoba Department of Agri-

culture. Budgets for the years 1978, 1979, and l98O can be found. in Ta-

ble cl, (in Appendix c), with a detailed accounting of costs speci-

fie¿.78 Briefly, they deternine the totar costs, on a per acre basis, of

seeding and harvesting a grain corn crop. The costs in these budgets

comprise all operating costs such as fuel, chemicals, insurance, drying,

etc. r in addition to fíxed cosLs which are defined as taxes, investmenÈ

of land and machinery and depreciaÈion on buildings and machinery. Lab-

our costs are also included in the calculations of total cost.

Irrhile operaËing, fixed and labour costs are all used by Manitoba

Department of Agriculture to detemine total costs, for the purposes of

this paper t.hey Ëend to over est.ímate the costs of producÈion as per-

ceived by farmers. More specifically depreciation and ínvestment costs

combined contrÍbuted $87.06 to total costs in 1980 which represented the

largest comPonent, 40 percenË, of total costs. Utilízation of deprecia-

tion costs are rarely, íf ever considered in the actual calculation of

exPenses' except for taxation purposes. therefore depreciation costs

will be oniÈted for this calculation of toÈal cosrs.

InvestlnenÈ cosÈs will also be ignored for the deter¡nination of

total costs for Èhis study, but for somewhaÈ more cornplicated reasons.

While it does seem quit.e reasonable to consider such a cost as an inte-
gral component of the costs of production, there are two factors which

prohibit iÈs inclusion here. The first is that investment cost, as cal-

culated by MDA, for land, buildings and machinery are only spread over a

78 F"rr Managernent Section,
ganization Crop Planning

Manitoba Agriculturertt Farm PlannÍng and Or-
Guide Special Cropsrr, 1978, L979 and 1980.
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200 acre field. This would increase Èheir weíghting to a much higher

level than would realistically be the case for most producers in Manito-

ba, which operate larger Èhan 600 acre farns. The second and perhaps

more substantial reason is that these investment costs, particularly for
land, which comprised 75 percent of total investment costs ín l9go, do

not consider the fact Èhat these represent a financial ínvestment for
the future. trlhile such is not the case for buildings and machinery to
any large degree, land price inflation over the last decade has nade any

such investment extremely profitable. To include such purchase cosÈs as

expenses againsË Present Íncome, but not to consÍder theÍr actual value

if sold, causes overestimations of prod.uction cosÈs. For these reasons

Ëhen, both depreciation and ínvestment costs will be omitted from the

determination of total costs i w_. X..
i=I r l-

The other Danner in which profit nargins could be obtaÍned is
through a survey. While such a rnethod would be desirable, the results
would not likely provide any greater degree of accuracy than those that
r¿ere chosen. Few producers uaintain fann records with the level of de-

tail that are required to attaÍn such costs as individual fue1, repairs

and maintenance costs per crop, so at. best, farmers r+ould have to esti-
mate these figures anyway. The MDA cost of production budgets provide

these estimates, along t¡ith several other calculations that are corn

specific. An additional factor that favors the use of average produc-

tion budgets over individual farter's calculations, is that thÍs analy-

sis deslres only to test ranges of the various parameÈers. Such does

not' therefore' warrant the additional cost and Ínvolvement of prod.ucer

surveying.
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The profit. margin p then, is deËernined for three years, using

MDA cost of production figures (onitting depreciation and investment)

and average annual yields and prices as obtained from I97g Manitoba

Yearbook. These are used in equation (23) and the results of nrhich are

summarized in Table 9.

Table 9

Determination of Profit Margin

===== ========== ======= ==== ===== ===== ======== == === ====== = === === == == ======
Total Costs
Per Acre

Year n
X ï,J, X.1ia=l

Price
($/bu. )

Yield
(bu. /acre)

Profit Margin
(p)

1978
r979
I 980

Ave.

1 20.80
1 33.60
r33.42

2.80
3.00
3 .90

65.90
60.00
54 .80

+.527
+.347
+.602

+.492
:========

Source: See Table I and in Appendix C see Table Cl.

rn conpliance with the results shown in Table 9 , values equal to .2,

.3, .4r.5 and .6 were considered in this anarysis. The testing úras

linited to these values as t,hey covered the range of numbers mosË likely
to describe Manitoba corn producers. It would also be ínterestÍng per-

haps, to examine extreme values of the profit margin such as t.hose nega-

tive or highly positive in value. These nrill not, however, be considered

in this analysis.
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REVENUE

The next paramet.er to be considered is the contributíon to totaf
revenue. As described by schmiÈz et a1., iÈ is calculated in the fol-
lowing way:

(24) a- = P.i Y.
_1
-m

x P. Y.
j=l J J

In attenpting to choose relevant ranges for this factor, the producer

surveys done for the ongoing crop símulator program at the Universi¡y of

Manitoba, DeparÈment of Agricultural Economics were consulted. Schmitz

et al., do not specify in their paper rvhether Ëhey refer Ëo gross or net

income in their calculation. rt was decided here, ÈhaÈ due to the mag-

nitude of gross costs and revenues for corn in comparison Èo the more

tradÍtional crops, distortions in ø would result if gross costs and

revenues were used and thus net reÈurns would provide a more accurate

description. Such a calculation was performed by the Crop Sinulat.or for
16 corn gror^rers (see Table C2 ín Appendix C). Of these 16 producers,

six r¿ere engaged in corn production under irrigation but they were also

included in the same manner.

The range of values was wide, and varied fron contributions of I
percent. to 80 percent of total faru income. The initial analysis, in
attenPts Èo consider all relevant ranges, used t.he trdo extreme points,

the mean, and the mean plus and minus one standard deviation. More spe-
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cifically ø assuned values equal to.01, .04r.25, .47 and.g0. AfËer

a prelininary analysis, the gap between .04 and .25 proved too wide to
provide Èhe sensitivity required. To remedy this, additíonal trials
were run using c values equal to.10, .15 and .20, representing a con-

tribution to revenue of l0 percent, 15 percent and 20 percent, respec-

tively. These additíonal values proved satisfactory as will be evident

later when the results are examined. The ranges chosen for Lhe profit
margin and contribuÈions to total revenue provide six tines eight or 4g,

possible combinaÈions under which the sgn criterion must be examined.

4.4 DESCRIPTION OT TIIE THIRD PARAMETER-PRICE ELASTICITY OF SUPPLY

A sinple price elasticity is calculated by the following expres-

s10n:

(zs) t, = 
ôYj

J ôP.
J

P..J
Y j

and signifies the relaÈive change in quanÈiÈy supplied for a relative
change ín price. There are difficulties concerning the calculation of a

price elasticiÈy coefficíenË for grain corn gror^rn in Manitoba. Due to

the recent aPpearance of large acreages of corn in the !úest, data prob-

lems arÍse when attenptfng to estimaÈe supply elasticities. with only

fÍve or six years of daÈa it becomes difficult to obËain an adequate

number of degrees of freedon to make any econometric Ëechnique signifi-
cant.
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In order to obtaÍn some ídea of the value Èhat this paraneter

will assuner ít is necessary to examine some other studíes that derive

price elasticities. There are basically two types of functions to con-

sider. First, those done for corn ín eastern Canada and the United

States. These will hopefully reflect any physÍological aspects of corn

production that rníght become evidenÈ in a supply estination. The second

tyPe are supply curves estinated for western Canadian feed graÍns and

more particularly barley production. Through consideraÈion of these

studies it will hopefully provide some insight inÈo wesÈern producers

attitudes and behaviors inherent Ín croppíng decisions.

Table 10 provides a surnrnary of 18 relaÈed studies that attempt

such estimations. A wide range of elastícities, from .04 to 1.50, were

obÈained, although most are in the inelastic range of the supply curve.

Those elastÍcities that have ast.ericks associated with Èhem are of par-

ticular interesÈ. These studies included five estimations of barley

acreage in western Canada, three of ¡¡hÍch are for the sixties and early

seventies while tlüo are for 1955-1969. The earlier thro studies done by

u.s.D.A., used final realized price of barley lagged one year as Èhe

dependent variable. This resulted in elasticity coefficients of. .29 and

.66. The only difference ín the two equaÈions Ís that the one obtaining

the very low elasticity used number of consuming animals, while the oth-

er used stocks of barley on farms August I of the crop year. of the re-

naining three estimations, Èwo used final pti..79 lagged one year as the

exogenous variable, and found elasÈicity coefficients of .70 and .74.

79 *.o. Meilke and II. d.e Gorter, "A Quarterly Econometric Model of the
North Anerican Feed Grains IndusÈryrtt in Comnodity Forecasting Models
for Canadian Agriculture, VoI.I, Agriculture Canada, Polí.cy, planning
and Econotric.s Brancñ, Oci.*T9'Zã. pp.tS-+2.



1. Corn Acreage in U.S.

DEC acreage of feed
grains in Eastern

Acreage of Barley and
Oats in Western Canada

Acreage Barley in
West€rn Canada

Acreage Barley in
Western Canada

Acreage Oats in
Western Canada

Acreage Oats in
Western Canada

Endogenous

2.

Tab1e 10

Summary of Price Elasticities of Supp1y

3.

4.

5.

Elasticity

6.

.07

.04

s.R. .45
L.R. L.22

* .66

* .29

.29

.167.

E:<ogenous

Price of Corn l
Price Soy

Average price of
Chatham Corn¡_1

Feed Grain Price
(U.S. dollars)

Final realized
price of Barleyt_t

Final realized
price of Barleyt-l

Final realized
Pricea_,

Final realized
Príce¿-1

Source and Years

c.F.¡4.,4 1g5r-75
(quarterly data)

c.F.M.,a (corn 7S

Bjarnason, 195I-63
(in u.s.D.A. )

u.s.D.A. , 1955-69

u.s.D.A. , 1955-69

u.s.D.A., 1955-69

u.s.D.A., 1955-69

percent +)

(Continued )
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¡\)



8. Acreage of Feed Grains
in lrlestern Canada

Endogenous

9. Acreage of Feed Grains

10. Acreage
Eastern

lI. Acreage
Eastern

L2. Acreag€
West€rn

13. Eastern

Table lo (continued)

Elasticity

of Corn in
Canada

of Corn in
Canada

Barley in
Canada

Barley

.19

.66

.14

.51

*1. 04

* .96

* .236

-64A

Exogenous

Final Realized
price of barley+_r
Final realized
price of oatsa_1

Final realized U. S.D.A. , 1955-69
price of barley*_r
Final realized e ¿

price of oatsa_,

Corn Pricea_, U.S.D.A. , 1955-69

Source and years

u.s.D.A. , 1955-69

Corn Price. _t-l

Fínal price

Ontario Farm
Barley price.- r-I

u.s.D.A., Ig55-69

W.P. Number 3,b
I959-I977

W.P. Number 3,b
L959-77

(Continued) *o
(¿)



14. Eastern Oats

15. Eastern Corn

16. Acres Barl€y Western
Canada

L7. Acreage of Barley
hlestern Canada

18. Acreage Barley
l{estern Canada

Endogenous

Table tO (Continued)

Elasticity

aC.F.ttt. - Commodity Forecasting tvlodels

\r.p. Number 3 - VÍorking paper Number 3

Note: For a complete reference of sources s€e

.o76

*.690

I.50

*.70

t .74

Exogenous

Ontario Farm
Oats Pricea_,

Firèt euarter
Chicago Corn

Initial paymentt_1 Meilke

source and yearsa

Final Payment¡_1

Farm Barley
Price¡_1

W.P. Number g, LgSg-77

Vt.P. Number 3, LgSg-77

Meilke

ilolly and Àbel in Meilke

bibliography.

\oÞ
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The other study used current barley prices and the elasticity reflected

this difference by decreasing to .24.80 Therefore, there seems to be

some evidence to suggesË that an elasticiÈy coefficient in the .6-.7
range would be appropriaÈe.

The studies examined for eastern Canadían corn acreage rein-
forced this choice. The three esÈimations of particular interest here,

also have astericks assocÍaÈed with thern.Sl The tine periods are similar
to Ëhose for barley, two being for late fifties and sixties, while the

rernaining one esËimates supply for L959-77. The results obtained are

L.04, .96 and .69, respectively.

It was decided from these to initially use an elasticity coeffi-
cient of -75- such an inelastic value is supported by the fact Èhat

mosÈ agrieultural commodities display relatively inelastic supply

curves. To test the effects on the desirability for stability, of

changes in supply elasticities, the testíng criterion also was calculat-
ed usíng an elasticity of .60 and .90. These T{ere chosen to reflect
slight increases and decreases in the sensiÈivity of supply. The stud-

ies described prevÍously also suggest that it rrould be useful to Èest

Èhese additional points.

J.c. Lowe and T.M. petrier" GraÍns and oilseeds Block of Food and Ag-riculture Regional Modelrtr l,Iorking paper No. 3, Agriculture canada,PolÍcyrPlanning and Economics Branch, L979.

E. Missiaen and A.L. coffing, "canada: Growth potential of the GraÍn
and Livestock sectorsrtt Foreign Agricultural Economic Report No. 77,
Economic Research service, u.s.D.A., June 1972; Lowe and petrie, op.
cít.

80

8l
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4.5 DESCRIPTION

COEFFICIENT
OF THE FOIJRTH PAR.A}IETER-RELATIVE RISK AVERSION

The fourth parameter is a measure of producer's aversion to
risk. Ithile there are several ways to obtain a coefficient of risk av-

ersion, Schrnitz eÈ al., use Ëhe Arrow-Pratt measure which is calculated

by the followÍng expression:

(26)r=-YU"(Y)
UI (Y)

when attempting to derive useful ranges for testíng, three pos-

sibilities exist. The first is the process of elicitÍng individual
utílity functions for a random sanple of corn producers. ThÍs wourd re-
quire Ëhe fornulation of a systen of evenÈs and correspondíng probabili-
ties from which a decision maker would nake his relevant choices. such

a Process has been used by several researchers such as Officer and Ha1-

ter; Lín, Dean and Moore; Buccora and French; Binswanger; and other".82
They use the various forms of funcÈions and elicitation proced.ures that
can be found discussed in Appendix D and arrived. at very diverse re-
sults' the only real conclusion that was found in common was the fact
that producers, and other decísion makers are generally rísk averse.

The difficulty and cost involved with the actual estination of individu-
al utÍlity functions is very clearly noted in all of the studies re-
viewed and provides one of the reasons why such a procedure lras not used

82_- f'or a more complete discussion on these auËhors works see D.L.
Young, ttRisk Preferences of Agricultural Producers: Their use in Ex-tension and Researchrtt A.J.A.E., vor. 6r, No. 5, rg7g, pp. 1063-1069.
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here. Young, in a PaPer ¡chÍch reviewed nany of the recent articles es-

tinating utilities, makes it clear ËhaÈ future researchers should ask
ttwhy it is important to know producer risk preferenc-

es...(and)...recognizLng the added cost of measuring rÍsk preferences

and the unProven reliabiliÈy of the measures, it is necessary to evalu-

ate withín the contexË of the specÍfic problem wheÈher aËt,enpted meas-

urement is worthwhile.ttS3 Consídering the objecÈives outlined for this
analysis such a task does not. seem hrarranted and therefore survey and

elicitation procedures will not be used.

the second manner in which ranges of relative risk aversÍon

could be chosen involves using Èhese utility functions that have been

derived by other researchers, perfonning the necessary calculations and

then estimating r. Several reasons make this approach unsuitable. The

first and foremost is that many of the utility functions that were ciÈed

were polynomial functions of a quadratic or cubic degree.84 ,n""" types

of functions, however present difficulties when using them to derive

risk f.cto.".85 Hildreth recognized Èhese disadvantages and described

how a polynonial can provide a good approximatÍon of utility but only in

Young¡ op. cit., p. I,067.

s.T. Buccola and B.c. French, ttlong-Term Marketing contracts: rntra-
Firm optima and rnter-Firm Agreementrtt A.J.A.E., vol. 61, No. 4, Nov.
1979, pp. 648-656; I.I. Lin, G. Dean and c. r"roore, "Ar nnpiricaí Testof utility vs. Profit Maximization Ín Agricultural Þroductionr"
4'J'4.L.-, vol. 56, No. 3, August 1974, pp.497-508; R. officer and A.HalÈer, "utilÍty Analysis in a practical settingr" A.J.A.E., vol. 50,No. 2, 1968r pp. 257-277.

85 ,". Appendix D.

86 a. Hildreth, "what Do I,Ie Know About
under Price and Yield Instability?"
L977, pp. 899-902.

83

84

Agricultural Producers' BehavÍor
A.J.A.E., Vol. 59, No. 5, Dec.
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a specified range.86 
"" 

suggested several alternat.ive functions found by

Keeney and Rauffa that night be useful in addition to one derived hirn-

".1f87 These were all increasing concave functions that allowed the re-
quired property of decreasing absolute rísk aversion. úlhile such func-

tions do provide much more complex curves iÈ is not possible to

determine if they represent average utiliÈy functions for Manitoba corn

producers.

There are two remaining types of utility functions that are of-
ten estimaÈed. the first is a linear function which Ís rejected on the

basis of its simplistic nature. The second are funcÈions in which the

equations include risk factors as a variable. These and. forms enforcing

consÈant r values defeat the purpose for which they would be used here.

An interesting observaÈion to draw from these, however, is the range of

r values they use. All studies considered used values ranging fron 0 to
positive 2 which were considered to be expansive enough to include all
the relev"rrt r"1,r.".88

six values of r hrere chosen for the following reasons.

first is the fact that a utility function of the form

The

87

88

U(x) = 1og" x

Ibid., p.900.

J. Apland, B.A. Mccarl and I,I.L. Miller, "Risk and the Demand for sup-
plemental rrrigatÍon: A case study in the corn Beltr" A.J.A.E., vol.
62, No. I, Feb. 1980, pp. I42-I45; L. Brink and B.-MìCañ,' "th.Tradeoff Between Expected Return and Risk Among cornbelt Farmersr"
A.J.A.E., VoI.60, No.2, May L978, pp.259-263.

Recall Anderson et alo ¡ op. cit., pp. 65-108 and Arrow, op. cit., pp.
90-l 20.

89
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is considered to be the most 
"orrorr.89 This functÍon produces an r

coefficient of one. secondly, from the mathematicar proposiÈion de-
scribed for the demand for liquid assets, Arrow concluded that generally
the relatÍ-ve risk aversion must hover around 1.90 tt" Èhird reason for
choosing the values used was the fact that the studies that were re-
viewed in this arear although were not usíng relative risk aversion spe-

cificallyr did use range frorn 0 to 2 as their relevant ranges.

Thus six values of r were used in the sgn crit.erion. Risk pref-
erence was indícated by r=1.0, neutrality towards risk was shown by

zeto, and varying degrees of risk aversíon hrere represenÈed by 0.5, r.0,
1'5, and 2'0' It was consi.dered that Ëhese six values would provide re-
sults sensftive enough to draw some usefur conclusions.

The ranges chosen for each of the parameters can be found sumna-

rízed in Table 11.

Table I I

Ranges of ParaueËers

============================== ================================= =========

e' P, q,. rrjj

.01

.04

.10

.15

.20

.25

.47

.90
==================================== ====================================

.60

.75

.90

.2

.3

.4

.5

.6

-1.0
0.0
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.O

90 Arrow, op. cit,., p. ll0.
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of theseIt is norv possible to calculate

parameters in the equation:

.]

and evaluaÈe the resulÈs.

the 720 possible combÍnations

ssn 
l@l +



Chapter V

AI{ALYSIS OF TIIE RESULTS

5.1 ORGANIZATION OF THX REST]LTS

As previously specified, the criterion proposed by schnitz et

al., nrill be applied using 720 combinations of four parameters. The

values of Èhose utilized have been discussed in detail and a suumary of
which can be found in Table 11. rt wíll be the objective of rhis chap_

ter to discuss the results of these calculations.

FirsÈ, consider brÍefly, a resËatement of the manner in which

these results will be found. The testing criterÍon is in the form of a

signum function which forces the values to be negative one, positive one

or zero. It does so, by applyÍng Èhe sgn rule f(x) = l*1. In this case
xa negative one indicates that producers will be better off with price

stability, while a positive one denotes thaÈ greater gains resulÈ from

instability in price.9l rf sgn f(x) equals zero there can be no conclu-

sions drawn as to whether or not a producer wÍll gain or lose from price

sËabilization.

Given that the Èesting criterion provides three possible conclu-

sions, ít is novr necessary to derive a system through which these can

besÈ be displayed. Due to Èhe nature the crÍterion itself, h7iËh four

9I A" outlÍned previously, the criteria for measurement of
area of producer surplus. producer gains and preference
terehangably here and inply that producer welfare nril1
under the specified condítion.

gaÍns is the
are used in-
be ¡naximized

10t
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parameters and one result, a five dimensÍonal diagram ¡¿ould be required

to accurately illustrate the results. To avoid this technical difficul-
ty another manner was derived. Figures 15 through 22 d,epict the result.

For each individual figure, trùo of the parameters, elastÍcity
and profit nargin are held constant. The remaining two, risk aversion

and contributíon t,o total revenue are allowed to assune their respective

ranges. For instance in Figure l5A elastíciËy was held constant at .60

whÍle profit margin was maíntained at .20 or 20 percent. The y-axis re-
cords the six levels of risk aversion thaÈ were tested and the X-axís

indicates the contribution to total revenue ranging fron I to g0 per-

cent. Each point on the plane of this diagram indicates Èhat the value

of Èhe testing criterion for that particular conbination of parameËers,

vlas positive one. For instance when g=. 6, V=.2, t=2.0 and a=.01, the

tesÈing criterion equaled one. This indicates that producers will be

better off if prices are allowed to fluctuate abouÈ the mean. The ab-

sence of a point at a Particular combination of r and d indicates that
the testing criterion produced a value of -1 and that price stability
provides greater gains.92 E""h índívidual diagrarn shows Èhe sensitivity
of the testing criterion to changes Ín a and r, holding e and Ë¿ con-

stant.

To show how changes in e and ¡r affect the result, it is neces-

sary to comPare several diagrams. Each of Figures 15 through 19 contain

three diagrams which hold p constant and vary e through iÈs relaÈive

ranges. rn this way it is possíble to make eomparisons as t.o how e af-

92 e" mentioned previously the testing criterion could also
value of zeto. This occurred only once in t,he ranges that
sidered here and is indicated by an * in the Figures. The
combination producing a zero value is F.6, F.6, r=I .5 and

produce a
were con-
parameÈer
ø =.15.
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fects the sgn criterion. The more points on the diagram the larger the

number of ct -r combinations that r¡ill be equal to one, denoting that
instability provides greater welfare gains. Given a particular combina-

tion of r and a sayr 1.0 and 10 percent respectively, as elasÈicty (p

held constant) or profit rnargin (e held constant) increases, the greater
will be the number of points and thus the greater are the gains fron in-
stability. Figures 20 through 22 illustraËe the cases where elasÈicí-
ties are held constant and profit margins vary through the specified
ranges. Although Figures 15-19 contain the same diagrams as 20-22, they

do so in a dÍfferent order. This aids in the analysÍs of the effecÈs of
changes Ín the parameËers on the testing criterion.

5.2 DESCRIPTION OF TEE RESULTS

Intuítively one would expect that as an individual's aversion to
risk increases, so would the gains from stability in price. sinilarly,
as a particular crop contributes an increasingly greaÈer percent Èo a
producer's total revenue, the gains from price stability in that crop

would increase- From isolated examinaËÍon of any of the diagrams in
Figures 15 through 22 it becomes evident that as contríbution to total
revenue increases, combined with an increasing aversion for risk results
Ín fncreasing gains from príce stability. Take Figure l5A for insËance.

At very low levels of contribution Eo Íncome (a ), I percent or 4 per-

centr even the most. risk averse individuals (indicated by an r value of
2.0) rsíll be better off with price instability. But as corn begins to
contribuÈe rIlore Èo total revenuer say 10 percent, those individuals with
a'norral'aversion to risk (r=l), or anything above that, no ronger



galn fron instability. Only rhe slighrly

individuals that are risk takers (r=.1) or

from instability. hlhen corn contributes

revenue only risk takers or those neutral

instability.

tL2

risk averse, (r=.5) and those

risk neutral (r=.0) will gain

20 percenÈ or over to total

to rísk will gaÍn frorn price

rf p is held constant at that level and. elasticity of supply is
increased to -75, the results are somewhat different. Figure 158 illus-
trates the effect of Èhis change. I{hile the same poinÈ pattern exists
for conbinatíons of r and d at lower levels of a (a=.g1 and s=.04),
when d =.10 the sinilarity ceases. Itlhereas stabílity provÍded greater

gains at ø =.10 and r=1 .0 when e was .6 and Ir=.2, when e is increased

to .75 such a combination between r and. s indicates that instabiliÈy is
the better conditi.on. As elasticiÈy increases, holding Èhe oÈher Èhree

parameters constanËr there are increasing gains fron instability. Thís

is consistenÈ wiÈh the apriori expecÈaÈions described in Chapter 3.

l'Ihen d becomes 15 percent and r drops to.5, again stability is prefer-
red, buÈ unlÍke 154 this preference contÍnues unt.il ø exceeds ZO per-

cent (in 154 stability hras preferred aÈ levels over l5 percenË when

r=.5). It ís not until a).25 Èhat ínstability is optínal and rhen

only by those producers Ëhat are risk neutral or risk takers. Figure

I5C differs from 158 by only one point. A shift frorn preference for ín-
stability to stability occurs when there is a 25 percent contribution to

total revenue and r=.5. rn Figure l58, this conbinaÈion produces a neg-

aÈive one, but in l5c a positive 1 was obtained, denoting that Ínstabil-
Íty still provides greater gaíns at that level. lJhene=.90, it is not

until the contributÍon Ëo Ëotal revenue reaches somerrhere between .25
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and '47, that the transitíon from ínstabÍlity Ëo stability is nade for
producers with even the smallest degree of risk aversion (r=.5).

rf the profit margin is increased to 30 percent, so thatu=.30,
the same type of trend becomes evident. Figure 16 displays the resurts
of holding the profit nargin constant aÈ .3 and varying elasticity fron

'60 to '75 to .90. The most Ínelastic supply schedule produces poi-nts

which indicate that price instability Ís optimal by slightly risk averse
individuals up untÍl contribution Èo total revenue exceeds 25 percenË.

rf one considers a risk aversÍon coefficient of I to be the norm, ins¡a-
bility in price provides greater gains buÈ onry if corn contributes ress
than 15 percent Ëo total revenue. Again when c is very low, r percent

or 4 percent, all producers will be better off with a fluctuating price.
Moving to 168, where the elastÍciÈy Ís increased Èo .75, ít becomes

clear from the increased number of poínts, that it produces great,er wel-
fare gains from price instability. trrlhereas Figure t6A lacked poÍnÈs

when; a) r=1.5 and a=.10 and b) r=1.0 and ø=.I5, Figure l68 has

points at t.hose locations. Again, Èhe conclusion to draw frorn this, is
that the greaÈer t,he elasticity Ëhe greater are the gains from price in-
stabiliry.

Figure 16C reinforces this premise still further. It has t¡vo

additional points beyond those added in 168. The first is for very risk
averse producers, having risk coefficients equal to 2. These managers

should, from thÍs analysis, prefer price ínstability up to the point
where corn contríbutes I0 percent. of the total revenue. AssumÍng of
course' profit margin is equal to .30 and elasticíty Ís equal to .90.

The second additional pofnt Ís found where a =.20 and the risk coeffi-
cient assumes its 'Everyman's value r=I.
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rf sirnílar comparisons are made through Figures rTr rg and 19,

where Ëhe profit margÍns are held constant and the elasticítíes proceed

through their Ëhree scenarios, it becomes evident that the trend. de-
scríbed for Figures 15 and L6 continues. That is, as elastÍciÈy in_
creases, holding all other parameters constanÈ, there are greater gains
from price instability. DiagramaËically, this is evident by the fact
thaÈ there are always more points in scenario B in each of the figures
than there are in scenario A. similarly, there are always more points
in scenario c than are found in scenario B. As previously explained,
each poÍnt represents Sreater gains for producers, fron price instabili-
ty. rt logically follows thaË the more point,s a diagram dÍsplays, the
greaËer the number of ø -r combinations that will indicate Ínstability.
These parameters ( ø and r) íncrease in varue from the origin, and the
greater Èhe number of points on a figure, also índicates thaÈ, as price
elasticity of supply increases producers who are more risk averse and/or
r¡ho have corn contributÍng a greater proportion to total revenue will
progressÍvely prefer priee instability over stabilized price.

The most extreme case when elasticity is increased and profit
-argi.n is left unchanged, is found in Figure 19 scenario c. This figure
illustraÈes a situation when corn contrÍbutes almost 50 percent of toÈaI
revenue and the producer is slightly risk averse (r=.5). Under these

conditions he rvill still gaÍn fron price instablliÈy over a price stabí-
lized at the mean. The other extre'e situation portrayed by Figure l9c,
is the ínstance where corn contributes 20 percent to total revenue and

the risk coefficient indicates

(¡=1.5). For this combination

fairly high degree of aversion,

parameters; u =.20, r=1.5, e=.90,

a

of
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P='6, the testing criterÍon índicates that Ínstability still provides

greaÈer gains

There is one further sítuation in Figure 19 warranting specific
mention. hlhen elastíciËy equals .6, the case portrayed by FÍgure l9A,
there Ís one poÍnt which is narked by an * rather than a rnere doÈ. The

coordinates of this *, are r=1.5 and c =.15. At this conbination of pa_

rameters producers are indifferent in their preference for stability or
instability. This situation is produced when the testing crÍterion
equals zero and indicates that both price stability and instabirity pro-
duce the same gains.

Having shown the effecÈs of increasing price elasticity of sup-
ply on the gains from stability, by regrouping the FÍgures 15 through 19

and allowÍng profit margÍn to increase and holding elasticity constant,
several additional conclusions can be drawn. Figures 20, 2l and 22 d.e-

scribe the cases where elasticities are equal to .60, .75 and .90, re-
spectively. The letters A, B, C, D, E associ.ated with each figure dÍs-
tÍnguish the ranges of profit margins that were usedi .2r.3, .4r.5,
.6, respecËively.

using the sane procedure described previousry, consider Figure
20' This figure íllustrates the situation where elastÍcity is held con-
stanÈ at .6 and the profit margÍn is allowed to vary through its chosen

ranges. Again, the more points found on an indÍvíduar diagran, the
greater are Èhe gains fron price ínstability. rf one compares 20A with
208 it becomes evÍdenÈ that as profit nargin increases there are greater
gains from price instability. I{hen the profÍt margin is zo percent,

only at very low ø values, when corn conÈributes r percenË to 4 percenË
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of total revenue' are there gaíns for all producers from ínstability.
Even when corn Provides only 10 percent of total revenue, most produeers

(¡=1.0) will prefer stability. rf one examines the míd-range profit
nargin values (p=.4) of Figure 2OC, it becomes evÍdent that most produc-

ers (r=.I) will gain from instabílity as long as corn conËríbutes less

than 20 Percent of total revenue. ThÍs increases up Ëo contributions
less than 25 percent, when profit rnargin is increased to its extrene of

p=.60. This provides evÍdence Èo support the expectaÈion that Èhere is a

positive correlaÈion between profit nargin and the preference for insta-
bility in price.

Examination of Figures 21 and 22, each wÍth scenarios A through

E, serves as further evÍdence to Èhe conclusions drawn fron Figure 20.

There is a significant increase in the number of points found on the in-
dividual díagrarns as one proceeds from scenario A, nrhen l.l=.2 through Èo

scenarÍo E where þ=.6. hlhile, a Èypical produeer (r=1) wíll prefer sta-
bility in price, when the profiË margin is .2 and corn contributes less

than 15 Percent to total revenue, (remember that. elasticity is held con-

stant at.75) if the profit nargin is found to be 60 percent, the same

producer will prefer instability up to Ëhe point ¡shere corn contributes
to income between 25 and 47 percent. A more sensitive analysis would

tell the exact place where this producer would be indifferent, but such

an elaboration did not seem rrarranted for the liniËed additional infor-
mation that would be gained.

Figure 22 reflecÈs the exact. sarne trend as that prescribed for
20 and 21. That is, there is an increasing preference for instabírity
as the profit margin improves. Figure 22 aLso depicts the extreme situ-
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ation of a price elasticty equal to .90 and þ =.6 and e=.9. The result.s

are the same as those described for Figure l9C. Even very rísk averse

indÍviduals (r=1.0) will prefer instability when corn composes less than

20 percent of total revenue. A more typical producer (¡=l.o) will pre-
fer instability up Èo the Point. ¡¿here corn forms less than 47 pereent of
total fêvêûllêe

There are four conclusions to be drarvn frorn this discussion of
the enpirical results. All of these are consisËent rsith the expecta-

tions set forth in chapter 3. The conclusíons are as follows: (a) the

gains from price stability will increase with increases in the size of
the risk aversion coefficient; (b) conversely as the profit margÍn in-
creases there ¡vill be íncreased gains fron instabilÍty; (c) tite the re-
lationship described for the profit margin, Èhe gains from sÈabÍrity and

the price elasÈicíty of supply are inversely rerated, and lastly; (d)

the proportion that a particular commodity contributes to ¡otal revenue

posiÈively influences the gains from price stability. These conclusions

then, provide the basis for examinÍng the graín corn pricing nechanisms

in Manitoba and from whÍch soue marketing recommendations nay be made.



Chapter VI

STIMMARY AI{D CONCLUSIONS

6.1 PROBL¡M STATEImNT At{D OBJECTMS

Grain corn grol.¡Tl in Manitoba has increased in importance to the

point where it is now considered a pemanent cropping alternaÈive for
those producers receiving adequate cHU's. However, little di.scussion

has evolved on how corn should best be priced and marketed so as to pro-

vide the greatesË gains for these producers. In an attempt t.o consider

this in more detafl the following objectives r{ere undertaken in this
Ëhesis:

1 ' To provide a descriptive analysis of the Manitoba grain corn in-
dustry including: demand and supply potential, price and produc-

tion trends, iuports of American corn, Ëhe Domestic Feed Grains

Policy, the feed market in British columbia, and the onÈario

grain corn market,

2. To apply the theorem proposed by schrnitz et ar., that a produc-

er's desire for price stability depends on four parameters:

price elasticity of supply, profit margin, contribution to total
revenue and relative aversÍon to risk,

3' To use the results obtained fron objective tlro to dra¡v conclu-

síons about the type of pricing policy that ¡vould be best suited

to grain corn producers,

r18



4- To suggest alternaÈive noarketing mechanisms that

the type of price, stable or unstable, thaÈ results

esÈ welfare gaíns for producers,

It9
could provide

in the great-

It was the attenPt. through objecÈive one to assimilate some of

Èhe facts surrounding the Manitoba grain corn industry. Objective two

and Èhree chose one of these characteristics, price stability, and exam-

ined it in greater detail. objective four, ¡+hich will be dealt with in
thÍs chapter, di.scusses the possible rnarketing mechanisms for corn in
lÍght of the findíngs on price stability and producer gains. Several of
the other characteristics discussed in chapter ËÌ{o could have been used

for a sinilar díscussion, but this analysis is limited to price sÈabili-
Èy and its effect on producer welfare.

6.2 SUI'II"IARY OF fiIE EXA}IINATTON OF T¡IE MANITOBA CORN INDUSTRY

The first objective included an examination of the price and

production relationships existing for graÍn corn and its substituÈes in
Èhe feed industry and competitors for land use. Several interesting
features became evident.. Given present technology, there is potential
Èo produce over 7501000 tonnes of corn. I'Iith inprovements in the hardi-
ness and development characteristics this potential is expected t,o dou-

ble in the near future. At least as important, is the potential denand

that is evÍdent. A línear progran was used to calculate Èhe potential
utilization of cornr by prairÍe livestock, under alternative price sce-

narios. This model indicated that excess demand existed in the corn mar-

ket for both of Èhe years tested, (1976 and l97g). Should the relarive
price relationships presently exisËing for feed grains contfnue, this
excess demand should persist.
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Corn acreage and production has tended to increase sÈeadíly over

the past l0 years. Any acreage fluctuations Èhat did occur were found

Ëo parallel those of barley, f1ax, rapeseed and ot.her speciality crops,

but not to the extremes evident in these crops. All of these crops, in-
cluding cornr displayed inverse relationshÍps between thefr acreage rev-
els and that of wheat acreage.

upon examination of the dai1y, nonthly and yearly Manitoba corn
pri'ees, using a seasonalÍty index and other statistical tests, it became

clear that Ínstability exÍsted ín each of these time periods. rt was

imporÈant to determine this factor because it is crÍtical for the policy
prescriptions that are later derived from the enpÍrical results. As ex-
pected, Lhe annual prices recieved by ManÍtoba producers were shovm to
follow chicago corn and canadían barley prices very closely. There was

a noÈable premiun paid for AmerÍcan corn, however. This can be accounted

for by both, the higher quality corn produced and the discounts thaÈ

were offered by Manítoba growers to encourage use of their corn.

The Domestic Feed Grains policy, whích presently operates for
wheat, barley and oats, outlines for the marketing and pricing of these

coarse grains in one of Èhree rrays. The sinplíst, is the producer to
feedlot operator sale for a negotiated price. Feed graÍns can also be

sold on quota to the Canadian Llheat Board for the Ínitial price set by

Ëhe Board. The grains marketed in this nanner are either exported or
sold to eastern or B.c. feed uills for a 'corn conpeÈitive, price deter-
mined daily by the Board. The l{innipeg connodity Exchange also prices

feed grains, and producers have the option of narketing their grain in
this manner. this usually involves delivery of the Non-Board feed grain
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to prinary elevators for the quoted street price, but also allows pro-

ducers to sell contracts on their crop and arrange for delivery indepen-

dently.

corn does not come under the jurisdÍction of the Feed GraÍn pol-

icy and it is narketed and priced somewhat differenËly. sales are trans-
acted either by indívidual producers or jointly through the Manitoba

Corn Growers Marketing Association. the prices und.er which these sales

are made are determined either by negíotatíon between buyer and seller,
or by the price quoted nonthly by calvert's distillery, or the street
price quoted by the various grain companies dai1y. All of these prices
are tied to the Chicago Board of Trade prices for Amerícan corn, but ac-
tual calculations will vary.

BriÈish Colunbian livestock operators have provÍded a new outlet
for Manitoba corn and this market is still expanding. All corn movÍng to
B'C' qualifies for Feed Freight Assistance and thus trucking has proven

to be a feasible transporÈing alternative. such an option has allowed

l"lanitoba corn groÌ{ers to ship corn Èo B.c. without the delivery re-
strÍcËÍons placed on raíl moved grain. This has enabled Manitoba corn
growers to expand further into these markets because of assured delivery
and supply.

The ontario corn groners functi.on rargery Índependently

a markeÈing association does exist. The prices they receive for
Ëied directry to the chicago Board of Trade príce as American

resenÈs the najor competiÈor in theÍr markeË.

although

corn are

corn rep-
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6.3 SI'MMARY OF THE RESIITTS

schnitz et al., proposed thaÈ r'...a firn engaged in the produc-

tion of nore than one Ëype of commodiÈy nay prefer price stabirity for
some of the commodities it produces but not for the entire set.r'93 ch.p-
ter 3 provides a presentation of their theorem, and Chapter 4 describes

Èhe measurement and ranges of the respective parameters that. were used

in the application of this theoren to corn producers. Chapter 5 illus-
trates the results. rt follows from the schnitz et al., theorem that
thaË agricultural producers in Manitoba, should prefer price stability
in some of their conmodities while not in others.

There are four parameters that are requÍred for an apprícation
of the schrnitz et al., theorem to the corn industry. The preference for
price stability depends on the conÈribution to toÈal revenue provided by

corn' the revenue/cost or profit raÈio found to be applicable for corn
production, the production sensitiviËy to price changes displayed by

corn growers, and the desire for risk shown by corn producers. Deriva_

tion of the ranges of Èhese parameters r{as based on examinations of pro-
ducer records, supply elasÈÍeity estimations for corn and barrey and

production budget estimates.

Consistent with expectations, as the risk aversion coeffÍcient
increased (indicating a greater aversion Èo risk) so did the gains fron
stabilfty in price. I{íth increases in the profitibÍrity of corn produc-

tion there was a decrease in the preference for price stabirity. As

producers became more responsive t.o price changesr(i.e.rÍncreases in
price elasticity of supply), there was a corresponding increase in the

93 S"hrirz, Shalit and Turnovsky, op. cit., p. I57.
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Sains from prÍce stability. As the conmodity under consideration

cont.ributed a proportÍonally great,er percent to tot.al income, the pref-
erence for price instabilÍty in that crop would díninish.

In an attempt to determine the pricing nechanism that provi.des

the greatest gafns for the largesÈ number of grain corn producers, one

must first determine what values the parameters should assume in order

to provide Èhe best represenËation of ManiÈoba corn producers. In an at-
tenpt to esËimate this, the elasticity of supply was assumed to be .75.

Thís illusËrated a mid-range ínelasticity in accordance with previous

sÈudies consulted. The relative risk aversion coefficient rüas set at
one indicating an ttaveragett producer with a logarithnic utility func-
Èion. The profit nargin rdas assumed to be .3 which was chosen to iI-
lustrate a conservative lower mid-range value. Based on the values of
these three paraneters Figures 168 or 2lB become the appropriate ones

for consÍderation. From either of these figures the following conclu-

síon arises: prÍce instability wilr provide greater gains up to the
point where corn contributes 15 percent or under to total revenue. If
corn comprises more than that, price stability provi.des greater gaÍns.

It is important to consider one furüher scenario, that of an in-
crease in profit nargin to .4. ü¡ith t and r remaining constant this
causes a slight ehange in conclusions. In this case a producer wÍll be

better off with price instability up to the poÍnt where corn contributes
20 percent or less to total revenueo rf he produces any more grain corn

than that, price stabilÍzation will result in greater gains.

rf the najority of graÍn corn producers had corn acreages that
provided 20 percent. or less of total income, a pricing mechanism that
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allowed instability would be preferred. rf, however, corn provided more

than 20 Percent of income, stable price conditions r+ould be preferred.

In dicussions wlth three producers j.t was discovered that corn

most often provided producers in their areas , 25-33 percent of income.

This would ínpry that price stability would provide the greatest re-
turns. rt is agaÍn important to point out, however, that if Èhe profit
margins were higher or the aversion to risk lower, both quiÈe conceiv-
able alternatives, such would not be the case. rt would require indí-
vÍdua1 surveys and calculaËions for each producer to determine exactly
the pricing mechanisn that would suit hin. These then could be aggre-
gaÈed to determine an overall mechanism for the industry.

6.4 POLICY IMPLICATIONS

Prior to discussing how a presciption for price ÍnstabiliÈy or
stability can be incorporated inËo a uarkeËing scheme, recons1der the
alternatives that exist. The first is that corn comes solely under the
jurisdÍction of the canadian hlheat Board. This would ensure that both
Eastern and B.c. feed rnills buy all their Manitoba corn from Èhe Board

for a price set by the Board. presently this price is the corn-competi-

tive price which is set in alliance wíth u.s. corn and soymeal prÍ.ces.

while thÍs price is qnot"d daily to buyers of feed, the proceeds ob-

tained from the sales are combined in a 'pool account,. rnitiar pay-

ments are made to producers for grain delivered, based on the expected

price that will be obtained for the year. should the proceeds in the

pool account exceed the administration costs and the initial paynents

allocated, the surplus is distributed to all producers based on the
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quantity delivered. This ensures a stable price for grain producers for
a one year period.

corn could also come Èo again be priced in the open market. To

make such an option ¡vorkable, the hICE would have to develop a sysËem of
nulti-delfvery points for ontario users and offer a contract size of 20

toorr"".94 rf such were possÍbre, this price would be variable, typicar
of those deÈerrnined by such a Ërading system.

The third alternaËive, which presentry exisËs for other grains,
is a combination of the first t!¡o. That is, to have corn placed. under
the authority of the Domestic Feed Grains poliey. This option would en_

able corn producers to sell eiÈher to the canadían wheat Board, or to
transact sales to elevator companies for a daily street price deteruined
from a chicago base. Although corn is not traded on the I,ICE, it would
be possible for a producer to hedge his crop on the barrey futures mar_

ket, which provides the sínilar prÍce movements necessary for this type
of price proËection. producers could also hedge their corn on the chi-
cago Board of Trade ín the American corn futures mark€tr which urourd

provide similar proËection. such a transactÍon, however, wourd arso re_
quire an addÍtional hedge to reduce the risk of fluctuations Ín the ex-
change raÈe.

The final alternatives that exíst for marketing grain corn shall
be dealt with under two headings. Although sone of the details of each

will be similar this should facilitate easier exanination of these Èwo

alternaÈives. The fÍrst category involves an already exisÈing organi.za_

tion called the Manitoba corn Gror+rers Marketing Association. This is a

94 oi""rr"sions rsith
change, July 14,

D. Ford, President of the l^Iinnipeg Cornnodity Ex-l9gl.
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voluntary association foundeð' ín 1979 and provides producers wishing to
engage in a collective narketing scheme an option for such sales. It
serves to arrange the sale of corn to respective buyers by conÈacting

members of the assocÍatíon with corn to sell, making an offer, and ar-
ranging for transport. These buyers include feed nills in B.c. and Al-
berta as rsell as grain companies stationed in l{innipeg. The conditions
of these sales are of two varÍeties; forward sord or unrestricted.

The presenÈ pricing arrangement,s for this Marketing Association

involves the direct transfer of transaction price from user to producer.

If the associatlon hrere to pool the revenues received for all of their
sales, a stabilized price could be derived in which each producer re-
ceived an average annual price from sales throughout Èhe year. Thus ei-
ther stabilÍzed or fluctuating prices could be rnaintaÍned under a mar-

keting association, depending on the desires of Èhe nember producers.

The last alËernaÈive for grain corn producers is to arrange for
sales índividually. Many producers in Manitoba engage in thÍs practice,
relying largely on production contracts and deferred delivery sales to
reduce their price risks. There is also the option of unrestricted
saIes, in which producers arrange for the sale of their crop after har-
vest is complete. AnoÈher option exists for producers wishing to reduce

rÍsk of price fluctuations. This is to hedge corn futures on the Chicago

Board of Trade. The bulk of these individual sales, however, are pres-

enÈly made to local grain companies, for a daily street price set by the

company. This raises another pricing possibility.
Recently some of the grain companies have set up pooling ac-

counts for certain specialty crops such as lentils. Under such a scheme
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the graÍn comPanies agree to sell the partÍcular crop, but rather than

pay the specific transaction price, they pool the price so that all pro_

ducers receive an average prÍce from the total volume of sales. This

insures that individual produeers do not receive a higher or lower pri.ce

because of the delÍvery and narketing opportunities of the grain compa-

ny' Such a Program provides a stabilized price and could easily work

for a commodity such as corn. thus, if price stability were desirable,
this nethod represents a manner Ín which it could be achieved without a

marketing organization. Conversely if producers prefer an unstable
prÍce, the Èraditional unrestricted sale, production contract or defer-
red delivery contract !¡it,h no pricÍng arrangement would provide such a

condition. A cornbination of both, set and varÍable price, can be

achieved through production contracts or deferred delívery contracts íf
Part of the price is arranged aÈ tirne of agreenent and the remainder

left to be deËernined at tlne of delivery.

conbining these options rvíth the results on price stability and

producer welfare obtaÍned for objective Èhree, irnply that four of the

five narketing alternatives just outlíned for corn might presently be

applicable. Recall thaÈ as long as corn contributed more than 20 per-
cent to total incoue, the elasticity rúas equal to .75, the profit margin

assumed a value of 30 Percent or 40 percent, and Ëhe coefficient of risk
aversion indÍcated an ttaveragett producer, corn growers urould be better
off if price was stabilized at its mean. In dÍscussions rsith several
producers corn almost always contributed more than 20 percent to income

and therefore stability in price should be preferred.
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Thís prescribed stabiliËy could be obtained in one of the fol-
lowing lrays. The first is for the Corn Growers Marketing Association to
pool the revenues received from sales for a year and distribute an aver-
age price to producers. Such a mechanísm is found operating for Cali-
fornia cotton groÌters set up as a voluntary co-operative organizaÈion.

Another option that seems plausible is to allow and encourage the prí_
vate grain companies to engage in an annual pooling scheme ríke they
presently operate for other specialty crops. rt ís unlikely that both
alternatives together would be realistic or even desirable as the dupli-
cation of services r¡ould prove too costly for eÍÈher organization. The

canadian wheat Board pooling mechanism, operated as a sole market outlet
or as a combined entity under the Domestic Feed Grains policy, can also
provide a stable price. The only option that can not comply with the
pricing specifications derived for the ttaveragett Manitoba prod.ucer is
the futures markeÈ. Any one of the other options, however, could pro-
vide the price stabÍlity required to achieve maximum welfare gains for
corn producers given, t.he assumptions made about the values of the pa_

rameters.

variations in any of the values of the parameters resurt in
somewhat dÍfferent conclusions. rf, for instance either or both the
elasËicity or the profit margin were found to be larger, price instabil-
ity would provide greater gaÍns and a pooled price would reduce reËurns.

or if these corn producers were found to be somewhat less rÍsk averse

than the average producer, again rnstabilÍty in price night be prefer-
red' rf the enpirical results indicated that producers would be better
off with price instability, the marketing alternatíves would be some¡shat
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different. The three pooring mechanisms that courd be set up by Ëhe

Manitoba Corn Grolrers MarkeËing Assocíation, the grain companies or the

chIB, would be unsuitable. Pricing systems such as those found associat-
ed with the I'ICE' a transactíon price of the marketing association or a

daily price quoted the grain companies, would provide the varíable price
required.

The enpirical results indÍcaËe that Íf the values of the parame-

Èers are chosen t.o represent an 'average' Manitoba corn grower, so Èhat

l= 1, e=.6 and p=.3 or .4, as long as corn contrÍbutes less than 20 per-
cent to farm income, price instabílity will provide the greatest gains.
rt follows fron this that producers should not increase production lev-
els to above this 20-25 percenÈ level if an unstable pricing mechanism

prevails. rt is reasonable to suggesË, therefore, thaÈ the presence of
an instable price could place domward pressure on grain corn production

levels at the indÍvidual farm level. I{hile Èhis has noÈ yet proven to be

the case, (recall that corn usually contríbutes over 33 percenÈ to farm

incone), this could be att.ributed to Ëhe fact that corn producers are

slÍghtly more sensiËive to priee changes, or the profÍtability is some_

what higher than was estimated, or that Ëhese producers are greater risk
takers than r¿ere the values usecl for the policy prescripÈion. The turn-
ing point will occur at some combination of values, however, and at this
poÍnt price stability will provÍde greater returns than prÍce instabili-
ty. rf an unstable pricing mechanism is in place, production level in-
creases should cease at these critical points. This irnplies that the
Èype of pricing mechanism nay have an influence on the production levels
that crops will atÈain.
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6.5 LIMITATIONS

These results obtained for grain corn are useful for det,errnining

the type of pricing mechanism that will be best suited Èo graÍn corn.
There are of course líniting assumptions associated with this proposi-

tion and its results and any and all conclusions drawn from them musÈ be

considered ín that light. Most of the liniting assumptÍons and diffi-
cultíes in extension of the analysis have been dealÈ r¿ith throughout the

discussions. However, it is worth restating the roost importanÈ ones

here.

The first and forenost is the aggregation problens inherent in
this analysis. These arfse Ín two distinct forms. The fÍrst i.s ín the
measurement of the four Parameters used in the Schrnítz et aI., theorem.

lJhile profitability, risk aversion and conËríbution to Èotal revenue

present difficulties in measurenent, they are not of rnajor concern. Es-

tinatÍons of the price elasticíties of supply do, however, warranË spe-

cÍal note' The coefficients of price elasticÍty used, are derÍved from

studies done for eastern and western canada and the u.s. corn belt. rn
addition to the normal measurement and econometric bíases, the aggrega-

tion for an estimatÍon of industry supply will be a source of bias Ín
Ëhis study. The sgn funtion is used in the context of an individual
fÍrm and using an índustry supply curve night result in a distortion of
the adjustment sensiÈÍviÈy.

The second type of liroitatÍon arÍsing fron aggregat.ion, operates

in the reverse manner. GÍven that the sgn function operates for an in-
dividual nulti-product firn, the question arises of ho¡v far these indi-
viduals can be aggregated Ín order to d.raw some conclusions about the
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grain corn j'ndusÈry as a whole. Due to the nature of the parameËers and

the testfng criterÍon, values of the paraueters can be chosen Ëo repre-
sent an 'average' producer. It is then possible to draw conclusions for
the Índustry based on this estimation.

The nexË li¡niEation that will be discussed here Ís that associ-
ated with the definition of stability and instability. These defini-
tions or rather assunptions have been a constant source of criticism
since oi's original artícle in 196r. A stable price is one which is de_

fined as the arÍthmetic mean of one hfgh and one low príce. Assuming a

normal distributíon of príces, instability in price refers to the two

high and low prices from which the stable or mean price ís derived. By

definitíon Èhese high and low prices have an equal probability of occur-
rence (p='5) and l¡hen combined wíth any positive MC curve resulÈed ín
greaÈer gains for producers than if a stable price existed. For these

Purposes it seemed most reasonable Ëo assume that it was desirable to
remove the daily, weekly, and nonthly price fluctuations and define a

sÈable price as the average annual príce for the year. The skewness of
the price distribution was not tested here and it was assumed that the
distribution of prices rras approximately normal. This Èime period for
stabiliy also proves to be consisÈent with the tíne period of production

which is annual for Manitoba corn.

A third liruitaÈion or concern that must. be raised in regards to
the enpirical analysis is the measurement of the parameÈers. ¡rhile the

difficulty in obtaining true estimates of profit margin, contribution to
income and price elasticities of supply can not be rnitigated, the real
problems arise when attempts are made to derive utility functíons. As
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Iùas described in the nodel specification, this study chose values of the
relative risk aversion coefficient after consultation with ot,her studies
and examination of the theory associated with Èhe neasure itself.
choosing values in this manner did not detract from the results as the
purpose of this sËudy was to test the sensítivity of the criterion to
various ranges of Parameters that hrere estimated for corn producers.
The conclusions v¡ere stÍll drawn based on Èhe t'Everyman'srr utility func-
tion of the logarithnic form with a relative risk aversion coefficient
equal to one. The derivaÈion of utillty functions for individual pro-
ducers wÍll prove to be a lengthy task, the results of which are stirl
to be vier¡ed with suspí"iorr.95

The linitations thus far have been concerned with difficulties
encountered with the study at hand. rt is Ímportant to point out, how-

ever' that the ernpirical analysis undertaken for the examination of corn
price stabÍlity relies conpletely on the assumptions made by schmÍtz et
al' The properties of the production function used in their optÍmiza-
Èion problem were accepted without nodification. I,IhÍle Ít was noÈ with-
in the scope of this paper Lo do otherwise, Èhere was the need to bring
to the readers attention the linitations that could result frou thse as-
grrmpÈions.

I'Ihile the linitations presented here certainly do not cover all
the concerns that arose in regards to this study, they do note the most

serious ones and the ones that would be of major concern for researchers

95 R"r"11 Youngr op. cit., p.r1067, r'...Ireseachers shourd ask] why itis irnportant t,o know producer risk preferencês.ooIand]... ,."ognizingthe added cost of measuring risk pieferences and the unproven relÍa-bility of the measures, it is necessary to evaluate within the con-text of the specific problen whether aiternpted measurement is worth-while. It
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attenptÍng to expand in this area.

6.6 SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCII

The first suggestion t.hat comes to mind is the developmenÈ of an

extensive survey to measure individual producers values of profit, con-
tributions to total revenue, sensítivity to prÍce changes and utility
functÍons' such an analysis n¡ould be a rnajor underÈaking boÈh in time
and expense. It would, however, provide exact observations for the four
Parameters and for which the testing criterion could then be used. The

Ínplications for policy and pricing recommendatÍons could Èhen be made

based on these results. there would be difficulties encountered in the
measurement of these Paraneters and concerns raised in regards to survey
form and technique, therefore, careful consideration must be given to
the value and advancement gained fron the expanded effort.

The second suggestion for fuÈure researchers is to use the tech_
nique developed by schnitz et aL., and applied here for grain corn, for
some other conmodÍ-ty. Havíng shown how such an analysis can be applied
and having outlined some of Èhe difficultles and concerns arising from
its use, other researchers could now appry the technique for other crops
and livestock or any firm with a nulti-product outpuÈ. Actuarly, the
values of the parameters chosen for corn show rshere the tradeoffs 1Íe
between price stabilÍty and instabilty under these specified conditions.
These same tradeoffs apply for any connodity under the sane range of pa-
rameters. rt wourd be possibre, therefore, to suggest desirable pricing
condÍtions for other commodities based on this analysisr(as long as the
parameters displayed values within the range used here).
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FollowÍng from the previous discussion on Èhe effect of price
stability on production levels, a further suggestion for research aris-
€s' The lower levels of productíon rsere examined here ín the attempt to
determine a pricing and then marketing poricy that r¡ould provide Èhe

greatest gains to Present producers. It would be useful to extend this
analysis and discussion to derive the levels at erhích productÍon would

be inhibited because of the pricing systenû in place.

on a more theoreticar note, there are t$¡o suggestions in regards
to further work that night be done. The first concerns the measure of
risk aversion that was utilized. close examination of the Arrow-pratt
measure of relaËive risk aversion reveals that there are difficulties
encountered in use of such a nethod. I{hile such problems arÍse with any
measure of risk preference' Ít night be a useful exercise to Ëest some

of the different tyPes thaË exist. some other methods include absolute
measure of rÍsk aversÍon and the partial measure.

A second theoretical improveuent that Ìdarrants mention is the
use of arithnetic mearl as Ëhe defínítion of stability. some of the lit_
erature criticisÍng oi's paper suggested Èhat a weighted mean would pro-
vide a 'oore realistÍc estímate of sËability. EvaluatÍng Èhe testing
criterion under such an assumption night change the conlusÍ.ons dra¡vn.

rt would be Ínteresting to examine the effects of different definitions
of stability and instabílÍty on the conclusions dra¡vn fron schnitz et
al.'s, propositÍon.
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Total Costs z (Ç/acre)a
Land InveEtment Cost

- Machinery Depreciation
- Machinery Investment Cost

Costs : (per acre )
(per hectare)

Costs for 2O2,3SO hectares
Number of Hectares
X Costs

Total Cost s ($ )

Total Revenueb
Price z ($/tonne)
X Yield : (Kg .,/hectare )
X Number of Hectares

Total Revenue: ($)

Wheat and Corn

Table Al

Production Costs

S 222.s4
40. o0
27 .67
13.45

g r41.82
57 .39

202,350

and Revenu€s

trlheat

$ tt,612,g67.OO

$ r4o.oo
4, 0oo. o0

202, 350. o0

$113,32o,o00.o0

S L47.ez
40.oo
10.00
6.60

ger.32
36.96

2O2,35O
57 .39

$ 7,479,956.0O

$ 220.00
1, 729. o0

202,350.00

ç77,10o,206.oo

(Continued )
Þ
(¡)



Net Revenue

Total Revenue
Total Cost

Net Revenue

Source: -Farm Management Section, l¡Ianitoba Department of Agriculture,Budqets for I9gI.

Table Al (continued)

b¡,l"rritoba Department of Agriculture,
Queen I s Printer, Winnipeg, Ivlanitoba
interview with lr{etro Daciw, Manitoba

Corn

$1r3 ,32O,000.00
11, 612,967. O0

sr02 ,707,133.00

hlheat

ç77,I00,206.00
7,479,956.00

$69, 621, 350.00

L979, pp. 53
Department

and 60. AIso
of Agriculture.

Cost of Production

5
5
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Table A2

Performance of Corn Hybrids
l¡lorden, lrlinnipeg, Brandon 1979-gO

Heat
Unit Brand

Rating Name

Grain grain plant
Days Stalk Root Denslty Grain yield yietd plant

variety Ëybrid to Break r.odg. % of Moist % of % of MoistName Typs*** Sitk l-5*t l-5** Þiean % M€an Mean %

2150 Pion€€r 3995
Àegrow R¡(17
N.King pX403

2200 Pickseed 2111
Pioneer 3886
Pioneer 3996
Àsgrow på22
Hyland HL2200*
Pioneer 3994

2250 pioneer 3993
Pride RO90
Pride ll08
Pride llll*

2300 Dekalb DK23
t{atvick TXtz
Dekalb Dt<24

2350 PÀc 501
Pickseed pS2555*
Pride R102
Hyland HL320B
Pickseed XRl4

24OO Stesart 244
lrojan T737

3W 69 I.8
3Yr 73 2.L
3w 72 2.5
sc 73 2.o
DC 72 1.6
3w 73 ¡..6
3W 75 2.3
sc 72 2.2
3w 72 1.4
3Yr 72 L.4
oc 74 2.2
sc 75 1..8
sc 74 I.7
3W 75 2.4
3w 75 2.I
3w 76 2.4
3¡{ 75 2.t
sc 75 L.4
3W 75 L.7
3r{ 74 2.3
sc 75 1.9
3w 76 1.8
3w 77 L.7

102 2]-.9
LO2 23.L
to4 zL.3
101 23.5
LOz 24.4
100 25.0
100 22.8
I00 25.5
99 24.O

101 2s.4
100 2I. s
LO2 22.3
99 22.9

101 22.0
99 24.L

lo0 23.L
100 23.o
100 24.3
97 26.5

100 27.3
98 26.2
98 25.8
96 27.3

92 91 57.4
92 85 60.9

101 93 54.?
101 86 59.2
100 97 62.8
96 92 57.I

104 91 53.3
103

r00 98 62.r
101 91 63.9
118
106 97 58.2
100
95 90 61.3
96 89 61.1

107 104 65.1
98 87 6L.7

103
87 93 63.8

103 91 63.7
I03 90 64.6
IO2 94 65.7
91 94 62.9

1.6
2.L
1.8
1.5
2.o
t.6
1.9
I.7
2.O
1.5
L.2
L.7
1.0
1.3
2.I
I.7
I.4
2.2
1.9
L.7
2.o
1.9
2.3

* on the recom¡¡rended list for the firet time.t't RatingÊ I to 5: I ie beEt, 5 poorest.*t* SC denotes eingle cross, 3W three-way cross, DC double croa6¡ oC other cross.
Hybrids are grouped according to maturity or Heat unit Ratings.Within each grotrp they gre lieted in alphabetical order.
Density nean = 693 kg/m' (56 lbslbu).
Silage yield mean = LZ.4 t/ha (5.4 t./ae).
Grain yield ruran = 5.97 tÆ.a (gI.] bu,/ac).
Density and yield are recorded as percentages of the test rosans.
Heat unit ratings are baged on heat units required to rnature grain cor¡r.
DM denot€s dty matter.



Year

Acreagea
in Prairies

(O0O hectares)

1970
I97 I
L972
I973
L974
L97 5
L976
L977
1978
L979
1980

4, 856
7,643
g,4L7
9 ,348
8,7or
9,227

Lo ,967
9,79O

10, 365
lo, r99
LO,g27p

fable A3

Wheat Statistics

Productiona
in Prairies
(OOO tonnes)

Ppr"Id.ninary.

aSources: Canada Grains CourniI,
Canada Grains CounciI,

8, 505
13, gg0
L3,962
L5,622
L2,655
L6,329
22,752
19, 933
20,575
L6,248
¡.7,540p

Acreageb
in Manitoba

(OO0 hectares)

b
Manitoba Department of Agriculture,
Queen's Printer, v{innipeg, Manitoba,

567
1, 0lg
L,O52
L,254
l, 133
L,255
1, 539
L,295
L,376
L,2L4
1,336

Productionb
in Manitoba
(00O tonnes)

anadian
Winnipeg,

830
2,oLA
l, 878
2,L77
l, 606
2,L23
2, 903
2,749
2,930
2, 0gg
1, go5

.brirtce
($/tonne)

s3.28
50.34
68.34

158.00
146.98
L29.7L
102 .88
1r0.23
L37 .79
165.35
220.so

L97 9

l9uCì, p.

,P. 51.

and 9.

Fs'
o\



Year

Acreagea
in Prairies

(O00 hectares)

1970
197r
L972
I973
L974
L97 5
L976
L977
1978
L979
1980

3,764
5,387
4,916
4,593
4,533
4,2O9
4,Og7
4,5L4
4,oo2
3 ,4go
4,24gP

Table -44

Barley Statistics

Productiona
in Prairies
(0OO tonnes)

P- preliminary.

Sources, tc"rr.da Grains Council,
Canada Grains CouncÍl,

I,3L7
L2,4LO
LO,7L2
9,667
I,252
B, go5
9,9o7

11,213
9,732
7 ,773
9, g5OP

A"r."g"b
in Manitoba

(00O hectares)

bvranitoba 
Department of Agriculture,

Queen's Printer, Winnipeg, Manitoba,

607
830
850
850
72A
607
627
769
708
587
789

b
Production

in Manitoba
(OO0 tonnes)

r, loo
2,o47
1,951
1, 807
L,L54
1, lIo
l, 415
2,O47
r, 85r
L,263
L,5O2

pri"eb
($/tonne)

36.74
3s .82
57 .87

115.28
101.97
LO4.72
91 .86
68.89
75.78

r03 .34
137 .8t

4 and 10. tss
!



Rapeseed
Acreage in
llanitoba

Year (hectares)

Table A5

Rap€se€d, Flaxseed and Sunflowers Statistics

1970 L6L,872
L97L 235,119
L972 190,200
1973 L6L,872
L974 202,300
L975 303,500
L976 IOt,000
L977 202,ooo
1978 425, O00
L979 546,300

Rapeseed
Production in

Manitoba
(tonnes)

1980 324,OOO

L63,296
272, L6Q
Lgz,7go
L74,636
192,900
283, 500
102, 100
290,300
579,300
567,000
3r7, 500

F1ax
Acreage in
Manitoba

(hectares)

Source: Manitoba Department of Agriculture,
Queen,s printer, lvinnipeg, Manitoba,

465, 000
22g,ooo
202, 000
243,OOO
283,000
304,000
2L2,OOO
304,0o0
304, o00
506, 000
324,OOO

Flax
ProductÍon in

t'Ianitoba
(tonnes )

3L7,525
L49,872
LAg,972
193, 055
L67 ,700
213,500
160,000
330,100
3L7,400
470, o74
215,900

Sunflower
Acreage in
Manitoba

(hectares)

26,3O4
62,725
76,ggg
50,595
8, 500

25, Og0
20,000
67, O00
87,000

L53,779
I2g, 000

Sunflower
Production in

Manitoba
(tonnes)

23,597
52,73L
6g,947
39,690
g,255

29,937
24,OOO
79,400

115,200
209,660
I5g, 900

l-¡
5
@



Table Ab

Daily Closing prices for Çrain Corn euoted

149

by Manitoba pool

August
L977

September October November December

78.36
77.57
77 .57
78. 55
78.7 5
78.75
77.L8
77.L8
75.60

N9
X. tl .zz

Var .927
sD L.O2L2

7 5.99
76.78
77 .96
77 .96
78.75
'19.54
80.33
80. 33
79.L4
78.7 s
78.75
79.54
80.72
77 .57
77 .L8
79.54
74.42
73.24
72.45
72.4s
72.06

2L
77.3L

7 .4774
2.9020

73.24
7s.2L
74.O3
75.99
72.4s
74.42
74.O3
72.84
73.24
73.63
74.03
74.O3
72.84
72.84
74.Ar
74.42
75.60
74.8L
75.2r
76.78

78. 36
79.53
78.36
77 .96
79.L4
76.78
77 .77
77 .37
76.39
77 .57
79.I4
78.36
79.L4
78.36
7 6.78
77.18
77 .L8
78.36
77 .L8
77 .L8
76.78

2L
77 .85

.8001

.9166

76.78
77 .Lg
75.99
76.39
76.39
78.75
78.75
77 .57
80.72
80.72
80.72
80.72
80.72
80.72
80.72
80.72
82.69
82.69
82.69
82.69

20
74.22

L.27 93
1.1604

20
79.72
5.0487
2 .3053

Le77 N
x

var
SD

5
77.36
3.1603
I .987s

(Continued )
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Table À6 (Continued)

,fanuary February Irlarch
r978

April May ,June

N21
1e¿.zo

var 2.0387
sD 1.4631

20
83.70

.0360

.L947

82.7
81.90
81.90
8r.90
86.62
97.9
86.62
86.62
84.26
84.26
84.26
84.26
84.25
84.26
a4 .26
84.26
8,4.26
83 .87
a4.26
83.67
83.28

83.4
83.8
83 .8
83.7
83.7
86 .9
84. O

83 .8
83.7
83.7
83.7
83.7
83.7
83 .8
83.8
83.8
83 .8
83 .8
83.8
83. r

83.3
84.I
8,4.9
84.9
8s.2
83.4
86.5
86. I
87 .7
88. 5
89.2
89.7
92.4
90.8
90.0
91.6
92 .8
94.7
94.2
92.4
92.4
93.9

22
89.24
L2.2924

3 ,5886

e3 .2
94.O
94.a
9s.1
96.3
86.62
97 .L
96.3
94.4
95.2
e3.3
95.6
94.7
94.O
93.2
89.7
91.6
90.4
90.8
92.O

g0. g
90. o
90 .0
92.O
94.O
94.2
98.4
98.4

100. 0
99.6
95. 0

I00.8
I00.8
101.6
101 .2
103.5
IO2.8
LO4.7
LO4.7
L04.7
108.3
107.9

22
99.25
29.95
5.6018

106. 3
IO4 .8
105.9
105.1
103.6
103.6
102.8
103.6
LO3.2
LO2.4
102.o
101.6
103.2
I03.6
I03.2
I04.0
r03.2
102.8
101.6
99.3
98.5
99.7

22
LO2.9L

3.6163
L.9464

20
94. I3
4.979I
2.2894

(Continued )
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Table A6 (Continued)

iluly August
I978

September October November December

99.7
99.2
99.3
98.3
97.8
96. O

94.3
93.2
93.6
92.6
49.4
90.6
90.8
93.8
92.L
91.4
92.5
91.8
9r.8
91.8

90.60
89. O

88.6
87 .8
87 .0
87.9
88.2
85.9
87. O

89.8
87.8
88. 6
90.2
90.2
89. O

89.4
89.0
88.2
86.6
86.6
86.6

2L
88.29

1.7193
1 .3436

85.8
85.5
85.5
85 .9
8s.5
86.6
46.7
85.9
85 .5
85.4
85 .8
86.6
87.8
86.6
86.2
86.6
87 .8
88.6

90.20
92.O
92.L
92.2
93.7
92.9
93.7
92.5
9t .4
9I.0
90.6
9I .8
92.5
93.3
95.3
96.1
94.5
94.1

93.3
94.I
94.L
93.3
93.0
93. O

92.L
92.L
91.8
90.6
9I. O

9r. 3
90.9
9L.7
92.L
92.L
94.s
93.7
92.9
92.5

93.7
92.9
92.5
92.5
92.9
92.9
92.L
9I.0
90 .5
91. o
92.O
92.L
90.9
90.6
90.9
9I.3
91.3
9I. s

N20
i 94.00

Var 9.87-l
sD 3.2244

I8
86.35

.9036

.9224

L978

Var
SD

l8
92.77
2.392I
I.5915

L2
91.60
30.1748
5.7374

20
92.5L
1.2065
L.L269

18
9t .81

.8366

.94L2

N
f

(Continued )
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Tab1e A6 (Continued)

January February llarch
L979

April May ,.Tune

N21
î, gs.+t

Var 4.8125
sD 2.2479

20
96.97

.7081

.8633

20
105.05
10.4565
3.3176

2T
108.33

2.2489
1.5367

20
1r5.81

27 .7485
5.404s

91.4
90.6
90.2
89 .8
90.2
90.2
9I.7
92.7
94.9
94.5
93.7
94.I
94 -9
94.9
95.6
95.6
95.7
95.3
95 .3
9s .9
95.7

95. 5
95.7
96.I
95.7
96. 5
96. I
97 .2
96 .8
96.0
97 .2
97.2
97 .2
97 .2
97 .6
98.0
98.0
97 .6
98.2
97.8
97 .8

98.2
97.A
98.2
98.2
98.2
97.8
97 .8
98.0
97 .7
97 .3
97 .4
97 .O
97 .O
97 .8
98.2
98.2
98.6
99.4
99.0
99 .8
99.8
99.8

22
98.24

.6887

.8,494

100.2
99.0
99.4

101.4
LOz.2
IO2.6
101.8
106.9
106.6
LO6.2
107.0
106.5
105.8
LO6.2
106.6
IO7 .7
108.5
108.2
108.9
109.3

1I0 .5
ILz.7
109 .9
107 .3
IO8. T

109.3
108.9
108. 5
LO7 .7
107 .1
106.3
107 .1
106.3
I09.3
I09.3
107 .5
107.5
107.5
LO6.7
r08.7
I08. 7

108 .7
109.5
109. I
110.2
109.8
I11 .8
LLA.6
1I1 .8
113 .8
LT4.2
1I6.5
I15 .3
119.3
LzL.6
L26.4
L23.2
L24.O
120.5
117 .3
118. s

(Continued )
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Table A6 (Continued)

JuIy August
L979

September October November December

N
x

Var
SD

I22.4
L22.8
L25.6
123.6
L25.6
L22 .8
r25.2
I18. 9
I20 .8
120. o
120.8
L22.8
119.6
L22.O
118.8
117.3
114.1
114. s
111.0
109.5
111 .0

2L
119.48
22.gLL3
4.894I

113.4
109.4
110.2
109.0
Ilo.6
110. 6
109.8
107 .5
r10.6
1I0.6
111.4
111.0
LLz.6
110.2
r1I.0
11r.4
111.0
LLz.2
r13.0
113.o

108.6
109.o
LO6.7
107.1
109.5
107.9
LO7 .9
IO9.4
109.4
109.8
109.4
110.6
I09.8
110.6
108.6
108.6
LTz.2
IIl. O

TL4.2
113. O

113.8
LLA.6
113.4
11I.0
110.6
114.6
I14.6
LLz.7
LIa.7
113.8
r13.4
LLA.6
116.6
115.6
113.8
108.7
105.6
LO7.2
r07 .1

22
LIz.25

9.OO27
3.0711

L2
107 .65
56.4765
7.8493

t05 .6
106.4
LO7 .2
106 .4
LO7.2
106.8
LO7 .2
I09.9
ITI.5
I11.1
110.3
110.7
1I1.5
LIz.7
112.6
LLz.6
111. r
111.1
1I0.7
109.9
111.5

2T
109.71

5.2L93
2.34IO

LLA.2
t11. I
1r0.3
109.5
109.1
110.7
I10.3
109.9
110.7
109.9
1I0.7
LL6.2
I16.6
117 .0
I13.O
113 .8
LL .6
113.8

20
1I0.93

2.0069
I .4535

18
109.23

L.7909
L.377 L

I8
r12 .3

6.4667
2.6L67

L979 N
1

var
SD

(Continued )
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Table A6 (Continued )

,January February March
r980

April t'lay ,.Tune

112.8
113 .0
111 .8
106.8
104. 6
105.3
106.3
107. I
105.9
1I0.3
IO9.9
109.9
107.9
LO6.7
106 .3
I07.9
107.1
106.3
107. I
IO7. I
108.3
107.9

N22
x toz.gl

Var 5.0358
sD 2.2969

109.8
I09.0
r08. 3
108 .3
LO7 .9
108.7
107.9
108. 3
107. I
IO7. T
105.9
106 .3
105.9
105.1
105.5
105.2
104.3
r04 .3
103.2

I02.8
104 .8
104. 3
I03.9
r07 .9
107.1
106. 3
r07 .1
106.3
107. s
LO6.7
LO6.7
107.5
106.3
105.5
LO4.7
LO4.7
103 .9
LOz.4
LOz.4
101.6

I02.8
I04.0
105.5
105.5
106. 7
108.3
106.3
106.3
LOA.7
105 .1
105.9
105.1
IO4.7
I05 .9
r05. 5
105. t
r05.5
105.9
LOA.7
104.3
104 .3

LOA.7
105.5
107.9
108.8
109. o
11r.2
111 .8
LO7 .7
1I0.0
109.2
109. 6
LOg.4
109.8
109.8
llo. l
LLA.2
109. I
tlo.6
LT4.2
LLA.2
114.0

114. 0
1I1.8
1r1 .8
1I1.4
111.4
1r1.4
tll.4
II1.4
r11.8
LLz.2
I13 .4
113.0
113.0
112.6
113.0
T13.4
113.8
I13.8
113.8
1r3.4

t9
LO6.74

3.22L5
I .8440

2L
LOs.26

3.452
I .9038

2L 2L 20
105.34 110.03 tI2.59

I.2053 6.5843 .8979
1.1250 2.6294 .9722

(Continued )
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Table A6 (Continued)

.TuIy August
I980

September October November December

116.1
118.5
I18. s
118. 5
L20.7
120.3
118.5
I20.9
L22.4
L26.8
L26.O
128.0
L29.L
128. I
L24.4
I25.4
L29.2
L28.7
L26.4
I27.6
L28 .4
L27.9
131.9

N23Í tz+.+s
Var L9.7027
sD 4.5385

L34.6
133.1
I34.6
135.4
134.3
L32.9
L36.2
135 .2
133. I
r31.5
I32 .5
133.3
133.6
134.8
134.5
13s.3
138.2
137 .0
137 .0
140.9

L42.3
LAL.7
140.9
141. O

141.6
139.2
138.6
r39.6
135.9
L36.2
r37.0
136.8
r37 .0
138.1
L37 .2
136.2
133 .9
134.8

I35 .0
133.0
r37.2
139.1
138.4
L39.4
139.8
140 .8
I43.3
L42.7
LAT.7
L42.4
L42.4
146.2
L45.6
148.1
L46.?
150.2
151.2
150.8
150.4

152 .0
I52 .0
154 .0
148. I
L47.6
L47.6
148.9
148 .5
I5O. T
L49.4
I50.6
tso .3
153.1
l4g. 5
151.0
Lsz.3
ls2 .3
155.3

r53.1
152.0
150.0
L47 .8
L46.5
146.6
141.5
137 .1
r32.2
L37.2
L42.2
L44.7
L46.9
145.9
146.5
L47.8
L47 .6
I47 .7
L44.L
L43.4

20
134.90

4. s33
2.L844

t9
138 .2 5

5.6985
2.4526

22
143 . 08
25.2743
5.1456

19
150 .83

4.7146
2.2308

2L
14s.13
23.s584
4.9736

I98O N
I

L2
L23.7L
285.92

L7 .66
Var

SD

(Continued )
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Table A6 (Continued)

1981
\ïanuary

N
x
Var.
SD

L44.2
L44.5
L44.6
L44.2
L42.2
L42.6
L42.4
L42.2
L40.4
137 .5
140. I
140.3
14I.5
143.3

L4
L42.L4

3.8755
2.0429

Source: Manitoba poot
1977-1981.

Elevators daity price quotations



Appendix B

REVIEI{ OF RELATED LITERAI'TJRE ON PRICE STABILITY

over the last two decades there has developed an extensive body

of literature on the theory of producer gains from price stability. The

discussions began with an articre by oÍ in Econometrica in 196I.96 rn
the same year' Nelson Índependently drew Èhe same conclusions as oi, al-
though from a some¡shat different rrrg1".97 other economists ¡shich con-,

tribuÈed to this theory and which wirl be consÍdered here, incrude;
Tisdell, Zucker, Leland, and S"rrdro.98

oi99 d"rr"loped his theory to resorve the nissing elements that
classical economics leaves in its at,tempt to explain risk and uncertain-
Èy in a partial equilÍbriun model. He used Ëhe sinple competitive firm
facing unstable price, and showed how the tradÍtional belief that firms
always prefer stabÍlíty Ín prices nây not be the case. He did so under

'u "ttt 
oÍ.1 "The Desirabílity of Price rnstability under perfect cornpe-tiËlonrrr Econometrica, Vol. 29, Jan. 1961, pp. Sa_O+.

o7" R.R. Nelson, _r'uncertainity prediction and conpetitive Equilibriumr,,g.J.L., Vol. 75, Feb. 1961, pp 4L-62.
98 C. Tisdell, ttUncertaÍnty, Instability, Expected profitr,, Econo¡etri-ca, Vo1. 31, No. l-2, Jan.-ApI1f , 1963, pi. Z+Z_z¿g; õ.'riffiË-tension of oi's Price rnstability Theoierl" Jo,r.rral of Economic Theo-ryr Vol. 17, Feb. 1978, pp. 130-133; a zlct"r, ibã .rr;îffiuäË,of Price Instability: An ÈxtensÍon of the DiscussÍonrrt Econometrica,Vol.33, No.2, Aprit 1965, p.p. 437-44t; n.E. t"irJ,,,rËf of rheFim Facing uncertain_Demandr'¡ a.E.R., vãr. ?2, No. z, .rune L'g72, pp.278-29r; A. sandmo, "on the rtrõry -or 

the conpetitive Firn underPrice Uncertaintyrr A.E.R., Vol. 6t, Uo. l, March Lg7L, pp. 65-73.
oo" oí, "The Desirability of Price rnstability under perfect cornpeti-tionrtt op. eit., pp. 5g-64.
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the assumption that firms rnaximize profits in the short run aÈ each

point in time. A further assumption thaÈ becomes evídent ín studying
hÍs Ëheory, although not menËioned specÍfically by oÍ, was that the
firm musÈ be able to adjust quantÍty instantaneously to benefit from the
change in price. The validity of this assunption was questioned by sev-
eral authors but this will be discussed Ín more detail when examining
theír contribuËions.

HavÍng presented briefry the basic objectÍve of oí,s paper and

Èhe assumptÍons associated wÍth Ít, consider now his proof of Èhe state-
ment that rrinstability in prices will always result ín greater totaL re-
turns."l00 By using the perfecÈly competitive flrm, price hras treaÈed as

an exogenous variable resulÈing from uncerÈain demand conditions. By

equatÍng this price, or demand as in t,he case of the perfectry competi_
tive industry, with the st.abre upward. sloping marginal cost curve, the
results are as those depicted in Figure Bl. Again, under the assumptÍon

that Ëhe fÍnn naximizes short run profÍts, (p = IrR = Mc), xl ' x2' å
represented the equilíbriun output levels under the three price condi-
tions shown. rt Iras then possible to derive a profit function from
these equilibrium conditions.

Profit was determÍned geometrically for each of the indivídual
prices. rt was ttthe area under the price line from zero !o the equilib-
rium output, minus the area under the rnarginal cost curve over Èhe same

loo ,ur¿., p. 59.

101 ,oro. ¡ p. 59; oi adrnitted that srrictry speaking Èhls definirÍon ofprofit differs from the conventional textbook definition because ofthe exclusíon of total fixed costs. However, he qualified this by
saying that every text. also shows that naxirnizatíon of our definí-tlon of ttprofittr is equivalent to maxi¡nization of Èhe rtusualtt defi-



ls9

*t xz x3

Figure Bl
DerÍvation of rncome from Priee and output Equilibira under perfecË conpetitíon

Source: W.y. Oi,
perfect
P. 59.

"fÌ¡e Desirability of price Instability Under
Vol. 29, rÏan. 196I,

Quantity

Competition,,' Econometrica,
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range of output."lol This is indicated in Figure Bl by the letter y for
price Pr. The change in profit, resurting from the Íncrease in price to

'2 
and P, is indicated by the areas called a y and ay, , respectivery.

Plotting the numerical values of these profit areas against price¡ rê_
sulted in oi's profÍt function as illustrated in Figure 82. As is evi_
dent by the convexÍty of this curve, this profit function is increasing
at an increasing rate. Furtherrnore, thÍs property ensured that any in_
creases in price resulted in a steadily increasing profit. rn reference
to Figure BI the increase in profÍt resulting frou the price movement

fron P, to P2 was called A Y, and Ay' represented a further shift in
prÍce to P3. rÈ becomes clear then, that as long as the profít function
is convex (r¿hich requires that the margfnal cost curve be upward sroping
to Èhe rÍght), the area .ô y, will exceed that of A y.

consider the effect of uncertaín dernand on Èhe expected profit
1eve1s of the firm. To demonstraÈe thÍs, oi hypothesized that the firm
faces two prices, å and po in Figure 82. rf the firm receives p. as

the price, the corresponding profit wirl be ya. Accordingly, if the
price equals Po, the resulting profit will be yo. oi supposed, however,

that the prices p, and po have an equal probabilÍty of o"".rrrirrg.lo2
Thus, the staÈistically expected prÍce will be F r¡her" F = (r"+ pb).50
and the expecLed profit can be deternined fron taking the height of the

niËion.

102 rn" plausibility of this assumption thatprobability of occurrence, i.e., F = (p-
here, and also later, because ii is ,rseäanalysÍs. Its feasibility was discussed
and 5.

t0' ot, "The Desirability of price

the tr¿o priees have equal
+ Pb).5 is of vital concern
by Schmitz et aL., Ín their
in more detail in Chapter 4

Instability Under perfecÈ Conpeti-
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f (p)

Pa* Pa Þ P¡ Pt

Figure 82

profit Function and prÍce Instability

source: w-Y- oi, "fÌte Desirability of Price rnstability under perfect
Competition,,, Econometrica, Vol . 29, Jan. 1961; p. 59.
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chord connect.fne Y-fnd yO at poinË p = p.103 Srrppose norr prices assumed

poínts Pr* and Po*. Applying the same technique as described previous-
Ly, the expected profit becaue y*. As p"* and [* represent increased
variability and t-* 

= 
y, oi concruded that his basic proposition is cor-

rect.

Proposítion: Given a fixed expected value of price p, thegrearer rhe varÍability of price abour ,+8", explcted .rär,-,.,the greater will be the expected profit.rL
N"1"orrl05 alruded to the same proposition set forth by oi, but

arrived at Ít in a somer¿haÈ different manner. He seÈ out to show ,,that

the ability to predict [prices], affects: profÍts or quasí rents, the
elasticity of the ex post supply curve, average industry output and av-
erage índustry price in long run equílÍ.brium, and the varj.ation 

'n 
mar-

ket price generated by a given variation Ín market denand.,r106 Nelson
developed an extensive paper on the ability to predict price and he dern_

onstrated the actual amount that a firm should be willing to pay for
the reduction in uncertainty arrived at through inproving the ability to
predict ' rf a firn can predict accurately the occurence of high and low
prices it can adjust its output accordingly. However, if the firm pro_
duces thaÈ output associated with the average price, (or in oÈher r¿ords

with no predictíon as to the high and low prices), the firm wÍrl experi-
ence l0rver profÍts. This resulËs from underproduction in perÍods of
high price and overproductÍon in periods of low price.

tionr tf

lo4 rbid.,
105 N.1"orr,

106 rbia.,

op. cit., p. 59.

p. 60.

op. ciÈ. ¡ pp. 4l-62.

P. 41.

-{Þj



Based on this approach, Nelson arives at
The first Èe¡o are of concern here:

First, the better a firm is able to predict,
tinal íts output, decisions will be, on the
more profit ít will nake.

16-3

four basic conclusions.

Ehe closer to op-
average, and the

second, the bett.er a fírn is- able to predict, the nore likelyit Ís that high outputs wilr be prodlced ar high prices andlow outputs at _low price, or, using the languagã oi tbis pa_pêrr the more elastlc wirl be the ex post 
""p-prf "*".T07

I{hile Nelson places his emphasis on Èhe ability of a firrn to predict
príce ehanges, it can also be seen that if a firm does have any ability
to do sor it wÍll be able to attaÍn hÍgher profits fron price fluctua-
tions than if prices were stabilízed at the mean.

The first article ín response to Oi's r¿ork was published in Eco-

nometrica ín 1963. TisdelrloS generalry agreed wíth oí,s concrusions
provided that oi's assunptÍons hold true. Tísdell did, however, ques_

Èion the validity of one of these assunptÍons and devÍsed a set of his
own rrpartlcularly designed to emphasis the inportance of price forecast
mistakes when ÍnsÈanÈaneous adjusÈment is ruled o,rÈ.ttl09 rn addition Êo

the four assumpÈions dealing wÍth the shape of the MC curve, the firm,s
desire to maximize expected profÍt, and frequency and distribution of
the price levels, Tisdell described a fifÈh assumption upon whích his
entire argument rested. ThÍs assumption reads as follows: rOutput. is
planned Ín advance and is unalterabre.,,Il0 Having specified Èhese condi-

t07

108

109

tr0

Ibid., p.

Tisdell,
243-248.

IbÍd., p.

Ibid.

62.

rrUncertaÍnty, Instability, Expected prof iÈ, rr op. ci_t. , pp.

243.
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tions, Tisdelr proved algebraicarly severar propositions. The most

crucial of these is his first, nrhich stated that I'an aËtennpt to maximize
profit at each point of tine when price is unsÈable, results in a suarl-
er profit than when price is stable aË the average leve1, p."lll

This nodification of preplanned output rather than insËaneous

adjustment, has important iuplications, both for the examination of the
remaining literature and for the analysis to be undertaken. oi accepts
Tisdell's proposition that if output Ís planned in advance the mosr op_

tinal prfcing strategy would be that of stability.Il2 rh""e assumpËÍons

of preplanned output are particularly crucial for agriculÈural coumodi-

ties because production decisíons (seeding) occur prior to knowledge of
narket price. Irrhire Tisdell's revised assumption is valid, iÈ will be

assumed that 0i's instantaneous adjustnent could have referred to the
quantity placed on the narkeÈ as well as the actual quantity produced,

This nodification allows oi's proposition to hold despite the apparent
difficulty aË initial exa¡ni.nation.

Zucker extended the discussion still further.lt3 ,. takes no is_
sue with the clains made by either author, given the assumptions thaÈ

they state. He did, however, consider the possibiríty that price night
not be the best manner Ín which to view changes in demand. l{hile he

agreed thaÈ instabiliÈy of demand is reflected in price fluctuations,
he poinÈed out the inpact Ís also seen through adjustn'ents in quantÍty.

ttt 
lotg -, p. 244; see Tisdell 'runcertaÍnty, rnstabirity, Expected prof-
Ítrrf for the proof.

112 Inr.y. oi. ,,Rejoinderr' Econometrica
L963, p. 248.

ll3 z,r"k.r, opo cf t., pp. 437-441.

Vol. 31, No. I-2, Jan.-April,
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The incorporation of both these factors resurts in totar revenue.r14 rn"
comparison Êhat he suggested, rùas therefore between fluctuating revenue
and a constant mean revenue.

Gíven the narginal cost curve

following relaËionships :

in Figure 83, Zucker derived the

(27)RI=PtQl=A*B

(zs) v, = 4

(29)n=Rl-Vl=B

(30)R2=P292=AiB +c+D+E+F

(31)v2=A+E+F

(lz¡ n2 =

(33) R* =

*Z-UZ=B*C+D

p*q*=A+B+c+E

(34)v*=A+E

(3S)¡* = R* - V* = B + C

where:

R = revenue,

V = total variable cost,

114 In perfect competition, when D is
can still apply. The producer wfll
Ëhe level of the demand curve. HÍs
demand and Èherefore price Ís high,

perfectly elastic,
choose to sell or
total revenue will

etc.

the analysÍs
not, based on
be higher if
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Quantity

Figure 83

Total Revenue and price Instability

Source: A. Zucker, ',On the Desirability of price Instability: AnExtension of the Discussion,,' Econometrica, vor. 33; No. z,April 1965, p. 438.
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7r = prof ít,

* = the consÈant. demand (or price situation).

whfle equation (ls¡ rePresents Èhe average profit when revenue remains
constant r equation (36) signifies the average profit when revenue is va_
ried.

(36)1T,.=1t*nr=u+c+D
¿-z

The difference between these Èwo, would indicate any increase or de_

crease ín profit is a result of varied or constan. revenue.

(37)AlE =n__ -l* = D - Cvz

Now, Zucker assumed that the revenues are, on Èhe average, equal in ei-
ther situatÍon so that:

(34¡ P* = Rl * R2

2

or in the areas represenÈed by Figure 83:

(39)D-Ç=E-F
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using this relationship and assumíng that supply displays a constant

elasticity, Zucker proved the following theorem: t'under the assumption

of constant elasticity of supply, profit is invariant with respect to
revenue instability.rrll5 rn fact, he went further to state that insta-
bility of prices can result in a very definite dÍsadvantage because of
the additional management costs that are likely to be Íncurred as a re-
sult of varíable output.

Zucker arso considered the possibirity of supply curves which
are not always constant. rf, for example, MC and consequently supply
was lÍnear in the relevanË regÍon the conclusion reached, depended upon

Èhe poinÈ elasticity of that poÍnt lowest on the MC curve. rf for in_
stance r" = I then A n wÍll be zero. But if e" ) I demand instabiliÈy
wílI be favoured and if E< I, such as that for most agricurtural com-

nodities, demand stability is preferred. Zucker concluded then that:
revenue is the relevant factor to consi.der when examining demand stabíl-
ity and the desÍre for such stability depends largely on the shape of
Èhe MC curves and resulting supply curves.

subsequent papers by sandnol16 rrd LelandllT a"k" issue wÍth Èhe

assumption set forth by oí and others thaÈ set as the objective of the
firm to maximize expected profits. They argued thaÈ this is somewhat

less than realistic. hlhile it seeus more probable that nost firms are
somewhat risk averse, the assumption of sinple profit naximization will
not take this into account. Sandmo's discussions are concerned wiÈh a

l15 s." Zucker,

t16 _
sanclmo r oP.

LT7 -Leland., op.

op. ciÈ.,

cit., pp.

ciÈ., pp.

p. 439, for a deÈaíled analysis of the proof.

65-73.

278-29r.
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Perfectly competitive firm l¡Íth the inplicit assumption that it is a

pti!" t.kut.1l8 Leland provides more generarÍzed arguements for price
stability under conditions of uncertaÍnty but only Sandmo's work will be

examined here.

üJith the objective of systernatÍcally studying rhe theory of the
competitive firm under príce uncertainty and risk aversíon, san¿mo staË-
ed several assumptíons. As previously mentioned, his firm is a price
taker, yet he qualified this assumption to some degree by rnaintaining
thaÈ the firm will have some subjective probability regarding the sale
price iÈ will receive. The second. criteria outlíned was thaÈ dealing
with output decisÍons. sandmo clearly specffied thaÈ ,,the decision on

the volume of ouËput to be produced must be taken prior to the sares
date at rvhich the market price becomes krro*rr.t'll9 This assunption was

sirnilar to thaÈ set forth in Tisdell's analysis with one exception.
üIhereas Tisdell requÍred. that outpuÈ be ilunalterabler,, Sandno allowed
for adjustment in output in tune with revi.sions in expected prÍce or
rather expected profit.

rn order to deal wÍth the problen that naximizing expected priee
rnay be somewhat unrealistic, sandno assumed Èhat Èhe objective of the
firn is to maxÍmize the expected utility of profits. using Èhe attitude
to¡sards risk as defined by a von Neuman-lvlorgenstern utility function,

ll8 th" discussion to date has used perfect competÍtion to refer to thefact that producers are price takers. The remaining assumptions as-sociated with perfect competition, such as perfect knowredge etc.,do not in fact hold true. For this reason, this discussion wirl useperfectly conpetitive interchangably witú purely competiËive andwill refer onry the assumption fhat the fÍrm is a price taker re-sulting fron the large number of finns or producer" in the industry.
119 s.rrdror op. ci.t., p. 65.
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the functÍon becomes a concave, continuous, and differentiable function
of profits. The result of differentiating this profit funcËion wíth re-
spect to output is the necessary and sufficienË conditions for a m¡xi_

t*'t'120 Fro¡n here sandmo agreed that under conditions of certainty, the
maxinum rsill be rocated where price and marginar cost are equar. But

when considering the possibility of uncertain dernand Ior consequently
pricel sandno concluded thaÈ tt...output Ís smaller Èhan the certainty
outpuÈ"'land that] optÍnal output is characterized by narginal cosÈ be-
ing less than the expected prÍce.,,l2l

I{hile sand¡no introduced several additional concepts related to
thÍs topic, such as the effect of a narginal increase in risk and fur-
ther restriction on the utilíty function by use of the Arrow-pratt risk
aversion functions, his basic propositions rernained the same. That is,
under condÍtions of uncertaínt.y, output will be less than that produced

under certaÍn conditions. This is a result of the fact that nosË firms
are rÍsk averse Èo some degree, which seems to cause a reductíon in the
optimal leve1 of output. This combined with Èhe event that these firrns
are price takers, will reduce total revenue (output x price = TR) from
¡shat Ít would be Íf príce were known under certaÍnty. The resurt is
that while expected profits nay be higher under conditions of price un-
certainty, output and consequently revenue wÍll be lowered due to the
uncertainty' Therefore, the net gains to an ÍndÍvidual firm will depend

on its aversÍon to risk. The uore risk neutral, the more the firm will

120 S"rrdro outlined an interesting point
conditions. Unlike Oi,s assumption
necessary to assume an increasing MC

LzL -Sandmor op. cit., p. 66.

in regards to the second order
of upward sloping MC, it is noÈ
in Sandmo's equations.
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tend towards inprovÍng profit frorn Ínstability in price. The more risk
averse' the more the firn will reduce output and therefore reduce the
ability to achÍeve hÍgher profits.

Tisdell again consídered the quesÈion of prrce instability and
producer gaÍns in r97g. rn a further extension on oi,s work, Tisderl
developed a brief paper to consider the effecÈ of price fluctuations on

the profits of a multí-product firm. Apprying exactry the same theory
as 0i used in the single producÈ firm, Tisdell proposed that a nurti_
cornnodity firn will always prefer prÍee variability to stability if its
short run objective is to naxirni"" profít.Izz

To prove his proposition regarding the nulti-product firm, Tis_
dell required three assumptíons; first Ëhat the fÍrn,s marginal cost
curves remain constanÈ in that they are not subject to random fluctua_
tions; the second is that their supply curves are not perfectry Ínelas-
tic; and the third that ttprice uncertainÈy is not a material considera-
tÍon.''123 u"like hÍs earlier criticisrn of oi's work, Tisdell maintained
the firm's abirity Èo nodify output Ímmediately in response to changes

in price. By allowing such adjustmenËs, a firn can rearÍze great,er
profits by neither over producing in periods of high price nor underpro_
ducing when low price prevails. Thus, because maximum profít is a con_

vex functÍon of prices, price variability cannot decrease average prof_
itability and nay increase ft under some circumstances.l24 Th"r"fo." in

r22 Tisdell
regards

123 Ti"d"rl,
r 31.

did not consider the points raised by sandno and Leland into the use of expected utilÍty instead of expected profit.
rrExtension of Oi's price Instability Theoremrrr op. cit., p.

124 lbid.,pI32.
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exactly the sax.e manner Èhat oi argued for the single product firm,
Îfsdell concluded that ttthe more factors and products subject to price
variability, the great.er on average is the gain of Ëhe firm.,,l25

This concludes the review of riterature that to date have pro_

vided the najor contrÍbutions to the Èheory of price stability and pro_

ducer welfare. The discussion is not complete, however, nrithout at
least a brief mention of the analogous debate in regards to consumer

surplus and price stability. The original work in this area by hraugh

preceded Ëhat of oi's.I26 hlaugh first presented the hypothesÍs that
consumers would always be better off under conditions of price instabil-
iËy, in 7944. There were only brÍef discussions by Lovasy and Howell
in regards Èo ltaugh's original proposítion,l27 rt was not untíl oi pre-
sented hÍs theory, apparently unarrare of l,{augh's previous discussion,
that the extensive examination began. I,Iaugh restated his case after the
release of oi's paper in 196r and Èhere !ùas at least one further paper
published Ín regards to consl'ner welfare and price stabilizatiorr.t23
This was done in r97I by wegge, sosnick and George and attempted Èo de-
ternine the condiËions under which a price stabilization or destabÍliza-

125 

'¡ia' 
Note that Tisdell also includes facror price variabiriry inhis theore¡n' This is because he applied the Hicksian conventÍon oftreating factors as negative connodÍties Ín his objective funcÈionMax = pX.

t'U 
T.u. Itlaugh, ,,Does the Consumer Benefit from price
g.J.E., Vol. 58, L944, pp. 602-6L4.

Ins tability,'l

"' "^r- !?y""y, rrFurther comnentr,, q.J.E., vol. 59, Feb. Lg45, pp.296-3OL; L.D. Howell, "Does ttre -coisGnår Benefit from price rnsra-bitÍryr" Q.J.E., Feb. 1945, pp. 2g7_2g5.

128 ¡'.v. Iùaugh, "Consumer Aspects of price rnstabilityr'
Vol. 34, No. 2, April L966, pp. 504-50g.

Econometrica,
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tion program would be beneficiar or detriment^t.129 The majoríty of work
presented after 196r !üas concerned wíth producer gains or losses from
stabilization policies, most of which were dÍscussed earlíer.

Massell and lurnovsky integrated the concepts of. consuuer and

producer welfare to determíne the overall societal gains from prÍce sta-
bÍlizaÈiorr.l30 Masserl proposed that 'using the expected varue of the
change in producer and consumer surplus as a Deasure of gainr..price
sÈabilization, brought about by a buffer stock, provides a neË gain Ëo

producers and consumers taken tog.th"r.trl3l He stated this hypothesis
based on several assumptions. Arnong then is the fact that price fluctu-
ations are the result of parallel shifts in either supply or denand and

that the conmodity under consideration forns a sufficiently srnalr enough

contribution to sares or purchases that Èhe narginar utility to money

re¡nains unchanged. Massell also assumes that both consumers and produc-

ers are indifferent to rísk.

The shape of the supply and demand curves (i.e., the erastici-
ties) again Prove t.o be conÈributíng factors in t,he preference for sta-
bility' More specifically Massell proved that under stabilizaËion, ,,the

likelihood of (producer) gain is greater, the sËeeper the suppry curve

129 L.L. wegge, s.H. sosnick
bilization on Consumers,
Sept. I97I, p. ZB9.

and P.S. George,
I,Ielfare, rr Western

t'The Effect of price Sta-
Economic Journal, Vol. 9,

130 ,.r. Massellr"price stabirÍty and 
',Ierfarer' 

g.J.E., vor.g3, MayL969, pp.284-298; S.J. Turno.r"ky, rproduction fl-exftitity, price Un-certaÍnty and the Behavior of the cornpetitive FÍrnrt' rirÉernationalEconomicReviri¡!,Vo1.l4,No.?lJuneI9i3¡PP.395-¿iã;s.fffi
Eã-xpããtations and welfare Gains 

'rrån price srabilÍzarion,,,
ê.J.4.E., Vol.56, 1974, pp.706-7!6.

131 M""""11, op. cit., p.297.
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relative to the demand curve ;tL32 Two additional points arise fron the
examÍnation of Massell's ¡¿ork. The first is the fact that ¡vhire Massell
!¡as concerned with the utility of money, he assuned the utflity function
of profít or rvealth of the individual consumer or producer is risk neu-
tral' The other factor that Massell stated is that the particurar com-

nodity under consideration must contribute a sufficiently snall propor-
tion to total sales or purchases thaÈ Ít leaves the utility for money

unchanged' He acknowledges the defÍciency arising from such an assump-

Èion, especially in the case of producers, where a commodity could, form
a large part of total revenue but leaves the investigation to others.
several years rater, schnitz et ar., also assume that margÍnar utility
of money remains constant, yet they suggest that the contribution Ëo to_
tal revenue Ís a very crucial element in the consÍderation of Èhe gains
and losses to producers fron price stabÍlization.

The second author to consÍder the joint effect of stabirization
r¿as Turnovsky' I'Ihile most of the previous work was concerned with price
variability, Turnovsky naintained that price uncert.aÍnty lras a more re-
alÍstic assessment of the actuar siËuatio.r.l33 This was especially true
in the case of agricultural producers, where productÍon decisions are
nade prior t,o knowing narket price.

rn his first anarysis he considered only producers, and had

firns nake inÍtiar production decisions based on an expected price. Ad-
justments in output were allor¡ed once the true sellÍng price was knor.m.

Ibid., p. 293.

Price variability wil be
whereas price uncertainty
prices.

defÍned as random fluctuations ín príce,
has probabilities associated r¿Íth various

132

133
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This enabled the testÍng of frexibility Ín ourpur, on the gains from
price stabÍlity. These were found Èo depend on the naÈure of the cost
functÍon and the aversion to risk of the individual firm. The result of
hÍs work was thaË conclusions could be drawn about stability onry with
specific knowledge of actual firm's cost f,rrr.tiorr".134

Turnovsky's second paper dealt rargery with attempts .o gain es_

ti¡naÈes of this expected price, both for producers and consumers, and

then to evaluate the corresponding gains resulÈing for each. The tr{o
methods prescribed by Turnovsky are an adaptive expectation procedure
and secondly, a rational expectations ¡nodel. The first of these uses

only past prices and the associated error tem to predict prices. The

second allo¡ss the inclusion of conditional expectations about other eco-
nomic factors when forcastÍng príce. GaÍns from stability, based on a

price deÈermíned by adaptive expectations, lras found to depend sorely on

the characteristic" oi at" error term. Turnovsky proved this by equat-
ing supply and demand for producers and consumers and obtaining Èhe

gains or losses that result. He concruded t,hat "stabírizÍng for suppry
fluctuations will improve the welfare of producers and deteriorates that
of consum"t""'135 For stabiLizeð. demand fluctuations alt,hough total wel-
fare, as measured by the sum of producers' and consumers, welfare, is
íncreased with price stability, one group ¡¡ill likely be hurt.

134 T,rrrrovsky, rrproductÍon Flexibírity, price uncertainty, and the Be-havior of the ConpeÈitive Firmr"op. cit., p.395_413.
t" 

Iylrrovskyr-_"price Expeetations and the l,¡elfare Gains fron price sta-bilizationtt, op. cft. rp.7ll.
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The rational expectations technique for deterrnining an expected
price provides somewhat different results. rt indicates that producers

can not gain from having price stabilized because of the ínherenË as-
sunptíon that some forecasting ability ís used in the deternínation of
expected price. Producers are always better off exploitíng this knowl-
edge and making Èhe according output decisío.r".136

This concludes Èhe revÍew of related literature on the theory of
producer and consumer welfare and price stability. I{hile the discussÍon
Idas adnittedly brief, it should provide the essential groundwork neces-

sary for the understanding of the Schnitz et alo, paper.

136 rbid. ¡ p. 7L4.
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A. Operating Costs

FueI
Repaj-rs and lvlaintenance
Fertilizer
Chemicals
Inauranc€
Seed
Drying
Trucking
Miscellaneous
Interest on Op€rating Capital

TOTAL

B. Fixed Costs

Taxes

Tab1e cl

Crop Product,ion Costs for Grain Corn

1980

$ s.s3
9.01

30.90
23.L5
5.45

13 .78
18 .90
4.30
2.9L
8.54

$122.s0

L979

$ 6.oo
7 .00

32.50
16.00

5 .00
t3 .00
20. o0
20.oo
3.00
6. 00

$126.10

L978

s rl.oo
25.60
16.00

5 .50
12 .00
9.60

17.60
2 .50
5 .50

$120.80

4.40 3.7s 3.5O

(Continued)
l¡
!
@



Depreciation:
Buildings
Equipment

Investment:
Buildings
Equipment
Land

Storage

TOTAL

C. Labour

Total Cost (actual)
- Depreciation

Investment Cost

Total Cost (percíeved)

Table Cl (Continued)

Source: Manitoba Department
ment Section, Lg7g,

I980

.94
27 .67

1 .00
13.45
44.OO

9L.46

6.52

220.48
28.6L
48.45

$ 133 .42

L979

of Agriculture,
I979, 1980.

$ rs.oo

8.25
40.00
4. OO

71.00

1978

2.00
9. 50

I.00
4.75

no. oo

60.75

12 .00

178.05
tI .50
45.75

$ 120 .80

196.85
15. O0
48.25

$133.60

ts\¡
\o
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Table c2

Contribution to fncome
Summary

Study
CIient
Number Land Use

Percent of
Total Income

Irrigation I
9

15
27

LO2
108
26

110

I
5
I
9

I1
12

56
7
I

1980 Soy producers

L979 Simulator

N

x
Var.
SD

Source: QFpartment of Àgriculturerïanuary, l9g1. -

1.1
20.7
L2.6

25.3
22.5
80.5
7.9

D 63.9
D I2.7
D 37.7
D II.2
D 30.1
D 38.92

D I4.2
D 2.9
D 26.9

16
25.57

435.L2
2I.s4

T, D
I

D
T, D

D
T, D
I
I

I - frrigated
D - Dry land

Note: calculated on a net return basis where: GrossReturn (yield x price x acres) _ Cash Costs =Net Return.

Economics, Crop Simulator,



Appendix D

UTILITY TEEORY AND ITIE RELATIVE RISK AVERSION COEFFICIENT

D.l ARROT{-PR.A,TT SPECIFICATION

To understand why schmitz et ar., chose thÍs partÍcular Beasure
of risk aversi-on iÈ is necessary to examine Èhe work of Arrow and

Pratt'137 pt"'a, independently arrived at. the same conclusÍons as Arrow
but, because he dealt rnainly with the absolute risk aversion coeffi-
cient, only Arrow's work wÍIl be considered h"r".138

There has evorved nuch discussion on the theory of uncertaÍnty
and utility over the years, beginning with Bernoulli,s work in 173g.
Much of the debate in the early years concerned the inability to explain
the desire of individuars Èo buy insurance yet engage in ganbling. rn
recent years the discussion has turned to more enpirical questions, such
as measurement of utility functÍons and measures of risk aversion. It
is to the latter of these problems that Arrow addressed hÍnself. whíle
he set out to specifically show why individuals desire to hold cash baI-
ances when they could invest all of their funds in profit earning as_
sets' he arríved at some general conclusi.ons that can be applied in a

137 S." Kennerh j.. .Orroï, Essays in the Theory. of Risk Bearing, NorthHolland publ_ishing co, iõiõttJgTr ; Joh;xr.lrË ffie.r"rsíonin the Small and in the Largerrt E"orroretri"", Vol. 32, No. I_2,Jan.-April, 1964, pp. 122-136.
138 ch"pt.r three of Arrow's book called the,,Theory of Risk Aversion,,provides the basis for this description of the relative risk aver-sion coefficient and it should be råferred to for any matter requir_lng further clarification.

t8r
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much broader, more theoreËÍcal sense. rn attempting Èo explain the mix
of risky and riskless asseÈs held by an indívidual, Arrow arrived at thro

measures of risk aversion; absolute rÍsk aversion and relative risk av-
ersion. Before elaboration of these trrro measures consider first the
definition of a risk averter and the characËerÍstícs of the utility
function as described by Arrow. ttA risk averter is defÍned as one who

starting from a posÍtion of certainty, is unwilling to take a bet r.¡hich

is actuarilly faÍr (a fortiori, he is unwilling to take a bet v¡hÍch is
actuarially unfair to him)."139 Arrow based his charaeÈerÍzation of risk
aversÍon on the expeeted utility hypothesis of Bernourri and lets

y = wealth.

U(Y) = total utílity of wealth y.

Given that E indicaËes the expected value in the sense of probability
theory, an indÍvidual is always supposed to choose the action which
gives hi¡o the highest expecred value; EIU(Y)]. Other assumptions made

regarding the nature of the relationship fs the U(y) is taken to be a

bounded functionrl4O th"t wealth be regarded as a single commodity and

that the utility of wealth be a twice differentiable function where

U'(Y) = marginal utillty of rsealth.

U"(Y) = rate of change of rnarginal utility with

respect t,o wealth.

r39

I40

Arrow, op. cit.,

this avoids the
of The Economics

po

sr.
of

90.

Petersburg paradox which is descríbed
UncerÈainty, by Karl HenrÍk Borch.

on p. 14
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It Ís also assuned that wealth is desirable so that,

u'(Y)>0.

Thus u(Y) Ís a stricÈly increasing function of y and the statement that
it is bounded can be written,

lin U(y) and lín U(y) exisr and arey-to y + too

. 14rr].nt-f e.

under the characteristics described above, the utirity function of a

risk averter is easiry proven to have the condition that u,(y) is
stricËly decreasing as y irr"r""""".142

Having described the appropriate utility function, Arrow ex_
plained why the rat,e of change of U,(y), i.e., U"(y) did not qualify as

a measure of risk aversion and showed how a ¡neasure, that while based on

u"(Y) could be modified so as to remain stable under positive linear
transformations of the utility function. The result is two measures:

(40) RA(Y) = -ul'(Y) = absolute risk aversion,
U,(Y)

(41) Rp(y) = -yu"(y) = relative risk aversion.¡r 
u, (y)

t4r Arrow, opo clt., p. 92.
142 Atto" provided a qualification of thÍs and showed that ,,pure theoryjoins wíth economic observation to inply the predominance of riskaversion over risk preferencerrt Arrow¡ op. cit., p. 93.
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Both these measures evoke the properties desired. A positive
línear transformation of U(y) nultiplies U"(y) and U,(y) by the same

factor and thus leaves their raÈio the same. rf the function considered
displays risk aversion, i.e., Utt(y)<0, both neasures are positive.
There is one additional property of the relative risk aversion coeffi-
cient that makes it particularly useful. Not only is ít invariant wiËh
respect to changes in units of utility but, it is also sËable with re-
spect to changes in units of wealth. such a property is of particular
iûportance to the analysis here for several reasons. The first stems

fron the fact thaÈ schnitz et ar ., do not use wealth (y) in their utir_
ity function but rather profit. Thus no consideration is given to the
total value of assets or wealth held by an individual. By use of the
relative risk aversion coefficient, the comparison can be nade, because

the effects of the numerical value of the ratio are removed. The second

reason that this ueasure is more useful is because of the nanner in
which it is to be applied. The sgn criterÍon requires thaÈ severar
profit levels be examined and by ensuring that Èhe measure remains in_
variant to changes in ¡ enables this conparison.

To continue then, with Arrow's discussion on the neasure of rel_
ative risk aversion, Arrorv showed how Pratt arrÍved at the same result
using a concePt called an Ínsurance premium and a proportional insËead
of relative rÍsk aversion value.l43 R"g.rdless of terminology boËh Arrow
and Pratt propound that ,the reraÈive risk aversíon \ (y) is an increas_
fng functÍon of y.rr744

Pratt., op.

Arrow, op.

po

P.

r43

144

cit. ,

clt.,

133; Arrowr op. cit., p. 91.

96.
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Arrow, ilrustrated by the use of the denand for riquid money,

stated the following proposition regarding risk and wealth: if both
wealth and the size of a bet are increased in the same proportion, the
desÍre Èo accept that bet should decrease. Arrov¡ stated, however, that
it is inportant to realize t.hat the variation of relative risk aversion
with changing wealth is closely associated with the boundedness of the
utility function:

rt can be shown as a naËhenatÍcar proposition that if theutilÍty functÍon is to remain bounded as wealth becomes infi_nite, then the rerative risk aversÍon cannot tend t.o a rinitbelow. one; simirarly, for the utility function bounded (frornbelow) as wealÈh approaches zero, the relative risk aversioncannot approach a linit above one as wearth tends to "".o.r45--
He concluded fron this that the measure of reraËive risk aversion must.

have values that oscillate around one. They will be somer¿hat less for
low wealth and somewhat higher for high wealth. This indicates ÈhaÈ

there is some positive correlation between wealth and relatÍve risk av-
ersion but fluctuat.Íons fron this can exist. Arrow arso suggested that
if one were to desire a constant relative risk aversion, the value l
would be appropriate. This inplÍes a u(y) function thaÈ is logarithuic
whích can be assumed to be an approxinatery bounded utírity function.

r4s Arrotl, op. clt., p. 97 and p. ll0.
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D.2 BASIS OF UÎILITY THEORY

rt has been shown how a measure of risk aversion can be at-
taÍned' rt seems approprÍate Ëo digress a minute and review some of the
theoretical issues associated with the development of and presenË status
of utility theory.

utility theory began wíÈh the princÍple seÈ forth by Daniel
Bernoulli over 200 years ago. rn r73g Bernourli recognized that one ad_

dÍtional dollar was worÈh more to a poor man than it was to a rich one.
He also maintained that this wort,h or utility was cardinally measurable

and that an individual would act so as to maximize the expected varue of
this utility' Bernoulli's paper $rent largely unnoËiced until it resur-
faced again Èhrough the work of von Neumann and Morgenstern in the
1940's' They set out to prove the Bernoulli propositions and their con-
clusions take the form of three axions. They are as fouo*sr146

If we let rÞt indicate ttpreferred tort
ttindif ferent tortt Èhese axioms are as

"rd 
tt=tt designate

follows:

Axíom Ia: If p

of outcomes then

(Conpleteness in

AxÍon II: If ÞQ and R is a

and Q are two probability distributions

eiÈher P)Q, or e<p, or p=Q.

the ordering or tteomparability. rr)

Axion Ib: If pàl and S., rhen p).. ("rransiriviry,,).

probability distriburion of

146 
J ' von Neuman and o. Morganstern, Theory of Ganes ¿nd Economícs Be-havioTr Princeton unÍvesity pt.ssr-ñrcetoì, r"F"ffi ãquoted in clem A. Tisdell, tþ Theory of price uncertaintí, produc-tion and profit, prÍnceton u"ivãr"iÇ p.""", princeton, New ffi,T9'6ã-, p. f
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an outcome Èhen, ap + (l_a) n aQ + (l_a)R, given a)0.

A:rion III: If Þe and þR rhen rhere

such that cp + (l-")n =Q where o<c<..

is a number c

( ttcontinuitytt)

These formulate Bernourli's principle and provide the basis for all fur_
ther work on utflity theory. Restated they fornalize Èhe important
propertÍes; thaÈ thÍs concept 'utility, is cardÍnally measurable (up to
a lÍnear transfornation) and that it provides some logÍcar ordering of
preferences, (with the most preferred being Èhe one with the highest ex-
pected value),

D.3 ELICTATION PROCEDURES

Derivation of utirity functions, or erication of preferences, as
iÈ is also referred to as, can Ëake many forms. They alr begin, howev_

er, wÍth an intervÍewer having an individual make a series of decisions.
Each decision represents a unique cornbination of certain and uncertaÍn
events. Anderson et al., outline six Ëypes of elictation procedures,
two of which deal wÍth unidirnensional utilities and four wÍÈh nurti-di-
mensional utÍlity functions.

The ELCE uethod is the fÍrst of those dealing with unÍdimensj.on-
al utilities in which consequences can be represented by a singre at_
Ëribute' This method is based on the concept of 'rcertaÍnty Equivalentrf
which is defined as ttthe amount exchanged with certainty that makes the
decision maker indifferent between thÍs exchange and so'e particularly
risky ProspecÈ.t'L47 lühen a person chooses an event that has a certaÍnty

L47 J.R. Anderson,
Analysis, The

J.L. DÍllion and J.B.
Iowa State Unfversity

Hardaker, AgrÍcultural
Press, Ames, Iowa, lg71 ,

Decision
p.70.
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equivalent less than the expected monetary value the indivídual is said

to be risk averse. Sinilarly, if the certainty equivalent exceeds that
of expected monetary value the decision maker Ís regarded as a risk t.ak-

er' Through numerical tests of cerËaínty equivalences and expected mon-

etary values, it is possible to derive the utility function for the re-
spective individual.

The second rnethod of estimating unidimensional utilities fs par-
ticularly useful for those decision makers with unusually st.rong aver-
sions to ganbling. This nore eomplicated questioning procedure consid-
ers preference between acts with ttequally likely but risky outcomes.rr

The nethod is consequentíally called ELR0. Again hypotherical gain and

loss situations are set upr through which utility points and then func-
tions can be derived.

Money is rarely the only goal in a decision makers considera-
tions' To deal r+ith the diffÍculties raised by rnulti-goal individuals
or firms there are procedures available which d.erive ¡nulti-dinensional
utilities.

Anderson et al., descríbe the first procedure, knor^m as Èhe

"Benchmark Approachrtt in the forrowing way: ,,for every nulti-attribute
consequence' a conseguence is found that is indifferent to it and has

consÈant values in alr dinensÍons except one that is preferentiarly in_
dependent of the others (in the sense Èhat preference for values Ín t,hat

attribute are independenË of consÈant values in the other attrib-
utes)."I48 rf such is noÈ Èhe case, that is, that one of the attributes
is noÈ preferentially independent, then this utility function can not be

148 rbid. , p. 77.
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formalized and the decfsion i.s merely the result of the decision maker,s
attÍtude' To use the benchnark approach, the individual chooses ,,bench-

tnarkt' or average values for each of the specific attributes. The deci-
sion nakers are then asked to choose between the tno attrÍbutes, one of
which will be the benchmark and the other rsill assume some triar. esti-
mate' By repeatÍng this process for rnany combinations, indifference
curves result' From the schedule resulting from these indifference
curves, utflity functions can be derived.

The second nurti-dinensÍ.onar approach outrÍned by Anderson eË

al., is calred the 'rQuasi-separabre'r utility funcÈion approach. This
approach was orÍgÍnally postulated by Keeney in the late sixties and is
based on the decoroposition of a nulti-attribute utility function into
Íts component parts. Rather than attenpting to assess the n-dinensional
utility function directly, it is only necessary to describe n one dimen-
sional function Ui(Xi) and the n sealing factors k.. The k. values rep_
resent the utility specified for a consequence with all its attributes
except the ith set at their least preferred amount within the relevant
range and the ith set at lts most preferred amount wíthin the rerevant
aarrga. 149

The rrAdditive utÍlity Functfon Approachrr Ís the most co'üon one

used Ín esti'ating nulti-dinensions utility functions. Requíred for
this approach is Èhe estimatÍon of the unidimensional utilitÍes for each
attribute and the scaling factor associated with each. This sinprer ap_

proach provides reasonable approximatÍons of nulti-dÍmensional utilÍty
function but are subject to some criticisn because of the assumption of

149 r¡ia. , p. g2.
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additivity associated with it.

the Lexicographic utility functÍons rank a hierarchy of objec_
tives in order of Ímportance. rt contradicts the Bernoulri axfom on
continuity in that utility does not assune a cardinal value but rather
is expressed as a priority-ordered vector showing Èhe expected utÍlity
Ín each attribute dimension. The individual chooses on the basis of a

lexicographic conparison of these vectors.

rndividual utilÍty functions $rere not estin'ted for corn produc-
ers and the techniques for dofng are provided only to aid in the exami-
nation of of the studies which do attexlpÈ to derÍve utility functions
and then calculate risk aversion coefficients from Èhem.

D.4 PROPERTIES OF UTILITY TT]NCTIONS

There are some general assumptÍons associated with utility func-
tions. The first is that individuars always prefer 

'oore money to less.
This implies that the margainal utility for money (or the first deriva_
tive), is strictly positíve, increasing monotonicarly rvith increases in
money' The second property depends upon the rÍsk preference of the in-
divídual. rf a producer is rÍsk neutrar, the rate of change of marginar
utílíty or the second derivative of u h7íth respect to wealth, will be

constant and equar to zero. This indicates that he values an additional
dollar of income just as highly regardless of whether it is the first
dollar of gain or the lasÈ. producer r in FÍgure Dr displays such a

utility function. t, -fYr=o, as Ís irrustrated by producer rr in Figure
Dl , an addirionar uo?i"r o, incone r¿irl be valued less if it is Èhe

first dollar gain than if it was gained at some point further along the
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grealth axÍs. The third and final type of utiriÈy is the most common,

and resulrs *n"r, + 0. An individual dispraying a uririty funcrionõpt
with this proPerty is said to be rÍsk averse and values the first addi-
tional dollar gain higher than he does the lasÈ.

u(t4r)

Figure Dl

utiliÈy Function for Three Degrees of Risk AversÍon

I{hÍle these three functions describe the characteristícs of de-
cision makers in certain ranges, it has been suggesËed and shown Èhat

most Índividuals dispray arr three types. Friedman and savage were Èhe

first researchers to examine this possibirity and did so in an attempt
to explain why many Índividuars buy insurance to avoid risk yet pay to



ganble so as

tics is found

to incur rlsk.

in Figure D2.

function illustrating
r92

such characteris-
150 A

Figure D2

the Friedman and Savage,s Function

these utllity functions which are first concave at row Íncomes (risk av-
erse), then convex at the nÍd-Íncome range (risk preferring) and Èhen

concave again at hÍgh incomes are commonly explaíned by two factors.
People ganble first because they probably overestimate their chances of
success and second to enjoy the sensation of ganbring for its own sake.

150 S." Milton Frlednan
es Involving Riskrtr
4, August 1948, pp.

and L.J. Savage, ,'The Utility Analysis of Choic_
The Journal of political Econom¿, Vol. 56, No.zlÇ3oT.
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rnsurance may also be purchased solely for its ordn sake but usuarry
people must be nalnly influenced by the thought of how they would feel
when diaster struck. People can generally be considered as risk averse
with ninor fluctuations in their utilíty function indícating a prefer-
ence for risk at certain monetary levels.

The three axioms arluded to by Bernourri and forma!ízed, by von
Neumann and Morganstern provide two addÍtional properties characteri.stic
of all utility functi-ons. These are thaÈ the functions are continuous
and that they are bound, or at least approxinaÈely bounded as ln the
case of a logarithnic utilÍty.

D.5 ÎYPES OF UTILITY TITINCTIONS

The simplist of the utÍlity functions are the linear functions.
These are simply deternined by the equation:

(42¡ U=a*bx

where rnaximizing expected utility yields

(42') ElUl =a+bElxl

These linear functÍons, which are implied by neoclassical theory of the
firm are, however, unrealistic and inadequate for present day anarysis
of decision naking. rn fact Anderson et a1., state that: r,rf for some

reason individual preference cannot be deternined, an arbitary assump-

tÍon of a theoretÍcally sound decreasing risk-averse utirity function
for assets (such as 'Ever)rman,s function, U=lo6 I^t) Ís more defensible

t5r
Anderson, Dillion and Hardaker, op. cit., p. 100.
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than arbitrarily assurning linear preference and ignoring rÍsk.,,l5l
The second type of funcÈions are the polynonials. These can

range from quadratic to exponentÍal to the nth degree. They can be gen_

erally represenËed by:

(43) U(x)=x+bl+.*3+...

and when rnaximized become

(43') u(x) = E(x+bx2+c*3+ ...) = E(x) +bE(x2) +"r(*3) *...

rf only mean and varíance of x are relevant there are only tvro moments

about the mean which is satisfied by a quadratic utility function. rf,
however, skewness is also consÍdered relevant, the porynomiar becomes

cubÍc with three moment.s about Èhe mean. As a generar ru1e, momenËs

above the third are noË vital to mosÈ decision analysis and therefore
quadraÈic and cubic polynornials are most often used.

There ere three criËicísms of polynomials. The first is that
polynomials are not everywhere monotonicarly increasing. This is cru_
cÍal in this study because such a requirement is necessary to enable the
use of the relative risk aversion coefficienË. The second criticism ar-
Íses if one estimates a quadratic functÍon when in fact the decision
maker has a utility function of hígher moments. The result wiLl be a

misassessment of each decision that is nade. The final problern with
polynonials is their failure to meet the fntuitive requirements of an
inverse relationship beÈween aversÍon and wealth.

Due to the difficurties encountered with porynoniars Ít is nec_

essary to consider tldo additíonal forms of utÍlity functions. These tr.¡o



are of the forn

functÍons are of

(4+'¡ [J=

required by the Arrow-pratt coefficient.
the form:

1og" U
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Irrhen utility

(44') U=tf 0cl

then the Arrow-Pratt absolute risk aversion measure is positive for rÍsk
aversion and for decreasíng risk aversion r (l{) dininishes with Íncreas-
Íng t¡ealth. The risk aversion factor would appear es illustrated in
Figure D3.

Fígure D3

Risk Averslon FacÈor

(LI)R
A



To convert thís to Èhe relative
plied by the relevant value of I,I

tion r is equal to l.
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risk aversÍon coefficient r is nulti-
and recall that for a logarithnic func_

U=1og W
e

u (lJ) = I^I-1
U"(w) = -úf2

therefore

-w(w-I) = 1

-t-ü¡ -

To recap briefly on what has been covered regarding utility
theory and iÈs inplications for the measure of relaÈive risk aversion,
four items have been discussed. The fÍrst acknowledged some of the
classical r¿ork done in the field of utility theory. The second de_

scribed meËhods of elictating actual utility functions. part three out-
Iíned the properties associated wÍth the functÍons whlle the last sec-
tion described several specific forms.


